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Preface

This study of the impact of technological developments in tho hijh
fructose corn syrup and sucro-chemicals industries has been conducted as
part of the second phase of' the Caribbean Technology Policy Studies Project -

a comprehensive joint project of the University of Guyana, University of
the West Indies, and the International Development Research Centre- (Ottawa).
The description given here is to be taken as moro than simply formal,
the research work underlining this

for

study has been at all stages executed

within the stated framework of the project.

As a consequence the full signi-

ficance of what is being att'rnpted here can only be appreciated in the

overall context of' the principal foci of the project, namely an examination

of the issues of indigeneous technological capability; search evaluation and
bargaining; science and technology policy planning; and size, scale and
technological transformation of the Caribbean.

Within these overarching

foci, the study is located in the specific area of the technological impact
assessment studies undertaken by the project in the area of science and
technology policy planning.

In this area of the project's concerns the

objective is to evaluate from the perspective of the concerns of the Coribbcn
region, certain fundämenthl technological transformations which have been
occurring on a world scale with a view towards developing a technological
planning capability to cope with these developments.

The choice

of topics

within this subset has not been random, great care and attention were
directed towards the topics chosen for study in this area of' the project and
the method of approach.

vi

Having said all this it is important that the reader immediately
understands that this is therefore not a study of the world's sugar
industry in general (or more accurately sweetener industry), or that of' the
Caribbean in particular.

The study treats with the sugar (sweetener)

industry from two angles, namely the development of the high fructose corn
the
syrup industry (HFCS), known in Europe as the isog].ucose industry, on

basis of recent technological innovations and the threat which this poses
ta

the world's traditional sweetener industry in general and the Cribbecn's

in particular, and the opportunities being created by recent technological
advances in the field of sucro-chemicala.

It is from this conceptual approach

that the title of the study has been derived, namely 'the threat and the
promose'.

It should be appreciated even at this early stage that this is

not just the simple aggregation

of two different studies of the same

industry or the study of two entirely different industries.

The interfaccD

and
between technological developments and their applications in the HFCS

sucro-chemical industry is a matter of central concern to us.
the same transnationals

In fact, beceus.

(TNCs) are frequently involved in traditional

suggest that any
sugar, other sweeteners, HFCS and sucro-chemicals it would
additively,
attempt to isolate the two areas of the study, or treat them merely

would be very unwise.

Indeed it was recognition of this interface which

propelled the study from its early stages of conceptualisation of' being
concerned with sucro-chemical technological development alone, into the
form it has taken here.

The leading edge in the development and application of new technology
and to a
in the case of the HECS industry is the United States of' America

vii

lesser extent .Japan

the European Community, Canada, and certain tern-

tories in South-ESt Asia and Latin America.

The study will naturally

will be with the
focus on these territories, but our predominant concern
overwhelming
USA where eleven firms and some seventeen plants constitute the
bulk of the world's resources currently committed to HFCS production.

In

innovations
the case of the sucro...chemicals, the loading edge of technological
is located in a United Kingdom based TNC, Tate and Lyle Ltd.

Here considerable

focus will naturally fall on this enterprise.
In pursuit of this study a number of sub-themes of some general

significance are briefly touched upon from time to time

the principal ones

being:

innovation and response in a mature industry;
the industrialization of a traditional tropical staple;
the uniqueness of the circumstances created by competition
between developed and underdeveloped regions in producing a
widely consumed commodity
renewable versus finite resources in industrial development;
land use for food versus manufacturirl output;
the role of government policy in the development of technology
and its application; and so on.

Concern over possible diversion from the main thrusb of the study
has in some instances limited our intervention on these issues to a few
hints.

In conclusion it should be noted that relatively little accessible

work has been done on the HFCS industry, and fa
industry.

less on the sucro-chemicals

Thus the study has as one of its major aims, contributing to the

viii.

enlargement of' the informational pool and increasing its accessibility and
availability to the Caribbean.

Without such an enlargement, systematic

monitoring which as we shall argue is an extremely critical science and
technology planning function, will not be possible.

Part I of the study deals

with HICS (the threat) and Part II sucro-chemicals (the promise).

1

Part I:

THE THREAT

Chapter 1:

SALIENT CHARACTERISTICS OF THE WORLD SWEETENER INDUSTRY

Section (1):

Sugar in the Caribbean

The labels 'plantation economy', 'sugar exporting economy', 'King
Sugar' etc.,which have been used frequently to describe the English-speaking
Caribbean economies, are ample testimony to the importance which sugar has

played 1nthe historical development of the region.
direct product

of

The sugar industry is a

colonial conquest and settlement of the region, with cane

sugar cultivation and processing always being export oriented and confined
within the region to the production of 'raw sugar' which is the sucrose stage
of approximately 95% purity.

The cultivation of the sugar-cane plant has

been almost single-mindedly focussed on the production of sucrose, with the
limited utilization of by-products, e.g. bagasse as fuel, molasses for direct
export or as animal feed, and the production

of

alcohols, mainly rum.

Whataver

resources have been allocated to local research and development have been
concentrated in the areas of sugar cane varieties, its cultivation practices,
equipment repair and maintenance of the sugar processing factories, and
construction, earth moving and other problems dictated by the specific topography of the areas where sugar is produced.

As a result, sugar has been very

'instrumental in the creation of a particular dynamic of material production
which characterizes the region.

That is generally we produce what we do not

consume, and consume what we do not effectively produce, thereby denying a
real, that is physical resource imperative, or social, that is demand
dictated imperative, for the development of an indigenous technological
capability.

After centuries of dominating Caribbean economic and social life, the

development of the region's,sugar industry peaked in th

1960's.

By then,

social and political transformations in the region, in particular the
nationalist movement towards independence, the rjse of trade unionism and
increased land pressures leading to a greater assertiveness of'thé peasantry
in demanding land and other resources, had created new priorities in 'the focus
of development.

These newer priorities calld for. a greater role of the state

in development, and an increased emphasis. on import-substituting activities
behind domestic protective barriers.

In turn this called for the manufacturing

oriented TNCs to play major roles in the ragion's economy.

Out of these

complex processes there has resulted a general declinu in the importance of
sugar in the region's economy.

.

'.

While just, over two decades ago, in the early 1960's the region Was

producing approximately 1.2 million tonnes of sugar, with exports ranging
from 80% to 90% of this total outpu.t, currently the region is producing

approximately 0.3 million tonres of sugar, that is aout two-thirds of the'
1960 output and exporting about 80% of this amount.
tories production has fallen.

In all the major terri-

In Barbados in 1981 output was approximately

95,000 tonnes of sugar compared iith output levels of 160,000 tonnes reached
in the early 1960's.

This was the lowest output level attained since l94.

For 1982 the prognosis LS also not good and as the Prime Minister remarked in
his statement to Parliament, on,, July 13, 1982: "I have to report to the House

and Nation that 1982 has been as catastroptic a year for thesugar industry
as was 1981.

In 1981 the problems weetj-pse.of a late start of the crop and

unreasonable weather .... in 1982 the prpbleme appear to be those 'of morale
in the widest sense."

In Guyana, output in 1981 was just over 300,000 tonnes

compared with over 380,000 tonnes attained ir.:tha'i960's.

In Trinidad-Tobago

1981 output was 93,000 tonneä as compared with levels of output of over 230,000

tonnes of sugar produced in the l60's.
lowest since the end of World War II.

This output level was also the
In Jamaica, 1981 output was 208,000

metric tonnes as compared with output levels of over 480,000 tonnes in the
1960's.

The decline in sugar production reflects the overall decline in agricultural output and productivity in the region.

Thus comparative data on

value added in the agricultural sector and per capita food production for
the larger territories of the region as shown in Tables 1 and 2 indicate the
extent of the decline over the past decade.

As the data show in Guyana for six of the ten years the index of per

capita food production was less than 100 (base period production1969-71);
in Jamaica this was so for eight ofthe ten-years; and in Trinidad-Tobago this
wa

the .case'-for eéry year during the past decade.

Similarly, the value

added data show substantial declines in the contribution of the agricultural
sector to GDP, most notably in Barbados and to a lesser extent Trinidad-Tobago.

In the latter case oilhas tended to dominate the economy and the agricultural
sector's contribution to GOP in the decade 1961-70, that is even before the
oil boom, was just over five per cent.

The years following the tremendous boom'in world sugar prices of
1973-74, have witnessed crucial developments in the region's sugar industry.
The collapse of the unsustainable sugar prices of the 1973-74 period has merged
with the ending of the protected marketing arrangements of the Commonwealth
Sugar Agreement (CSA) after a quarter of a century, and the establishment of
the far less favourable Lome Convention's sugar protocol of the EEC/ACP countries.
Unlike the CSA, the Lome sugar convention is not based on a coat plus mechanism.
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1972

1973

1974

19.75

1976

1977

1978

1979

1980

Guyana

102

90

89

.100

100

94

99

104

92

88

Jamaica

102

100

98

96

93

92

89

92

90

90

91

97

88

90

95

96

95

90

87

79

Country

Trinidad-Tobago

Source:

As quoted in the 1980-81 Annual Report of the Inter-American
Development Bank, p 21.
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ntry

fA
1961-1970

1971-75

1976

1977

1978

1979

.1980

Barbados

22.0

11.2

10.9

10.8

10.5

iq.a

10.8

Guyana

22.2

18.5

16.2

16.4

18.4

17.7

.18.6

Jamaica

9.8

7.6

7.9

8.6

9.5

9.0

8.6

Trinidad-Tobago

5.4

4.4

3.6

3.4

3.1

3.4

2.4

Source:

1980-81 Annual Report of the Inter-American Development. Bank, p16.

However, it is strongly linked to the internal subsidization of EEC beet
sugar production, so much so that as we shall discuss more fully later since
the signing of the Protocol the EEC has emerged as not only a

major consumer

and importer of sugar, but a major producer and exporter as well.

The

difficulties. of the Lame protocol are well bummed up in this statement of the

Marketing Director of the Guyana Sugar Corporation:

First of all, we have a quota in the EEC instead of the old
CSA quota. Now I am not underestimatingthc vital importance
of the EEC quota to us in Guyana. Our quota of 167,000 tons
represents a guaranteed market for over half our export sugar,
and the price currently is much above the world price.
But
somehow thesanctityof this quota has to be fought for day
in, day out, in a way we 'never had to fight for the CSA quota.

Sometimes one feels like a man running backwards and forwards
a1ongan andangered dam, .pàthing and patching, as French beet

farmers, bureaucrats in Brussels, and unsympathetic European
pressure groups of all sorts, who do not know or hardly care
about our circumstances try topünch holes in the dam and let
the whole structure wash away. The slightest sFiortfall can lead
toimmediatasuspension of quota. Prices are imposed, not
negotiated. You have the feeling that you are fighting a war
thatrever ends, even though you.thought the peace was made and
signed and sealed in the Lorne'Sugar Protocoi.Li

In addition to the above cOnsiderations, two other points are of great
importance to the present state of' the region's sugar industry.

One is the

expiry of the US Sugar Act and the recent re-imposition of protection for
US domestic sugar producers.

This has resulted in the removal of' the second

and secondary pillar of' protected marketing..of the region's sugar.

factor has been the tremendous boom

'ii,

Th

other

oil prices and the associated global

inflation of prices.
Because
5

of'

the above circumstances the region's sugar industry can truly

t:rad as 5ein at

trcmandcus.y cruci2!

Cesiit

cne cnaency for

output to decline a significant part of the raglan's respurces is still involved

in sugar.

In Barbados and Guyana, sugar earns about one-third of these

countries foreign exchange.
of wage labour.

In Guyana, sugar is the largest single employer

A point which is of great significance, however, is that

the declIne in the region's sugar output has been due more to declines in
output per man-hour worked, yieldC of sugar Oane per hectare, and the ccnversion efficiency of the factories (from sugar-cane to raw sugar), than the
curtailment of acreages, and a reduction In total factory capacity.

Thus

for example in Guyana the rated capacity of the sugar industry is of the
order of 500,000 tonneé per annum, compared to current output of 300,000 tonnes
per annum.

In other words the industry is only operating at about three-

fifths of the level it can, with the present resources devoted to sugar.

The

declines insugar output therefore understate the true loss in importance of
sugar to the Caribbean region.

Much of the difficulties facing the region's sugar industry stem
from uncertainty over the future directions of,public policy.

in all the

territories the state has assumed a larger role in the industry's product'on,
processing and marketing of sugar

In the cases of Guyana and TrinidaJ-

Tobago thrOugh 'nationalization' the governments 'own and control' the
bulk of the resources of this sector.

From all indication, however, the

govCrhmentsof the region are uncertain as to whether to pursue the expansion
sugar production or not.

The strongest argument in favour of increased output

is of course the existence of signiftcant resources already committed to this
industry and the momentum and pressures this naturally produce to ensure 'furthc
growth and expansion.

At the same time, however, the uncertainty of th

marketing situation along with the social and political legacies or tho i.iust
in the region, combine to discourage any real vigOur in the pursuit of this

expansion.

The result has been a benign neglect end a tendency to deal with the

industry as an ailing part of the various national economies of the

region.

This has been encouraged by developments in the tourist industry (Barbados
and

Jamaica), bauxite-alumina (Guyana and.Jamaica), oil (Trinidad-Tobago) and the
growth of an import-substituting manufacturing sector in all the
territories of
the region.

Some recognition of the quandary the governernnts are reflected in the
plethora of commissions, tribunals, committees of inquiry, etc. which have
been established to examine the industry or certain aspects of it, and to
make recommendations.

Although not forcefully raised at any stage, one question

which has emerged, is whether or not the single-minded use of the industry's

resources to produce sucrose for consumption overseas is the best use of

such a vast amount of the rgion's resources.

This and other similar questions

are to the forefront of our inquiry and in this sense, if no other, the study
hopes to break new ground in the regional assessment of its
resources devoted
to sugar production.

Section (ii):

Technoloqy and End Use:

The Concept of Sweetener

The traditional view of sugar, and the one which dominates the
popular
consciousness of the Caribbean is that it is an agent used to sweeten foods,
beverages, etc.

But sugar has other properties beside

its sweetness which if

not appreciated by the average household are clearly recognizable to
that large

section of its end users which make up the industrial market for
sugar.

Thus

to take one example, sugar is not only sweet but it is also
a food in itself, and

as a food it is non-toxic although its consumption has been linked to dental

caries,

cLcit.1

The importance of these other characteristics of' sugar

are drawn out when suç,ar is placed in the wider context of its end uses.

It

is, from this ccnte<t that the concept of 'sweetener' is derived and it is in

this cone4 therefcr

that HFCS has also to be evaluated.

But before we turn

to examine thislet.us 1irst take note of themajor categories of sweetners
which are produced..

There are twc major categories of sweeteners, namely natural-caloric
sweeteners and synthatic sweetcners.
further categories:

The former can be sub-divided into two

the carbohydrate swee.f.eners which are most commonly used and

are all calorie rich and in which. sucrose dominates, and other exotic natural

products with sweetening properties. .. The schema below indicates these categorL;
with a few pertinent remarks, where appropriate..

sw::TENERs

Carbohydrate
Sucrose (mainly cai.

..

and sugar beet).

Other Exotic

As

far as white au-r is conceied these two
are ir.d!tinguithah!e but only cane sugar
can be pccess3d as browii sugar, domestic

Stevioside (extracted
from the leaves of
Steviare Baudiana).

Treacle is a by-product
syrup or treacle.
of the industry with about 50% sugar and is
used to pi'apare alcohol, citric acid, yeast,

animaly faes, etc.

Lactose (a disaccharide containing galactose
and glucose obtained from cheese whey).

Monallin (extracted
from the serendipity
berry).

3.

3.
Polyhdric A'lcchols (reaction of hydrogen oh
sugars and includes sor,bitol prepared from
dextrose, maltitol prepared from maltose, xylitol
prepared from wocd waste.) These are used mainly
in nft ice-iaamo and are thought of as producing
Xylitol is suspected of being
lese tooth decay

carcinogenic .

Thaumatin (extracted
from a West African
berry).

in

Glycoprotein (extroct2d
from the red berry of
West 1frica).

Starch HydrolysateS
Glucose syrups.. derived from stcrch which
contain dxtroso (D-glucase) and other
higher saccharides.
(a white crystalline reducing
gar which occurs naturU.y in fruit
and flavours). Beceiae'it has a different
metabolism to sucrose it has been.,accepted
as a j.b.tc'suqar.

5.

Licorice

Fructose.

6.

HFCS or Isoqiucose (to be studied in
greater, detail).

(6)

SYNTHETIC SWEETENERS

nd under auspicion of being carcinogenic).

Saccha:in (solatod in 137

Cyclamate (30-80 times sweeter than. SUCrOSe).
carcinogenic).
Aspartame (table sweetener under suspicionof being.
studied in detail later).
ICS (a chemical modification of sucrost,to be

greater and grea?r
The heavy industrial uses of sugar has drawn
of available sweeteners.
attention to the various properties orcharaCt'eristiC5
clear that whatever
From discussions with persons in the indutry it: seems
out on the properties of any particular

propaganda or advertisements may be pu

which all other sweeteners,;
sweetener, that sucrose is still the standard from
are measured.

The principal qualities of sucrose

weetaner3 4hich emerge are

the following:

7,

Good taste
Good bulking agent
Good dilutar.t and carrier
High and ready water solubility
Good preserving agent
Colourless
Chemically and microiologiCellV pur
Non-toxic
Nutritious and energy giving..
Good digestibility
-....

Rapid and totl fermntabilitV
Good storaye ability

Good flavur

.

.

.

.

.. .

-

('or home uses.
Its crystalline structure which makes. it auitabJ

11

There are disadvantages in sucrose which we shall examine
later, but these

refer primarily to its suitability as a chemical feedstock and not
as a food.
All competitive sweeteners therefore, have to measure
up to the standards set
by sucrose or they are unlikely to penetrate the sweetener
market in a significant way.

Thus for example, many of the high intensity sweeteners (e.g.

saccharin) favoured because of their low calories, (apart from
possible
carcinogenic effects) have a taste which discourages their widespread
use.
The product which we are studying here has an
array of characteristics
or properties which makes it a formidable competitor to sucrose.

The principal

properties of HFCS or isoglucose which have been identified
are:
High sweetness
High fermentability
High humectancy
A water white colour which is readily blendable with other
foods
A clean non-masking taste
A favourable viscosity when compared with other
sugars and syrups
as shown in Table 3 below.
Its osmotic pressure makes it a good conservator of food
because
there is a lower development of bacteria, yeast and fungi
without
special additives.
Increases moisture content of foods and lowers the freezing point
which is important in some industries, e.g. ice-cream.
its sweetness has a synergetic effect on the total sweetness of
food so that a 50:50 solution of HECS and sucrose has a higher
sweetness than the addition of both products.
It enhances the flavour of food, particularly fruit.
It is non-toxic, readily digestible and nutritious.
Table 3

Viscosity of HFCS and Other Sweeteners
Product

Note:.

Centipoises

HFCS (71% solids, 42% HFCS)

150 cP

Saccharose (71 Brix)

360 cP

Saccharose (66 Brix)

120 cP

Dextrose

130 cP

Invert Sugar (70%)

130-150 cP

Glucose Syrup (64 DE)

500 cP

Viscosity rnesures the property of a fluid that resists the force
tending to cause it to flow.
Source:

R. Crott, 1981, p 25.

12

There are three major limitations of HFCS which inhibit both its
industrial and household USOSq and which bec.iuse they an; there paso a technological challenge which. is presently being vigorously pursued.. The first of
these is that

tFCS is a.liquid sweetener.

of 71% solids and 29% water.

As Table 3 indicates it is comprised

Its liquid state limita thi uses to which it

can be put when compared to crystalline sucrose.
costs.

It alsc

dds to transportation

While its liquid state generally inhibits its applicetions, this is not

to deny that in certain manufacturing areas its liquid state may well constitute
an advantageç or be immaterial to the producer.

Thus in the dzirin

and soft

drinks manufacturing sector its liquid state facilitates the use of automated
liquid systems in factories.

This factor as we shall

ee plays 2n important

role in determining the character of the market penetration achieved by HFCS.
The second limitation is that HFCS has to be stored at 27 0-36°c in
order to prevent coloration and crystallization.

This adds to the cost of its

handling, particularly when taking into account the fact that it is a liquid.
Again, like the previous limitation this does not moan that this property
does not favour its use in certain industrial applications.

Thus the fact

that it is subjact to colour changes when heated beyond certain temperatures
helps in bakee products where colour changes enhance th

appearance and the

appeal of the product.

The third limitation of HFCS is that it is not easily produced in a
crystalline form,

A crystalline form has been produced, but this is so high

cost as not to be presently commercially viable, so that resources already
committed to the industry

nd those planned for th

next five years or so

are premised on the production and use of liquid HFCS.
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couple of
Before leaving this thpic it would be useful to make a
observations or th

1ow-ca1oria-hih intensity sweeteners.

First the stimulus

from concern about
for devsloprreflt of these sweeteners derives principally
leading to obesity.
excessive calorie and particularly carbohydrate intake

have tastes
Second, the major limitations of existing products are that they
not
which are not readily acceptable as a substitute for sucrose; they do

interact well with other foods; they are possibly carcinogenic
are high cost to produce.

and they

As far as cost is concerned the industry's rule-

of-thumb is that a high intensity sweetener has to be at 1o't 50 times as
sweet as sucrose to break even.

Table 4

overleaf gives a broad indication of

sweetness factors, c.lorie value/swetness ratios9 sweetness quality and
relative cost per unit of sweetness.

5ELECTD
Cur4PARISU

4

INTE;SITY

S:EETE1EIS

(Glucose

(HFCS

(Sucrose

1

1.2

0.7

1-i-

1

B

4

3.3

5,1

4

4

Bland

Bland

Very good

Fruity

Good

Very good

Very good

4200

12000

300

280

300

HIGH

TABLE
OF

Relative Cost

A (fructose

0,5

4

Sweet/metallic/bitter

par unit of
Sweetness

(Inverted Sugar

1.0

0

Clean, sweet

Luplit

Sweetness

(Sorbitol

300

0

Sweet/slightly lingering

Valuef
Sweetness

(Xylitol

30-120

0

Sweet/chemical/bitter

Calorie

(Saccharin

180

0

Sweet,lingerig

5weetne
Factor

(Cyclamate

150

0

Like sucrose

-

350

-

420

70

10

3OiJ

1000

(Acesuipham K

3000

0

B (Aepartame

(Talin

600

W. t. Nicol (1980) end R. Crott (1982)..

(165

Source:
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Section (iii)

The Global Sweetener Market

global sweetenCI market has
In recent yerS the picture of the

hown a

consumption of sweetflCr5 in the
broad pattern of declining per capita
capita consumption in the underdeveloped countries and an increasing per
consumption in the underdeveloPed countries
The increase of
developed countries.
that tieir
efforts at self_sufficienCY, so
by
strong
has been accompanied
The
reflected in increased world trade.
increased consumption is not fully
nI sweeteners h2s been about
overall growth of world productiOfl/cOflS1JmPt0n
the
over the period 1980-81 due to
2-2½% per annum since 1975, with a decrease
and a current surplus (mid-1932)
partial recovery of prices in these years
leading to a collapse in prices.

The general industry

rulo_of-thuob is that

15 kg per annum the household consumer
when per capita consumption is below
annum
consumption and when it is above 50 kq per
market for sugar dominates
50
predominate. Between 15 kq and
the industrial food processing sectors
the
balance progressivelY shifts in favour of
kg per capita consumption of the
industrial market as consumption increases.

Table

overleaf gives the global

by continent. There it can be
picture of the per capita consumption of sugar
capita consumption of less then 15 ka per
seen that 50 countries have a per
consumption in excess of 50 kg per annum.
annum, while only 14 have a per caD±tC

of 15 kg-50 kg per annum.
The bulk of the countries (87) fall within the range
this group, although quite high
Most of the Caribbean territories fall within
and Guyana per capita consumption is
on the scale. Thus in Trinidad-Tobago
If sugar imported
sugar alone!
currently of the order of 44-46 kg of domestic
exceed 50 kg, thereby forming a
in foodstuffs is added the figure may well
The reason for this is of
general rule.
major cateorv of exception to this

of suer combined with local sales at
course the high domestic availability

CA ITA

5G:1R__CUW5J1U

TAflLE

DJb. pLCourtries by Contio.aU

2

PER

19

1

over_5Ok
1

28

l5kq-5Uk

Europe

1

4

below l5ko

America

19

Uceania

19

.

1

Asia

21

W. Nicol (1980).

29

Africa

5ource
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controlled prices which have been introduced ae a device aimed

t reducing the

cost-of-living burden of sugar consumption on the average houeho1d.

In other

words, domestically consumed sugar is subaidized and this subsidiz'tion
encourages its relative 'over-consumption' in the region.
The world supply of centrifugol sugar averaged about

9 million tonnes

for the years 1980-819 and while consumption averaged about the same

The data in Table 6 indicate

exceeded supply in 1980 and vice versa for 1981.
the demand/supply levels by regions.

demand

1hile the role of the traditional

suppliers and demanders can clearly be seen as well as the regional balances
between output and consumption which gives rise to trade in sugar, the emergence
of

W. Europe as a major sugar producing region with a large excess supply is

probably the single most important characteristic of these data.

In both 1980

and 1981 output of sugar exceeded demand in W. Europe thereby turning that
region into a major sugar exporting region, even as it remains a critical
element of the world's import market for sugar.
between domestic output
North America.
consumption.

The traditional imbalance

nd demand while being reduced remains substantial in

For the yaars 11960-31 output averaged about one-half of
This means that North America continues to be an important sugar

importing region.

The same is true for E. Europe where despite increases in

output supoly is about 70 per cent of consumption.

The regions of Africa,

Asia and Oceania are broadly in balance with the exception of Australia which
remains a major sugar exporting country.

The output leve!s for sugar in 1980-

1981 indicated in Table 6 compare with a world output of -FCS jf approximately

2.8 million tonnes in 1980 and 3.9 million tonnes in 1981.

fl

this amount the

USA produced 2.0 million tonnes and 2.4 million tannes in respective years.
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Table 6

World Supply and Demand of Centrifuqal Suçar, Raw Va1u

Demand

Supply
1980

(million tonnes) 1981

1981

l98)

1981

5.96

6.42

6.71

6,90

6.81
12.70

7.93
13.79

5.03

5.08

USA
Total North America

5.31
5.48

5.63
5.73

9.33
10.34

9.07
10.01

Brazil
Total South America

8.27
13.31

8.73
13.50

6.26
10.70

5.87
10.44

India

Total Asia and Oceania
/

4.53
18.57

5.99
21.86

5.04
22.14

5.39
22.69

Total E. Europe

11.97

l'.05

17.71

17.67

EEC
Total W. Europe

13.55
16.67

15.48
19.05

10.97
15.07

10.59
14.74

World Total

84.60

92.40

67.71

87.54

Total Africa
Cuba

Total Central America

Sources:

-

ISO Statistical Bulletin, Landell Mills Commodity Bulletins.
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sweeteners
of world 000SUITIPtICfl of
Table 7 contains some projuctioflS to 1990
that by 1990, 81.3 nor cent of
The data there suggest
by major categories.
9.2 per cent
of centrifuge1 sugar and
sweetener consumption will be in the form
103
Non-caloric sweetener consumption will be
will remain as ron_centrifugal.

sweetenerS 8.2 per cone of the total,
per cent of the total end starch based
out of a total world consumption of
that is an amount of 11.6 million tonnes
The nature of the sweetener
sweeteners of 141.4 million tonnes in 1990.
of output and consumption are
industry and market is such that projections
how much in the past estimates
invariably hazardous and it is not surprising
ConsequentlY these projections for as
have varied from actual performances.
with
in this study) should be handled
far ahead as l990, (as indced all others
due caution.

analysis of the world's
While we are not concerned with a detailed
background
it are important for forming the
sugar market, certain features of
and the sucro-chernical industry.
to the assessment of both the HECS industry
trade accounts for only 20-25 per cent
The first of these is that international
of world suaar output.

one-tenth to oneOf this 20-25 per cent only about

market'.
sixth of it is traded on the 'open free

The remainder is marketed under

arrangements.
special bilateral and regional marketing

Of' the total sugar

traded as much as 90 per cent is derived from cane.

characterized by periods of overSecond, the world market for sugar is
fluctuations in the prices and quantities
supply and under-supply leading to wide
Thus for 15 cut of thu last 26
of traded suqar in the 'open free market'.

of ccntriuqal sugar has excoe&d world
crop years (1945-80) world production
demand.

on-flfth t' ever one-third of
Stocks of sugar have fluctuated betwefl

annual consumption.

A time series

F world sugar output

nd ending stocks as a.
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percentage of consumption is shown in labia 8, while in Table 9 tne movements
in prices are revealed.

Note the data in Tabi

are on a crop-yer basis

and the endina stocks are as of August in each year.
high instability of sugar prices.

All these highlight the

In the years since l5O five definite sugar

cycles have ben idcntified, all of them with the characteristic boom in
prices followed b

rapid declines.

These five cycles are

s follows:

1951-55; 1956-61; 1962-68; 1969-77; 1978-82.

Because so much of sugar is marketed by special agreornants the role of
political factors and government policy have been foremost in influencing price
behaviour.

In an effort to impose some order and harmony in these arrangements

a seventh International Sugar Agreement was signed in 1977.

Many problems,

however, remain, the major one b.ing the non-participation of the EEC, which as
we have seen

has become under their domestic sugar support schemes a major

producer, importer end now exporter oF sugar.

Indeed as we shtll see more

fully later the EEC's efforts to support the sugar beet industry of Europe is

the major f.ctor discouraging the expansion of HFCS production in Europe.
Given the importance of political considerations in the operations of
the world's sugar market the range oF countries which precently trades in sugar

compounds the difficulties of a common approach to an orderly international sugar
regime.

Presently significant auger exporters now rançe from countries highly

dependent on sugar in terms of foreign currency earnings and where most of the
sugar produced is exported (Cuba, Dominican Republic,

uyona)) through major

producers which have a high internal consumption so that only a relatively

small proortion of total output is exported (Brazi1

InrJia), to a third

group of major producers and exporters for whom sugar p.lys a relatively minor
role in their economies (EEC, Australia).
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Table 3

World Sugar Productiofl

Crop Year
Beginning

Caiie Suj
Output

Stocks/COfl3UmPtbon

Ratio (million

Beet Sugar
0utp

':nns)

Endi

5topj

aso

of

CcnsumPt

SepteP

44.8

30.1

75.1

22,14%

1972

48.0

32.0

80.0

21,62%

1973

50.0

28.5

78.5

24.51%

1974

49.9

31.7

81.7

26,52%

1975

53.5

32.8

86.3

30.28%

1976

57.5

35.0

92.5

34.57%

1977

56.5

34.6

91.1

34.15%

1978

50.9

33.5

84.4

26.37%

1979

54.5

32.4

87.0

24.10%

1980

191

61.3

35.0

96.3

28.96%

Source:

Sugar and Sweetener
USDA Economic Research Service,
Outlook and Situation (various issues)
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Table 9

Raw Sugar Spot Prices (US cents
Year

World Price

1972

7.43

1973

9.61

1974

29,99

1975

20.49

1976

11.58

1977

8.11

1978

7.82

1979

9.60

198(1

29,02

1911

16.3

Jan., 1982

.12.99

Feb., 1982

13.05

March, 1982

11.24

April9 1982

9.54

ar ib)
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Notes to Chapter 1
I. McDonald (1979).

See, R. Crott (1981).
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Chapter 2:

Section (i):

INNOVATION IN A MATURE INDUSTRY:

THE CASE OF FFCS

The Develooment of HECS Technology

derivad from
The food industry has traditionallY used micro-orgunismS
natural sources to praduce products.

Examples of these procs3es are the

and the priductiofl o
brewing of ale, beer, etc., the making of alcohol

dairy foods.

into s sweetIt was .alo known that starch could be converted

commercicilY utilized
ener by an acid process (hydrolysis) and this process was
early 28 1850.
on the basis of potato starch in the US as

.Inl866. corn

in the US.
or dextrose was being prouced in limited quantities

sugar

These tradi-

limited in their applications.
tional uses of enzymes and yeasts were, hcwever,

early as the 1800's
Thus in the case of the corn industry, wet rniIlerC knew as
D-Fructoso (
the process for converting li-glucose (an aldoso) to

ketose).

in Europe high fructose
This process is known as isomerization and explains why
corn syrup goes by the trade name of isoglucose.

The process then known

Ph.
consisted of treating glucose with an alkaline catalyst at a high

The

major circumstances
technology was limited in its applications because of two
associated with thi

process.

excessive by-products were
develop off-flavours.

One was that in the process of conversion

p0duced...TheSe.t0flded to cause dark colours and to

This pdint underscores the significance of the

of sweeteners as
properties other than sweetness which determines the use
referred to in the previous chapter.

Unfortunately, while tachnically these

too expensive
undesired effects could have been removed, their removal was far

to make the product economical.

The other limitation was that the process was

reactions which
crude and really consisted of' non-specific and uncontroll&)le
made its industrial uses very limited.

In face of this circumstance research on, syar isomerizotin cantinued

but much of the rsearch

however

was hein

hydrates in L2cterial arid aninlal coils and

3

concentrated a" 5-carbon

sugars (pentoses) inatsad of the 6-carbon sugars like '-giucose.

i50's

of carbo-

dno cn the mtabolls

however, a sinifican discovery wos mad.

3y the

it was found that free

moncsacchrides qutside the cell would undergo kotolisomoiizetiofl i
presence of a proper enzyme.

the

The proper enzyme discaverol was xyiosa isomerase.

This discovery was however, not nade within the sveetenar industry or the food

idustry but by bioloic;l and medical scientists who were studyir
of sugars in the metabolism of the biological system.

the role

The significance of

this work was not quickly appreciated by the corn wet milling industries
until the publication by Hochater and Watson on xlose isomeasc was 'accidentally' noted by Elder, a reseerch director in CPC International.
Further research however

continued and this was directed to:ards finding

a glucose isornerase which could convert glucose to fructose through the

necessary re-arrangement of the molocular structure of glucose.

The main

difference of the two sugars is that while glucose has 6 crbons, xylose has
5.

Laboratory research by Marshall and Kooi revealed that the enzyme

prepared from Pseudomonas Hydoiphilia which was described in the literature as
a specific sylose isomeraso also functioned as a glucose iscmerose in the

conversion of 0-glucose to D-fructose. This discovery wis of particular
moment because 0-fructose is much sweeter than 0-glucose.

However, limitations

on its opplication in industrial processes existed and th

corn industry

did not adoot the new scientific discovery, although u patent w3s taken out

by the US firm CPC, on th lersholl and Kooi's procrs
2,950,228, issued August

3) 1960).

(US patent number
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Rase:rch in the gener4 area c'ntinu'd in the 196O's
this research shifted to Je,pan.

and ouch of th

but the center of

Here also the initi:1 focus ws biicjical,

work was conducted in rcsearch jnsltute

Efl' nt industry.

It was only later that the commercial food orientatior came to the fcrafront
end industry began to take note.

In 1965 the Jpanosc rsearcher 3. Sto

reperted that filamentous bacteria, Streptomyces, producea qlucse isomerse.
Totjether with Tsumura, a Japanese patent (Number 17640 issued on October 7,
1966) was thken. out on the Streptomyces (Actinonycis) species.

same time V. Takaaki another Japanese researchr working

At about the

t the Fermentation

esearch Institute of Japan published on the conaercislization of this process.
The article stressed the suitability of the process to the wet milling industry
for the production of high fructose corn syrup.
rights to utilize the enzyme fot production.

Aqain CPC bought out exclusive

The US patent to Takasaki

was given in 1971 (Patent number 3,616,221).

Despite these favourable developments the corn wet millers still thought
the process too expensive.

This reflects some of the ossification which

develops in a mature industry.
the cost of enzymes.

The main high cost factor was attributed to

At the time soluble onznes were used in a batch

reaction process and then discarded.

fs momentous breakthrough in the field of

enzyme tochnology was, however, at hand, as a new technique of enzyme
immobilization had been developed which could permit the indefinite use of
enzymes in the process of isomerization.

The posibi1.ity of the repeated

re-use of enzymes would mean considerably lower costs of enzyme production.
However, it was not until 1967 that commercial US production of HFCS
commenced.

This was done on licence from Tkasaki end the Japariee government.

The first production contained 15 per cent fructose.
to 30 per cent and within a year to 42 per cent HFCSO

This was later raised
The process used was the

30

older batch system usinc a soluble glucose isoaraCe.
of enzyac inmobiliZatiOfl was nzt used.
was thc

qenuin

The iargin technlojY

t' aent JECS prduced ir 1968

The 42

first ganertion of dFi' swret nrs

LV 19'", hwVer,

at Clinton Corn
continuous process usinq immobilized enzymcs was introduood
Processing Indus try.
1UC.J3C isomerase

tne

Ten years tkrofore e1psad between tha diacoverY

to be ey

Two footc

and its jnificant commercial utIlization.

in the timing of its more jenerai developmefl

Ir

JS industry.

the result of the lecal action betwcen CPC International end

first ws

ih

Standard Srands

Inc. which resultari in the removal of basic 1atsnt covorae far he isomorizatiofl
more qeneral
of glucose to fructose in j#75, and which cleord bho way for its

industrial use.

The second factor was the tremendous boom in suaar pricas of

1974 which at one staqc peaked at 66 US cents ocr lb.

This served as a big

incentive for industrial users to switch to HFCS and much of the industry's
present capacity was built on decisions made during this period, thc industry
price of

being, as we shall see more Fully later, very sensitive to
competitive sweeteners.

The collapse of sur prices

aftc'r 1975

the industry particularly as over-capacity bocamc evidont.

depressed

However, by 1980-81

there was a partial rocovery of prices accompanied by all roundtechnolcgiCal
improvcments which rn.adc the industry more and more ccpetitiVU and its
business outlook optimistic.

'ihile we shall discuss in

in Chapter 4, it is certinent

to

detail

these issues

note hero that in the production

of HECS,

by-product recovery (corn oil, corn feeds end iern oral) has ranged from 4060 per cent

of

the per busicl corn cost.

also strenqthoned durinq th period

The prices of chose products had

90-81, ldirtg to

favourable impact

on the development of the industry.
Enzymatic conversion

of

dextrose

into fructos

roaches

ac1uilibrium at

50 per cent conversion9 thzt is a 50:5fl liquid mixturc
D-fructoae

so th

of

-qluc3s

the 14FC5 produced at 42 per c3nt fructose

mercially practical limit while havii

end

ias trio corn--

the some seetnos :s liquid sugar.

improve on
In the industry thra has naturally been a strong incentive to
tochnolocy which
this conversion rmte and as a result of a new fractionation
involves the chromot:graphic separation of fructose from dxt:os
ion exchange resins

by means of

ar cent variety HFCS was produced in 1978.

a 55

is now in widespread commercial production.

This

With the now fractionation

fructose
technology it is theoretically possible to produce up to 100 per cent
90
bearing syrup, but to date the 55 per cent, and to a far lesser extent a

per cent product are the unly ones commercially produced.

The 55 per cent

product is 10 per cent sweeter than sucrose, while 90 per cent product is one
to one and a half times as sweet as sucrose.
foods and other such specialty areas.

It is largely used in health

The 55 per cent product is produced

by blending the 90 per cent product with the 42 per cent product.
The breakthroughs in enzyme production have been of the groatast significanca to the industry.

In the USA this is one of the fastest growing

'new' technology industries.

Currently there are more than a dozen different

microbial producers of glucosa isomerase, with six of those being commercially
produced.

There is also a wide variety of techniques used in the immobi-

industry.
lizing of the enzymes and several types of reactors are used in the

stirred
These latter have been classified as batch, eicked bed, oontinuous flow

and ultra-centrifugation membranes.

The most commonly used is the packed

bedJ
While the bottlenecks

f enzyme production have been overcome and are

crystalstill being improved on, the major remaining hurdle is the commercial

lization of HFCS.

If this is done on a cost effective htsis it would become
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a direct competitor to table sugar.

Cetus Corporation (a Californian based

bio-engineering laboratory) has joined with Standard Oil Coy of Californie
to develop a process for the crystallization of fructose.

The technique used

so far is to convert dextrose to fructose in a manner different to that currently used in the production of HFCS, but the process is so far not cost
competitive with sugar in all its uses.

This will be amplified on in the

next section.

A schematic outline of the processes involved in the production of HFCS
is shown below.

In the first schema the production of dextrose syrup frcrn

corn which is the substrate for conversion to fructose is shown:

Corn Steep

Maize
Steeping

Evaporation

Pre-Grinding

Concentrated Steep

Fine Grinding
Washing and Drying
- Extraction

Corn Oil

Fiber
"4'

Sieving
Drying

Oil Cakes

-

Centrifugation
Concentration
and Drying
Corn

.1

Gluten
Feed

Proteins
Gluten
Meal

Purification
Starch Slurry
Source:

R. Crott (1981), p 16.

Having obt:ined the substre, starch slurry, the isnq1uco

process is

follcws

Starch Slurry
Limo wcter
..x-oyiase

Feed Tank

(pH 6-7)

Liquefaction
-" pH cdjustment (acid)

g1uco-amy3Se
Saccharini fication

Filtration

Carbon Treatment
Ion Exchange

Evaporation

MgSO4
flase pH adjustment

Mixer

Heat Exchange
Is orne r is a t ion

Reactor

Acid pH adjustment
Mixer

Carbon
Treatment
Ion Exchange

Evaoration
Heabd Storage Tanks

Source:

R. Crott, (1981) pp 17 and 18.

s
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In the process overleaf', tho starch slurry which hcs ehout one-third dry

solids is liquefied by bac
llfl°c.

ria1-amyiae ani he.ted ta about

This process is a continuus one with the pH

raisd to

short conlino p8riod (up tO 60°c) the 1iqufied Ethráh is
application cf gluco-amylasa and tho adjustment of' tr

holding time hare is 24-90 hours.
94-96% dextr'oso

6-7,

AFter a

acc;arifiod by

pH to4.0-i.5.

Tb

The tesult is a saccharified starch of'

measured on a dry basis.

cerbon and the calcium ions wbic

0°c t

This is then do-cclou:is

were added for 1iquefction

prevent their do-activation of the isomerasa anzyio.

with

re removed to

In some procosses this

dc-ionizing step is omitted whore th.-amy1asos used are appropriate.

The

refined dextrose is then concentrated (te- about 40-45 per cent solids) and is

placed in a mixer tank where various salts are added and the pH again adjusted
to 7.0-8.5 dependiig on the typ

of' enzyme used and the reactor type.

At

this stege it is the dextrose content of the substrate which determines the
yield of the finished product.

The only reaction of the glucose isomerase

introduced after this stage is to convert dextrose tofructose,

This is

possible because the dontinuous process using immobilized glucose isomerase

f;rm a very minimal by-product as the conoct tine betwebn enzyme and substrate
is short.

After isomerization is completed and about one-half of the dextrose

converted to fructose the scluion is refined, thc pH adjusted to 4.0-4.5
and the product concentrated to 71 per cent dry solids by evaporation.

In

the case of' 55 per cent HFCS, dry solids constitute 77 per cent.

Further details

n reactr design and enzyme usaoo

re nt necessary at

this juncture

but the resder so interested can folluw thc sumoary qiven by

Crott (1981).

The .mportant point to note is that as indicated earlier

there is a mixture of' reocur designs in use.

The prefernce noted for the
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packed-bei

typo is becouce in this type of ectr the concentration cf

active glucose is hiqhr nJ cJnt2ct time between
This helps to roduc
of the

the costs

nzymes depend on

f HFCS productio.

number

F parameters:

nz:vrnes snd substrto shurtor.

S!niiirly tho efctiveness
contact time between substret

and enzyme, pH, tompratur, nxygn, size of particls, purity 'f syrup,
presence of

etel ions, concentration of syrup, degree of mccrobil inf;ction

oF the stream, etc.

/\s Crott points out:

"it is ,erc thet the 'craftsrnanship

and experience of thc user is of importance to :eict and control the best
/4

possible mix of the parameters".'

Section (ii)

,na1yical Obscrvatie

number of important analytical observations ernerg

survey of the development of HFCS technology.

from our brief

The first of thesc is the wide

range of disciplines which haie converged to make the innovatien possible and
later ensured its, application to lcrge scaleproduction.

Thcre has been the

traditional chemical interest in the role of micro-organisr3 in, food production
which has. been

transformed by the new developments in enzyme technology.

has alsc.been the role of medical and.biological research in

he metab-

lism of sugars in the human body which was instrumental in the isolation of
the enzyme and the understanding we' now. have of thc process of' jsomerization.

There has also been the work of those scientists who sew the commercial
possibilities of what was a primarily scientific discovory ond played an
important role in movinc the discovery from a scientific st&gc to the
technologicel application stage.

The convergence of these various; disciplines and the merging of basic

scientific research and technological innovation has not however, been easy
or straightforward.

Long lags existed between the development of the basic

isornerizatian process and its industrial application.

This signals the

technological developcrucial role of interdisciplinarY awareness in successful
ment.

presumed to be a
In the literature on technical Innovation there is

innovation is
substantial lag (usually 8-15 years) between the time technical
generated and it is used as an innovation.
product with chemical/pharmaceUtical

This lage varies from product to

developments falling in the mid-range.

In the case of HFCS, if 1952-53 is treated as the pivotal year

for the break-

basic research and
through discovery (Césey 1976), then it took sevenyearsof
two years for industry to
a further seven years of technology advancement and
commercialize the results.

A total of just over a decade and a half.

corporations
A second observation is that while government and private

government
have played a role in the development of HFCS, (the Japanese
corporations in
through its Fermentation Institute and the many corn milling
in research
the US, Europe and Japan), much of the critical work was done
institutions.

This faàtor may have helped determine the lag in the application

but an important
of these scientific advances in the corn starch industry,
planning should
point which emerges is that a crucial feature of S and I
at first sight to be
certainly be the creative networking àf what might appear
agencies.
independent and often unrelated institutions, enterprises and

nature of
A third observation is that the long established and 'mature'
its flexibility
the corn wet milling industry must certainly have hampered
outlined here.
and creativity in dealing with the technical changes
factors suggest that this was so.

Several

One is that while the starch inudstry

confined to hydrolases or
had always supported enzyme research this has been
degradative types.

The breakthrpugh inherent in the possibilities of a'

molecule D-glucose
different class of enzymes which could rearrange the sugar
Elder's 'accidental' noting of the
was not appreciated by the industry until
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work of Hochster and Watson.

Anothr factor is that even after this was

appreciated it took.rnoe than a decade, up unt±l1965, for US corn wet
millers to show inter2st.jn the discovaries.

'!hclan (19.74) and Casey (1976)

severely criticized the.ccrn wet- milling industries for.these delays.
even after enzymes .wer

Finally,

ir, use the industry was slow to edapt the immobiliz-tiun

techniques which were being developed.

.s Casey observes

"the failure of industrial carbohydrate tchnolosts to
recognize at an early date the technical advantages end
economic impact o enzyre immobilization technology was a major
oversiht, which can be ascribed to uwr kncw!adqc exchre
between scientific disciplines".L.
The immobilization of creativity and innovation esaoci]ted with mtura
industries leads to long intcvals in innovation, and these lonq intervals
in turn further immobilizes these industries

creating an unheaihy spiral of

technological conservtism.
A fourth important analytical observation ic the truly international
characthr of' the development of HFCS technology.

Early work in the US was

foil owed by a period of ccncentrted development of rsoarch into isomerizatien
in Japan supported by government and universities.

The lone list of pub-

lications emartating from Japan between the years 1961-69 is good testimony to

the work done there.

Later however, the major applitions were made in the

The reason why the 3apanese, noted for their quick spotting and
irnplethentation of a prof'itabi.e technical breakthrough did not appear to seize

the opportunities eff'orded by their own researchers in their breakthroughs in

HFCS technology is that as far as the resource configuration oF Japan goes

that country romains relatively indifferent tátho pattern of development of
sweetener technology.

It has no large-sclè sugat. beet industry or corn

prcduction, and both the traditional orodictijn of' sucrose and HFCS are hihly
raw material intensive.

The leoring role played in the development of the
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industry by US corporations therefore in large measure reflects the preponderant global role of US corn producers.

A fifth observation is that from the inception there were always
three, major technical hurdles which had tobe overcome if HFCS was to be a

commercial success, viz.

to produce a better than 42 per cent product;
to produce and utilize enzymes efficiently;
to crystallize the final product.

The first of these technical hurdles was overcome by the development of
fractionation technology, that is the separation of a mixture, usually of
chemically related or otherwise similar components, into fractions of' different
properties.

This technology has been applied to crystallization and distil-

lization of mixtures making use of fractionating columns.

The second of the technical hurdles was overcome through the rapid
Indeed the HECS industry combines two

development of the enzyme industry.

industries, the corn wet millers and the enzymes producers.
millers do of course, produce their own enzymes.

Some corn wet

The United States market For

microbial enzymes is presently estimated at nearly $105 million, and the world
market at approximately $210 million.

Discussions with persons knowledgeabl..

of' the
in the industry suggest that the rule-of-thumb is an annual growth

industry of approximately 15 per cent.

A figure of 14½ percent was reported

in Chemical Weekly.

.,

These enzymes are not only used in HFCS production but alsq jngasahcl,
waste treatment, blood tests, etc.

When we examine sucro-chemic?1S .ir the

next áhapter we shall refer to this, as the fermentation processes are
important to the production of sucro-chemicols.

The expansion of R and D
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and production capacity in enzymes is reflected in a significant fall in the
As we shall observe in Chapter

cost of enzymes in the production of HFCS.

4, whereas in 1972 these accounted for 16 per cent of the total cost of HFCS,
currently it is under 5 per cent.,. Presently as many as 100 organisms have been

patented as isomerase producers even though as we indicated earlier only
about six are widely used, with firms utilizing not only different orgaflisms
but different immobilization methods, as each has different properties.
Despite all these gains the view is that 'most scientists believe anothar
breakthrough may be required in enzyme genetics or in the

discovery of more

heat stable varieties before additional savings can be made.'

While thia

may be true for some industries, however, as fcr as HICS is concerned the cost
savings to be anticipated will only be marginal.

It is important however not

to dismiss the impact of progressive improvements of an incremental sort in
enzyme technology and isomerizing conditions.

One firm, Cetus Corporation of the US has used a new route based on
olefins conversion.

The olefin, a halide ion and hydrogen peroxide are catalyzed

by an enzyme to alkene halohydrin which another enzyme then converts to the
oxide, releasing the oxide for re-cycling.
produced with only small modifications.
re-cyclable.

A variety of oxides can be

The halide ion is inexpensive and

This process may be upgraded with recombinant-DNA techniques

focusing on modifying the useful enzyme to produce more enzymes or the
enzyme's genetic coding may be transplanted to a different organism more
suited to industrial scaling upwards.

With reference to the third bottleneck the following quote from tho
General Manager of the Sweeteners Division of Tate and Lyle is apt:

"If HFCS could be dried to a c'ranular solid and stabilized
economically7 sucrose could be very seriously threatened.
The technical problem is not easy but the rize is oubstontial,
so it must e -sumad that considerable roseereb is in orocres
in this area."Zi.

Discussions with persons in th

industry have always elicited the vie'.; that

this research is well advanced and that hefor

very long the commercialization

of a crystalline process would be forthcoming.

If this wera to eventualizo

the threat to sucrose would indeed be substntial, but even without it, as
we shall observe in Lhe following chapters the throat which airoady exists
is formidabls indeed.

The final observation which I would like to moko
relation of corn to HFCS.

sterns from the

As we have already hinted, and as we shall discuss

in detail in Chapter 4, the production of HFCS yields important by-products
critical bearing on the economics of HFCS production.

which have

addition to this, corn can be used to produce no

only HFCS but an entirely

different product, oven though usincj the same fermentation process
oth:nol.

In

namely,

Ia turn, this product can be used as either a chemical feedstock or

as is more likely a gasolene extonder.

Already sugar cane has been used in

this way, most notably in the Brazilian gasahl protrommo.

This alternative

use of corn is possiblo within more or less tnc same plant desiqn and production processes.

Indeed, the flexibility even axtunds into the yielding

of the same by-products (corn oil, corn feed :n
production.

cnrn meal) as in HFCS

This flexibility of plant switching gives ethanol produced by

corn a strategic competitive flexibility when compared to the use of sugor cane

thereby increasing the threat to the stability era

'crosa i.ndustr' based on

cane sugar.

In the USA the view is that ethanol has the most 'immediate potential'
of all the renewable resources to cope "ith tho pres.nt c;narqy crises.

From
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this point

f

view as Mordlund has observd

tho most attractive fedatock in
The US government hs indaed

'corn and qrin scrghum Ecre

terms of availability :tnd economics.L

fforde

it ].imitd oncouragoment as a fuel

extender.

Current US production is about 60 million gallons

projected

that output of

gallons this year.

it is

this product could rnqe from 30J-90O million

Two US corn pooducers had switchod capacity to ethanol

production in 1960 in face of' 'over-capacity' in HFCS production, namely,

Archer-Daniels4tidlafld in Cedar Rapids and CPL International in Pekin, Illinois.

In conclusion it should be noted that the US consumes on average over 300
million gallons of gasolene annually.
be equivalent to 2
alcohol basis.

To replace 10 per cent of this would

times the entire annual consumption of ethanol on a

950
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Notes to Chapter 2
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see
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Bode
(1967)
and
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Casey,.(1976).
development of
See R. Crott, (1981).
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ibid, p 23.

Casey, (1976) p 30.
The list
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N. Tsumura and 1. Sato,Agri. Biol. Chem. 25,616,(1961).
N. Tsumura and 1. Sato, Agr. Bid. Chem. 25,620, (1961).

K. Yncnak, Agr. Biol. Chem. 27,265, (1963).
K. Yrnaat<, Agr. Biol. Chem. 27,271, (1%3).
Takasaki and 0. Tanabe, Nihhon 1'Jogei Kogaku KaiShi, 36,lO1O,(1962).
V. Takasaki and 0. Tanabe, Nihhon Nogei Kogaku Kaishi, 36,1013, (1962).
H. Nakete and S. Yoshirur-', Agr. Biol. Chem., 27,342, (1963).
H. Nakate and S. Vóshirnura, Agr. Biol. Chem., 28,505, (1964).
V. Takasaki, Agri. Biol. Chem., 30,1247, (1966).
N. Tsumura, M Hagi, 1. Sato, Agr. Biol. Chem. 31,902, (1967).
V. Takasaki, V. Kosugi, A. Kanbayashi, Fermentation Advances,
Academic Press, 561 (1969).
Y

Chemical Weekly, June 4, 1980, pp 39-40.
D. E. Nordlund (1980) p 15.
Chemical Weekly, July 30, 1980, p 15, Chemical Engineering July 28,
1980, p 37-39. These references suggest that commercial application
may occur'by l983-84.
W. H. Nicol, (1980), p 73.

D. C. Nordlund (1980) p 16.
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Chapter 3:

THE STRUCTURE OF THE HFCS INDUSTRY

Section (i):

World Structure

High fructose corn syrup is commercially produced in significant
quantities in the United States, Japan, Canada ana the European Economic

Community, with minor levels of output reached in a few countries of Asi2
and Latin America.

These latter presently total about 56,000 tonnes.

Total

world output for 1960 is currently estimated at 2.8 million tonnes, while the
1981 estimate of production is given as 3.4 million tonnes.
slightly above the estimates given earlier this year.

These totals arc

Tablo 10 presents

the data on global production of HFCS from the crop year 1974-75 to' crop ye
1979-80 along with projections of Earley to crop years 1984-85 and 1989-9fl.
Before referring to the projections in this table we should note that
whereas total world output in crop year 1974-75 Was just over.half a million
tonnes of HFCS, by 1979-80 this had increased to approximately 2.5 million
tonnes.

Actual output. for the calendar years 1980 and 1981 is as we hav

noted, 2.8 and 3.4 millibñ toines' respectively.

From the inception the Unitec

States has been the overwhelmingly dominant producer of HFCS.

In the crop

year 1974-75 that country produced approximately 86 per cent of total world
output and in the latter period 1979-80 despite increased output from other
countries this was still as high as 81 per cent of world output.

Between

1974-75 and 1979-80 output of 55 per cent HFCS had risen from a negligible
amount to over 46 per cent of total world output of HFCS.

In the United

States, 55 per cent HFCS has displaced the first generation 42 per cent
HFCS as the principal product of the industry accounting for over half of
its output of HFCS in crop year 1979-80.

World output of 90 per cent HFCS,

of
however, remains negligible with only the US producing a small amount

Table
10

WURLD HICS PRODUCTION AND PROJECTIONS
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1,175
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-
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535

3,600
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30

40
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55A

30

Other Coui tries
Total

77

90%

-

4,035

250

5,145
2,155
2,740

-

27

1,765

140

2,130

42X
55%
90%

ar1ey (1980)

50

2,460
1,270
1,140

Source

r' c

50,000 tonnes.

that cstirnstes
As HFS is producec from corn it is useful to note

in 1981 is
of tho global output of oil corn sweeteners

million bonnes, with roqular corn syrup accounting

pproximately 8.2

for ;;.

million tonns,

dextrose 1.2 million tonnes, and HFCS the rerninder.
the
In the following sections we shall exornir,a ir some detail
and

its major merkt
structure of the indust'y in the major producing zreas,
also make projections of future output.

Hero it would ha useful to oomplte

the sort of magnitudes
the global picture by noting in a very preliminary woy
of total output being projected for the world.
summarizes a few of the projections currently

Table U which follows
vaii.bl

and the dates they were

made.

Table 11

Projections of World -FCS Production (million tonns)
1984-35

1989-90

Earley (1980)

4.0

5.1

Vuilleumier (1981)

5.6

GATT-Fly (1980)

4.0

Hge1berg

nd Ahifeld l98i))4.5

5.5

Koutras and Creditor a9fl) 5.2
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Thomas (1962)

Ear1eys projections ar
also

-

presented in seine greater detail in Toble 10.

go as far as 1989-90.

These

It is useful to note that according to his

estimates, 55 per cent HFCS should account for 2.7 million tonnes or 53 per
cent of' total world output in 199fl, with 42 per cant HFCS iccaunting for

2.1 million tonnes or 42 per cent of the total, and 90 per cent HFCS the
remaining 5 per cent.

My own estimates are based co current capacity and

output levels together with announced capacity chngs up to Auoust 1982,
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id allowing for a lag of 2-3 years between announcement of planned chancs in
output and actual changes.

The main advantage of my estimate over tha others

is its recency and the fact that they cover only a 2-3 year period ahecid.
variation in estirnétes are considerable, from 4.0-5.6 million tonnes.

Th

Th6

fact however that output recorded in 1981 was 3.4 million tonnes and that

actual capacity in the US stands at 36 million tonnes up by one-third over
the past year suggests that the higher estimates are easily the more reliable.
A final point to observe in this preliminary lobk at global production and
which is not self-evident from the tables is that almost all the world's output
of HFCS is sold in the internal markets of the producing countries.

International

trade in HFCS products is negligible.

Section (ii):

The United States Industry

The United States is the dominant country in the world's sweetener industry.
It is a major producer of all the principal sweetenerst

cane sugar, beet sugar,

corn syrup, dextrdse, non-caloric sweeteners as well as HECS.

It is also a

major importer of sweeteners - particularly cane sugar from developing
countries.

As a coAsequèncê, developments within the United States have the

profoundest significance for future developments on a world scale.;

As we have

noted in Table 10 the United States is by far the world's largest producer
HFCS.

f

The raw material base on which its output has been built up is the

domestic availability of corn.

The US is the world's largest producer of corn.

Its present output of about 170 million tonnes represents about half of the
world's output of corn, while exports of cnrn from the US alone accounts for
75 per cent of world trade in this commodity.

t1oré then three-quarters of the,

corn produced, however, has so far been used principally as animal feed to
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sustain the meat and dairy industries
In Table 12 estimates of nutritive sweetener deliveries in the US are

presented for the years 1975-81, along with projections to 1985.

These data

indicate that between 1975 and 1981 the consumption of' sucrose has been fairly
static; the consumption

of

dextrose, while, relatively small, has been falling;

the consumption of HFCS has grown dramatically, while marginal increases in
the consumption

of

corn syrup have taken place.

The result

of

these dev,1opments

has been that overall corn sweetener deliveries have risen rapidly relativa tc
cane and beet

augcr deliveries.

In 1975 corn sweetener deliveries were

LL

one-third of'
per cent of total deliveries, and by 1980-81 these averaged over

total deliveries.

For the same period the overall growth in sweetener deliveries

was just over 10 per cent.
If' we turn to Table' 13 before looking at the projections in Table 12

we can observe sweetener deliveries on a per capita basis.
growth of HFCS consumption is readily observed.

There the striking

Whereas in 1975 per capita

consumption of HFCS was 2.3 kg, by 1981 it was estimated at 10.5 kg, that is
an increase by a factor of nearly 4½.

The decline in the per capita consumption

of dextrose and sucrose should also be noted in this table.

Corn syrup

deliveries have showed a small increase in per capita consumption, risinq from
8.0 kg in 1975 to 8.3 kg in 1981.

As a result total per capita corn sweetenera

consumption has grown from 12.6 kg in 1975 to 20.4 kg in 1981.

Total sweetener

consumption meanwhile was 53.6 kg in 1975 and had risen by only six per cent
to 56.7 'kg in 1981

Turning to the projections in both Tables 12 and 13, we should first note
the method

of

calculation used by the author.

He assumes a 4 per cent annual

decline in sucrose consumption over the period due to corn sweetener substitution.

I
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As far as corn syrup and dextrose are concerned he assumes a marginal,
0.2 per cent, annual rate of increase.

HFCS growth rates are. however,

substantial, with a 15 per cent increase projected for 1983-84, and 10 per
cent increase projected in 1985.

On this basis corn sweeteners would account

fro 48 per cent of the total sweetener market in 1985, with HFCS alone accounting for 30 per cent of the market.

Meanwhile sucrose consumption is expected

to decline substantially, averaging only about one-half the sweetener
market by 1985.

While projections of sweetener deliveries and consumption

are particularly hazardous, Vuilleumier's estimates have not been far out.
Thus for example although the projections were made during the course of
1980, final figures for sucrose consumption. for the years 1980 and 1981

respectively show 8.000 and 8.375 million tonnes as against projections of
8.545 and 8.203.

The bracketed figures in Table 12 indicate the actual figures

for the years 1980 and 1981 and there it can be, seen that no serious discrep-

ancies exist, except for a tendency to slightly underestimate HFCS output.
The complex nature of the industry and its high degree of susceptibility to
outout variations based on price changes, weather, political and other
circumstances are too well known for the difficulties of forecasting to be
underestimated.

Indeed at the time of writing ( third quarter of 1982)

prices are at a five-year low with a glut in world sugar supplies.

In turn

this has been exacerbated by the' US decision to impose import restrictions,

as well as this year's bumper crop projected for the EEC.

It is already

evident, therefore,that jr these conditions prevail, 'over-capacity' may
well emerge in the HFCS industry over the period 1982-85, converting the cautious
projections of Tables 12 and 13 into unduly optimistic forecasts.
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of HFCS
The data presented in Table 14 show the projected output
by product.

These reflect the expectation that second generation HFCS,

of the
that is the 55 per cent variety, will become the major product

HFCS industry, replacing the 42 per cent variety.

As the data show wh.reas.

cent of the total outthe 55 per cent product accounted for only 11 per
be as high as
put of the industry in 1978 by 1985 this is projected to
59 per cent.

Indeed Earley's estimates for 1989-90 presented earlier in

cent of the
Table 10 show the 55 per cent variety as representing 62 per
two varieties by that year.

However, it should be noted that totals

includes the
given by Earley and Vuilleumier differ and that Carley also
omits it,
90 per cent variety HFCS in his projections, whereas Vuilleumier

because he relegates it to the small specialty market.

Data on the industrial deliveries of HFCS and sugar by product
categories are presented in Table 15.
interesting points.

These data reveal a number of

First, the major sales of HFCS are clearly in the.

beverages, baking and canning industries.

Of these major markets, the

for 57 per cent
beverage industry's market is by far the largest - accounting

of all sales and 40 per cent of the total beverage's market for sweeceners.
their
The decision by the Pepsi-Cola and Coca-Cola Companies to use HFCS in

been a
products, subsequently followed by other beverage companies has

decisive factor in the development of the HFCS market.

Indeed when it is

history,
considered that Coca-Cola has only changed its formula thrice in its
over-estirr'teth
the far-reaching consequences of this decision cannot be easily

presented in
Because of the importariceof the beverages market, data are
Table 16 showing the current approved levels
the US market.

soft drInks replacement in

The smallest share of the market for HFCS is in the area of

rothct
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41
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1,636

59

198O,

1)30

68

2,554

100

i2.7,.

1,293

52

3,3

HFCS

89

612

100

HFCS

1,085

11

1,905

19(0

136

100

Vuilleumier (1981)

1,221

3ource

1:
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Table 15
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.1Y.

j
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1981

JTJR 1.JiT

1980

40

11)X.

31

31

1

tivato

1931

26

45

1,340

iuiate

1980

1,302

41

29

1981

990

591

29

(tiL'iej
1,960

470

305

1

1,155

410

176

1900

485

100

20

2,160
590

432

18

Bvori
450

101

,

Gannin

120

Bin
)airy Products

396

:

Smith (1902)

2,286

nd

36

540

7roceed 1oods
Confoctiüfl

Vuilloumior (1981)

2,180
5,144

-

.

6,010

TOT T INDUS.LLL

Source :
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confections.

Her

th

feilure

beer

to develop a crystllin3 product h

the decisive factor.

The data in Table 17 show the structure of the US sucrose market
in

1979 and 1980.

Froiri these data it can be observed that 1es

than

40 per cent of the sucrose is used for non-industrial purpcsos,

with

industrial uses ranging between 61-63 per cent of total sucrose,
HFCS

Since

threatens the industrial market the structure of that mar<et ia

particularly rcievant to our inquiry.

TheJ ta in this th1e show c!eor1

that the major markets are firstly beveraces,
cereals, and confectionery.
and dairy products

Frjllcwed by baking and,

The market for canned

f30c8, confectinary

and miscellr)eoj3 foods follow next,

This char<et

structure for sucrose can be profitably comparad with the possible theoreticalponetr-tjon of HFCS into these riarkots,

Tab1

18 presents two such

'JhUe

ostimatas, one by Rivero (1980) and the other by Vuilleumier.

there are some differencos revealed in the Table both estimates agree on the
virtually complete switching over of the beveraQes industry into the use
of HFCS products.

Rivero projects a 100 per cent switch over and Vuifleumier

a 90 per cent switch over.

Rivero also sees a totci substitution in the

canned goods industry but Vuilleumior limits his estimate to 60 per cent.

The next rnjor m:rket a.jnnts 2rLdiry pr'Juctc
with Rivcr

-ivin

respectively.
tion.

trIf of thus

riic l!:nuOus

to ¶!FCS arid \'uifl. wirr 3

nd

'

uet
'

ert

Coth authors give baking and cereals a 25 per cent penetra-

In both estimates the confectionery market is the least likely to be

affected - reinforcing the importance of the technical hurdle of HFCS
being a non-crystalline product.

However, the projections vary signifi-

cantly with kivero giving an estimate of 1G per cant and Vuilleumier only
5 per cent.

:j
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Table
SThUCTIJRE OF

Actual Use

20.1%

Actuø]. Use

USA:

22.8%

5.3%

Actual Use

22.9%

.2%

5(

Induu trial

8.1%

4.7%

14.2%

Baking and cereals

'

Canned Foods

49%

l4l%

6.3

Beverage

Ice Cream and dairy products

11,2%

5.7%

6.CP/o

6l.5i

Miscellaneous processed foods

63.3%

38.5,

9.8%

61.3%

36.7%

8,2%

58.7%

oc.o

'Report to the Oongress sugar and other sweeteners:

100.0%

USDA, "Sugar and Sweetener Report", GAO

100.0%

Confectionary

Non-indust
Total

Source :

in industry assessment"; and Barry & Gilbert (1981)
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30%
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25
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In Tebies 19 and 20 estimates of

4ven

FCS de1iverie

in both E.bsolute and percentage terms.

by market are

In these otimatos tie

predominance of the feverages market and the limited role of
ionsry market are once again highlighted.

In Table 20, the actual figures for

1930 are given &.onqside 'iuillsumierts estimate i
ctual variations.

of markets rive

hi1e these data indic

a con Foct-

order to note the

a support for the :anking

by Vui13.aumir, there are differences between the actual

and est1natd percentages, the most sigr1ificcnt being in the case of
beverages and canning.

Before leaving the issue of the market distribution of HFCS a few
observations picked up from interviews and discussions with persons in
the industry are worth noting.

One of these is the point already made

that the growth of the confectionery market for HFCS is limited by the failure
to produce a crystalline fructose at a competit.ve price.

The moisture

affinity of the liquid product impairs its use in the confectionery
industry although some producers of confectionery are using limited quantities
In the market for baked goods it would appear from discussions

of HFS.

that most of the growth so far has been by way of a substitution for
dextrose, so that the growth of HFCS here affects principally the corn
sweetener category.

En the canned foods industry a major problem which exists

is the browning of the product from use of HFCS and this has so Far
restricted its use.

Finally, in the dairy industry, the growth of HFCS

has met with the obstacle of its tendency to lower the freezing point of
ice-cream.
be overcome.
price.

All these technical hurdles indicated her
The issue, however

can theoretically

is whether this can be dcne at a competitive

Indications are that the industry is confident of soon being able to

j

Beverages

Baking
Canning

Foods

Dairy- Products
Processed

USA:

Lable
19

1000

2,354

1984

2,669

1985

DY J'IJJET

2,000

tc

}3TINATED RE'CS B IVRI

j80 - 138

1,676

1981

1,302

423

440
366

967

391

328

211

43

502
305

497
413
204

385
288

198

176

187

168

147

116

138

101

130

488

29

13

22
11

3,154

3,990

2,743

]bnaldaon,

3,628

2,286
1,905

in

"Sweetener Outlook U,
1980, with adjustments, as quoted

?4clCeany-Flavel]. Co., Inc. projections from

Confections

Source :

(1981)

lufkin, and Jenrette, June

uil1eumjer

c,xhonte

iiior IL:Lrket fo

Beverages

BJ:ing

id

--

on_carbonatetJ.

Canin
])aiiy I'rolucti
Procesed f )Lis iflC1u1Tiflg jrins, )reaor\res
ConfocUOnS

Source

Table
20

67%

22%

45

2A .i5.p.

12)

19

1985

3TL i.TfD III1T 3HAti1

.s LrT.Uj
IflC
19G'

11%

51.6
2O.O

5%

6%

9.cy

4%

0.5%

15.O,

4.5%

1%

d Vuilleumier (1981)

.5%

UD.A.

overcome these obstacles and evidence of this is said to be given by the
production capacity expansions already announced by the industry.
Finally the data in Table 21 show that within the US eleven firms,

with 17 plants predominantly located in the Midwest are responsible for its
output of HFCS.

The largest of these is Archer Daniels Midland (with over

one-quarter of total capacity) followed by A. E. Staley just under onequarter and Clinton with 17 per .cent of the capacity.

therefore, account for 68 per cent of the total market.

These 3 firms alor,
Apart from Hubinqa4

which accounts for 9 per cent of the market, the other seven firms have
capacities ranging from 1-3 per cent.

A point of some significance which

will be taken up later in the study is that the HFCS producing firms in
the US also have major investments in cane and beet sugar along with maize,
and food products such as soya-bean, flour, etc.
Summing up we may therefore note the following:

The US is the world's largest producer of HFCS with capacity
projected to rise at a rapid rate over the next 5-10 years.
Most of the expanded output will be in the area of second
generation HFCS, or the 55 per cent variety.

The major markets for HFCS will be beverages, followed by
baking and canned goods; the smallest market will be confectionery.
The growth of market shares will depend on certain technological
developments in crystallization, but already the theoretical
possibility of penetrating the sucrose market is considerable.
The growth of HFCS occurs in the context of a static or declining
growth in the overall sweetener market in the US.
The US firms in the industry have a highly oligopolistic structure.

They are also multi-product firms, in particular producing signiFicant
quantities of other sweetener substitutes.

Co

-

11

k..1O

-nhu oi'as oh

rodio3

rhor Oanicls Midland

C InLrna;ional
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-
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1933
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-
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-
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100
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-
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-
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Section (iii)

The Canadian Industry

The C3ndian markets for sweeteners qeneilly aiJ HECS in particular
are far smaller than those of the United States.
tonnes of HFCS w's produced.

Thus in l91 only 9C0O0

Like the US the market for corn swctenars

it
has qrown rapidly between 1975 and 1981, but in the lattei year

accounted f;r 19.4 per cent of the total swuetener market as compared with over
one-third in the US.

Canada does not produce dextrose,

ments are imported from the USA.

:nd all of i:s require-

In Canada also more corn syrup was censumed

than HITS during 1981k but by the end of this yecr it is expected that
used in
the situation would be reversed. Data on a comparable basis to that

presenting the US industry are shown in TaL10

22 and 23.

There it will

be observed that Canadian production of HFCS only cornmenccd in 1979.

Like

the US, per capita consumption of sucrose has been falling, fomn 43.5 kg per
capita in 1975 to 39.9 kg per capita in 1981.

However

the level of per

capita sucrose consumption in Canada is slightly above that o

tie US,

but in overall sweetener consunption the US is ahead.
The projections in these two tables show tht Canadian HFCS output
would reach 290,000 tonnes in 1985 or 23 per cent of total s;cetoners
consumption

nd 37 per cent of industrial sweeteners consumption.

Sucrose

consurrption would fall from 81 per cent of total sweetener consumption in

1981 to 64 per cent by 1985.

Like the US tne projections are based on a 4

per cent annual decline in sucrose deliveries between 1980 and 1985, but
corn syrup growth is orojected here at 6 ocr cent ennually over the same
period.

HFCS capacity has been projected on the basis of an annual

increase of 50,000 tonnes to 1985.

'0

Year

Canada:

ESTIMATED

22

5WEETErER

Table

NUTRITIVE

.

292
350
409
467

119
136
179
234

92
101
110

(1915-85)

Total
Corn

C0NSU1PTI0W

1000 metric tons dry

Dextrose
16

HICS
0

Corn
Syrup
76

0
0

Sucrose
987

84

1975
901

.,O5l

10
42
90
140
190
240
290

1975-80

sucrose figures assume a 4% annual decline, due to corn sweetener penetration.

sucrose figures F.0. Licht;

922
865
850
816

0

1,039
1,027

17
18
19
18
19
19
20
20
21
21

1,000
960

92
100
108
118
125
132
140
148
156

1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985

1980-85

corn syrup growth assumed 6% annually.

'

Corn sweetener figures McKeany-Flavell estimates.

1980-85

HFCS figures assume a 50,000 ton annual increase due to capacity expansions.

Dextrose growth assumed 3% annually.
1980-85

As quoted in Vuilleuvnier (1981)

Total
Sweetener

10.0
9.6
10.4
11.5
15.0
19.4
24.0
28.3
32.5
36.4

Corn

8.5

1,079
1,002
1,149
1,146
1,187
1,179
1,194
1,214
1,235
1,259
1,283

Tab1
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23

CONSUMPTION

Dextrose

NUTRITIVE

HICS

ESTIMATED

Corn
5vrup

Canada:

Sucrose

kq dry

Year

.8

.7

.1

.7

(Per Cwite)

Total
Corn

4.0
4.3
4.6
5.0
5.8
7.4
9.6
12.0
.7

.4

14.

0
0
0
0

.8

16.6

1915
1976
1977
1978
1919
1980
1981.

.8

1O7

1.7
3.7
5.8
7.7
9.7
11.6

.9

3.3
3.6
3.9
4.3
4.6
4.9
5.1
5.4
5.7
6.0
6.2

.9

43.5
39.2
44.7
43.8
44.5
41.9
39.9
38.0
36.1
34.4
32.7

1982
1983
1984
1985

As quoted in Vuilleumier (1981)

1975-85

Sweetener

0.5
10.0
9.6
10.4
11.5
15.0
19.4
24.0
28.3
32.5
36.4

Corn

Tut3].

47.5
43.5
49.3
48.i
50.3
49.3
49.5
50.0
50.3
51.0
51.4

'7
Th

data in Tq1e 24 indicate that the incrmntal growth of second

neneration HFC3 between 1931 and 1935 will be qre.ter tian thEt of the
4'

per cent vaHety.

This ic in !eepinq with what

e hava come to expect

The market sheres of sugar consumption in Canada are

in this industry.

shown in Table 25.
P.s one would expect the ranking is similar to that ri1 the US

that the positions of miscel1aneus processed foods arid canning ar

except

rvcrs:i.

The fthurs quotad in this table are aU estimates and tori much reliance must
not be placad on their accuracy even though overall they support the
trends we would expect.
The 1

arr poner&ition pos!ibilities of 'FCS fr aacn of the
Generally these accord

major market segments in Canada is shown in Table 26

lower levels of penetration to HECS in the Canadian market, as compared with
thoso rrojacted for the US rncrket.

The observed difftrcnces would secm

principally to reflect the different levels of industrial development
attained and differences in the degree of differentation of the sweetener
markets in the two countries.

Hosever, the location of Canada's industrial

heartland in close proximity to the US corn belt makes it thpossible to fully
separate the two markets.
In conclusion it should b
Canadian market

noted that two companies control the

One of these, Zymaize is a subsidiary of Tcte and Lyle of

London, England, and the other Canada Starch is
International.

subsidiary of CPC

As Canada is a not importer of sugar and corn it follows

that the TNCs investments in Canadian HFCS ar

clearly based as much on

Canada's intaçration and access to the US corn market
producers.

.

to C:ndin corn

Canada Starch
Cardinal
Port Colborne

TOTALS

Zvmaize Company,

London
TOTALS

CUMUL'TIVE

Canada:

42

ESTIMATED

Tabic
HFC5

24

PRODUCTION

4 fCf

CAPACITIES

EXIECTEB

55'

CAPACITY

4 2

12
51

1905

55

50

97

1982

ADDITIONAL

1000 metric tons dry

5 5)

12
51

50

206

1901

15

66

264

50

65

109

59

23

214

34

149

23

23

149

expansion potential to shout 450 million 11b.
HFC5 42 and 15 production expected late 1982 with
beyond.
Assumes 50% disttibution between 42 end 55i production for 1992 and

Eetirntes from public sorcrs and Agriculture Canara.

As quoted in Vuilleumier (1981)

,
1
1
I

70

J.'ipn

Estinatec Fr Cipita iutritiv

D2liveries (1975-19J5)

Sweetener

Theor'tica1 1ongtrm
Products

HFC

evsrage

7

i3aking

2D

Pracoosed Foods

25

Carming

4O

D3iry

2W

Confectic1ris

5%

Other

Source:

Vuijjeumjer (1981)

perr.txaticn of
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Section (iv)

The Japanese Industry

Because of its resource configuration Japan is both an importer of sugar
There is no spscific resource iraperative leading to the dve1op-

and corn.

ment of HFCS productions even though as we have noted Japanese researchers
have played a key role in the technological innovations in thi

expected the Japcnese market for sweeteners is 1?rqe, totil1inc

As wculd b

3.7 million tonrs in 1981 or approximately
market.

product.

5-28 per cent of the US

Because of its high level of industrialization, the demand for

industrial sugar is high, accounting for approximately 60 per cent of total
consumption.

Like the USA, consumption of sucrose between 1975 and 1981

has not grown significantly.

The expansion of HFCS consumption has,

howeverç been reaching a total of 450,000 tonnas by 1981.

Overall corn

sweetener consumption has risen from 14 per cent of' total sweetener consump-

tion in 1975 to 24 per cent in 1981, with

.FCS consumption rising from nil

to more than half of the corn sweeteners used in this period.
Despite its high levels of industrialization per capita consumption
of sucrose in Japan was only 23.7 kg in 1981 or 65 oar cent of the US
figure.

Total per capita sweetener consumption wes also only 31.9 kg

during 1981 as comparc-rJ with 57.3 kg in the USA, that is 54 per cent o
US total.

the

Not surprisingly thererore, HFCS consuiiption per capita remains

relatively small at 3.8 kg for 1981 38 compared witi the US total of
10.2 kg for 1981, that is 37 per cent of the US total.

These data are

shown in Tables 27 and 28 which i1so contain projections to 1965.

1975
1976
1977
1976
1979

Year

Sucrose

19f0

2,551
2,475

2,6311

2,72
2,979
3,159
2,967
3,130
2,810
2,795
2,711

1981
1982
1983
1964
1985

Source:

_c,aLIalc.B.

Corn

316
3130

353
29:i
304
210
270
273
276
279
282

Tb1
27
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90
300
341
388
441

MFCS

-

120
138
146
141
144
145
140
141
142
144
145

Dextrose

1000 motric tons dry

-

503

208
244

162
218
251
285
150
177

25

Vuilleumier (19131)

(l[5-.5.

Total

Tot1

3,161
3,491
3,620
3,624
3,829
3,660
3,655
3,643

22
24
26
28

Sete

3,61i4

30
33

17
18
18

14
15

790
860
932

3,659
3,690

436
510
661
657
699

1,014
1,108
1,215

Year

1975
1976
1977
1976
1979

190
1981
1932
1983
1984
1985

3.4
3.1
2.6
2.6
2.3
2.3
2.3
2.3
2.3
2.3

2.6

Corn
Syrup

PE

-

6.5

5.7..

5.0

1.4
1.9
2.2
3.2
3.0
4.4

-

FWCS

1975-1965 ESTTI:TED__JAPANESE

5ucrose
24.5
26.5
27.8

2.9
21.1
24.6
23.7
22.8
21.9
21.1
20.3

As quoted in Vuilleumier (1981)

T3ble
2

CAPITA

kg dj

Corn

Total.

5weetpj.,

Total

5ELTiER DELIVIE5

3.9
4.6
5.
5.1
6.0
6.7
7.3
7.9
8.5
9.2
10.0

28.4
31.1
33.6
31.6
33.1
31.3
31.0
30.7
30.4
30.3
30.3

NUTFUTJVE

Dextro.
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.2
1.2
1.2
1.2
1.2

12
1.2
1.2

Corn

14
15

17
18
18

22
24
26

28
36
33

74

The projections are basedon the following essutptions
per cent annual deciine in sucrose consumption as cai.pared with

a

4 per cant in the USA;

corn syrup and dextrose deliveries are projected on a one per cent
annual growth over the period, as compared with 2 per cent for the
USA;

HECS is projected on an annual 15 per cent increase as crmpered

with staggered US increses of 20 per cent over 1981-82; 15 per
cent 193-84; and !O per cent for 1935.
In the projections for Japan Vuilleumier allocates HFCS in the ratio of
60:40 for the 55 per cent and 42 per cent varieties.

On the basis of these

projections the total corn sweetener msrket is expected to increase its
sh're

th

33 per cent of the total, with HFCS accounting for just under 20

per cent of the total.

Production capacity of HFCS by manufacturer
shown in Table 29.

and type of product is

These data indicate a less oligopolistic market

structure than in the USA.

The largest firm has about 21 per cent of total

capacity with the next largest having just about 20 par cent.

The next two

firms together account for about 17 per cent of capacity, making the 4

leading firms responsible for 58 per cent of production capacity.

This can

be compared with the 3 leading firms in the USA which account for 68 per cent

of US cpacity.

The seven remaining firms in Japan have capacities which

range from 3 per cent to 2 per cent of the total,

The data in this table also

reveal that the bulk of the present capacity is in 42 per cent HFCS, but
increases in capacity will as with Canada
product.

nd the US, favour the 55 per cent

76

In Table 30 the markit distribution of HFCS in an
1ong with that of other corn sweeteoer.
products is the largest martet
canning, baking and thc

eqmen

major market is
HFCS

u:o.

in 3p3n, followed by hevereqec,
others' which includes

If we r:eli th tie US the

etc.

everage5 which presently account for over onehlf of

In Japan the rwtio is only

'

per cent

products are 9 per cent of HFS pruouced, hut jO
33 per cent, that is th

Section (v)

LSA diry

In contrast ta

iscellaneoUS catanory

confectionery, other procussed foods

shown

i

In the

apn

ii

.

dairy

accounts for

largest market share.

Tha EEC Industry

expected
Given its size and degree of industrialization one would have

the growth of HECS in W. Europe to be rapid.

This is not the case, howevur,

of
and the major reason for this La the policy of deliberate restriction

HFCS growth in the EEC.

3ecause of the overriding role of EEC policy in

outlining
relation to market forces it would be useful if we begin by briefly
this policy, for without an appreciation of it, the data presented in the

subsequent tables would lose much of their Torce
of starch
n 1967 in an effort to restore the competitive position
the EEC introduced measures to subsidize its production.

hi!e the intention

was to restore the competitive position of storch vis-a-vis petro-.chemical

based products (e.g. paper), by 1074 this subsidy was extended to glucose
producers which were oroducing this oroduct from corn as well as wheat and
potato starch.

This subsidy was carriad over into the 1975 regulation

governing the conmon orgonisation of the community's cereal market.

At
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Table
Jacan:

A,

MARKET

SHARES

CORN SYRUP

FÜR

30

CORN

SW ETENER5

ESTIMATED

(1980),

MARKET

Sorbito].

5T
18%

1ems &. Preserves
Canning
Others

14

Confections

SHARE

2

1007

B.

DEXTROSE

ESTIMATED

N\RKET 5HRE
26

Confections
Processed roads
Beverages
Baking
Canning
Feed
Others

17%
12
10%
7%
1%
21%

i00%

C.

CORN SYRUP SOLIDS

5TIMATED

MARKET

SH

50%
40%

Sake (wine)
Ice Cream
Others

10

ion

B.

HFt5

Dairy Products
Beverages-carbonated
end noncarhonatad
Canning
Baking
Others

ESTIMATED

MARKET SE
33%
26%
14%
13%
12%
i00%

As quoted in Vuifleumisr (19C1)

in
about this time, however, tho production of HFCS (called iscqlucose

In 1977 the

Europe) had commenced and it benefitted f'rom the subsidy.
policy

as reversed.

The subsidy for HFOS was abandonfled as HFCS capacity

expanded and several plans were announced by producers for further increases
in outpit.

oscd a savoro

If these developments went through they would have

theat to EEC beet production, which was at that very t!nc being encouraged
in Europe.

In tha EEC hcet sLoar wrs subject to a pr3duction 1cv

other things to the EEC-ACP Lome Suqr Protocol.

linked among

In ordr to maintain the

competitive position of beet sugar, thi3 levy was applied to HFCS.
also rurther annourced thut HECS. pruducurs wuuL have

of exporting sugar suriluses from the Community.

u

It was

e1p bear the costs

These policy measures were

challenged in the European courts by the HFCS producers, who won a declaration
in October 197B.that the levy as it was then applied was invalid.

Following on this decision the EEC Commissin proposed a production
quota system similar to the one in use for sugar.

Basically HFCS output

was categorized into three parts, namely, a basic or A quota calculated on
previous production, a B quota equal to 27.5 per cent of the A quota on
of the
which a levy is raised, and a C quota which has to be exported outside

Community, without any financial assistance from the Community.

After being

challenged these arrangements were declared invalid by the European courts on
procedural grounds.

They were amended and subsequently reintroduced by the

Community - surpriingly with retroactive effect.
1980.

This regime laated until

In 1981 a new common regulation for sugar and HFCS wcs introduced

for the following five.year period.

Basically this regulation limits EEC

production of HFCS to a ceiling of 200,000 tonnes for the ooriod.
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The presaures existing within the EEC to limit HFCS production do not
only arise from beat producers whom it is already clr the Conmunity wishes
to support in pr;ference to both HFC3 producers and imported cane suoar, but
the ACP groupinc of cene sugar countries
their market position.

1so, who ore anxious to preserve

Hero there isa definite converge,ce of intercst with

the EEC's domestic beet sugar producers in the strugqle to prcservo markets
against HFCS competition.

Because of this, it wo!1d be fi to concli& that

far less. than in usual circumstances, will market forces shape the fut'jre of

the EEC's production of HFCS.

Examining the EEC's HFCS industry we are immediately struck by the Fact
that the EEC is o net

nporter

its domestic. requirements.

corn.

It prducea only about 63 pa: cent of

The EEC, however, has a large, complex and highly

differentiated industrial market in which the demand for liquid sugar is quite
substantial.

The data in Table 31 show the EEC sweetaner consumption For the

sugar year 1980-81.

There it can be observed that total sweetener consumption

was over 11 million tonnes as compared with 12.7 million tonnes in the USA.
The consunotion of cane and beet sugar was 9.8 million tonne, that is a
larger quantity than in the USA (8.2 million tort'es).

This reflects both the

support For beet suqr in the Community and its commitments under the Lomo
Convention.

Corn sweetener contribution to total

weetaners used amounted to

11.6 pr cent, as compareo with the US figurc Of 35 per cent, Japan

24 per

cent and Canada: 19 per cont. The Community's HFCS production in 1981 totalled
onl.y ].76,000tonnes or 14 per cent oF all, corn sweetener

of total sweetener consumption.

used or 1.

per cent

This makes HFCS production in Europe the

least deve1pd of the major WOstern industrial regions.

As the data in the

table indicate, inthe Eurooean Conmunity, the major producers of HFCS are

kble 31
S.EETE.ER

Cbh5UMPTIE1J

(1980-BJJ.

Total

19

23

62

2,111

263

417

6.9

8.7

14.9

cpii
11

8

151

2,410

20,7

5wtner
32

1

45

260

20)

6.2

Tot.l
Corn

355

14

26

7fl

43

1,893

xty

Belgium
240

80

55

15

118

13.]

PIFCS

1000 mtric tons dry

ECc:jST1TLLLJJiJTRUIVE

Corn

Denmark

2,030

135

0

35

813

y

France

2,150

29

18

153

5qiar

germany

165

65

43

County

heland

1,175

30

55

United Kingdom

Netherlands

It-ily

80

35

290

11,035

11.6

_16.5

660

380

116

_2.
2.380

814

Vuilleumier (1981)

1,0
9,155

1UTAL

Source:

Cl

J. Germany

the
the 1J(, France and th6 Netherlands, but

onnes in

(the highest being 55,OG3

:.

Cerrnar.y)

The sare data are presented in Thle 3?

ttEils

produced

re rltive1y snall
n i

per c3pita basis.

of HFCS is in thi. NetherLands
There it cn be observed that the highest use

where the figurz is only 2.1 kg per annum.

Swetenor consumption in

to 33.1 k
Europe is very high, ranging from 61.1 kg in Irl:nc

Four countries, Denmark,

Netherlands, UK and Irolnd

consumpiofl of 50 kg; nd apart from 1tay, W. Ceran

XC.i an

(5J.L

uncer 40 k
is the only country with an annual consumption

otr annum)

FCS cuotas
These

v.ri2Us
in l8O-1, and the production cpacitiS of

data show a total production capacity of 2S5,000 tennes,

by the UK and France.

nnu3l

per unnur.

Finally in Table 33 we present data on the alloctiofl o

output of 178,JOO tonnes.

in Italy.

s sjr!rst

ctul

followed
The largest capacity resides in Feiçui1ri,

Because of the distribution of cpcity, thra is

intra-EEC trade in HFCS but, no

extra-regional exports and hence no C quotas.

industry conforms to the picture
In this regard, taken as a group, the EEC
its internal markets
of an industry developinq on the basis of satisfying
first.

HFCS production it would be
Given the role of EEC policy in shaping of
elasticities popuL"tiofl
meaningless to mokeprojectionS based on the usual

growth rates, past output, etc.

The real issue is wht EEC po1iy will be,

outit is fixed .at'20,OOO tonnes.
as aircody for the next five years basic
ihile the beet fermers' lobby is
interests

re shping up against it.

in o submission to
Communities

clearly dominant at the moment, powerful

'

Thus th

UK qroup of LEr consumers,

Select Committee of the House

f Lords en the European

EC Suger Policy) mode the fo1lowinç submissions

(N
01

LsTm.TEtUTuIT1'.'E

T:b1u

37

SECTL.ER CLSUF.FT1U
dry

(per capita 19Efl-81

Belgium
46.8

36.1.

1.5

2.7

3.3

.9

.5

.2

1.1

4.4

1.1

.0

1.6

1.')

2.0

12.6

4.2

2.0

4.5

6.3
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33.1

61.1

39.4

40.7

51.3

42.4

16.6

JJ,7

6.t

2r.0

10.1

6.9

8.1

14.9

k

Tat1

Denmark

37.9

2.2

0

.6

lr;.B

51.1

Swictencr

France

35.2

8.2

.3

3.0

0.4

lotal
Corn

Germany

4B.5

1.1

2.1

1.0

Betrosc

Ire1nd

31.1

5.7

.6

Corn

Italy

46.9

6.0

5uqr

Nether1ind5

42.7

Vuilleumier (1981)

United Kingdom

Source:

Country
Belgium

EEC:

EST1I' TEB

Freres/Lille

Amylum/Analst

Roquette

Denm:rk
F rance

West Germany
Maizena/Hamburg

Irel,nd

HFCS

42%

Ui.1j\,

Table 33
(ISIIGLIiCVSE)

PUiJUCT1'.

'Ji

CA ,.CITILS

Total

tons dry

Quota

-

metric

"B"

-

35,000

-

72,255

20,PU0
10,01)0

-

city

Basic "A"

Quota

20,022

55,000

10,109
6,618

13,650
1,475

20,000

-

Production
Quota

15,3
-

20,256

32,174

72,250

-

4,369

35,700

56,667

15,'fl7

7,7fl0
2,944
1,612

9,TOO

45.000

-

5,r63

10,706

9,4

27,4t33

265,000

-

23,000

FFAG0/I1i1ano

2,042

27.G63

177,661

Italy

SPAD/Spinola

7,426

5.967

16,462

United Kinqdo
Tunnel Ref. Ltd./Loridnn

fiB

Je t h r riands

21,6%

40,217

Crott (1901)

146,245
TOTAL

Source:
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"Isoglucose:

CEGG is opposed to the application of the system of quotas

and levies to isoglucose.

We consider that the product is being taxed and

penalized simply because it competes with augar."

To the same Commission the UK Group of Industrial Users of Sugar included

the following statement in their memorandum:

"The UK industrial sugar-using associations cannot support the Commission's
proposals- for the 1980-85 sugar regime.

Their views may be summarized as

follows .... they are unjust to the isoglucose industry."

The Select Committee in its own conclusions observed:

"The reason for the Commission's proposal to incorporate isoglucose and
sugar in one composite regime is not given.

Were the proposal to mean that

some flexibility existed for isoglucose and sugar to compete with eachothor,
rather than isoglucose production being strictly limited by its production
quotas, then the proposal could be viewed as the development of a Community
sweetener policy.

Unfortunately this is not the case.

If anything, the

proposal is slightly more, restrictive as the total of' isoglucose production

quotas has been lowered by 8,000 tonnes (4.5 per cent).
be m.inly a tidying-up

The proposal appears

operation by the Commission, whereas the Ccmmittee

would welcome the evolution of's genuine sweetener policy which gave consumcr
unrestricted access to all forms of sweeteners."

It is clear from the above that the technological impact of' HFCS on
Europe and subsequently on the Caribbean through the Lame Convention would
depend on what future policies emerge in the Community.
this issue in the final chapter of Part I of this study.,

We shall return to
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Section (vi):

Other HFCS Producers

A miscellaneous group of countries in Eastern Europe, Asia and Latin
America produce or have plans to shortly commence the production of small
quantities of HFCS.

In 1981 output from these sources totalled 181,000

tonnes and by the end of 1982 output is projected at 200,000 tonnes.

Data

on these producers are hard to come by, and what follows below is a summery
of the latest position as it is available to me.

It should be noted that in

all the instances cited below, HFCS production is, or will be, geared to the
beverages sector of the sweetener market.

Europe

Yugoslavia has announced definite plans to establish at least one new
HFCS plant, with another under consideration.

Spain has three plants producing

HICS with a capacity of 70,000 tonnes and an output in 1980 of approximately
55,000 tonnes.

The fUture of the industry is however bound up with the eventual

outcome of its relations with the EEC.
to be commissioned in Hungary.

In Eastern Europe one plant is. abçut

This will produce 50,000 tonnes of HFCS.

In

the USSR, Romania and Bulgaria discussions are advanced for the construction
of HFCS facilities.

Reports indicate a 7'1,0 t.inncs pLint Will soon corn

into operation in the USSR, while the Romanian and Bulgarian projects are
being hampered by foreign exchange scarcity.

Latin America

In Latin America, Argentina is the only producer of HFCS at present.
Current output is approximately 60,000 tonnes.

Uruguay has recently announced

its intention of starting the construction of an HFCS production facility
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shortly.

cansortiu

This will producc 20,1200

olanninci this includes the local Coca Cola

recently camnissioned

:.lflr

otticr

hexico has

tonntper day plant to prccuce JiUcosa corn syrup,

while the Rrzilin subsidiary of CPC has commi
iso to produce glucose ccr

plant

Sic'niiicantl' the

onnes ernua

syrup.

laned

20! tonnes pr d.y

The construction af ;ot milling

plants ta service these corn sweetener plants may well be toe fre-runner of
HFCS productici

Finally, froo commodity intelliqence reports Peru seems to

be on the vr'e of taking

decision to stert an HFCS venture

tt produce

approximately 50)000 tonnes per annum.

sia
In Asia

Indonesia has one small plant in upsratio;, s.nd it is being

claimed that there is government interest in establishing others using
cassava as the starch base. Pakistan has also announccd en interest in HFCS

production and the plan here is to use broken nec as the starch base for a
45,000 tonnes plant. Taiwan hi.d about a year ago announced an interest in

HFCS production but this seems to have been deferred on account of declining
sugar prices.

South Korea has HFCS plants in operation and it is said that

output currently accounts for ten per cent of South <urea's total sweetener
market.

(urea has always had a relatively strong corn sweetoner inc'ustry.

In 1980 about 372,30O tonnes of corn was processed - one-third or this amount
(125,000 tonnes) was used as sweeteners in a total market oF approximately
650,000 tonnes for all types of sweeteners.

Notes t

Chapt3r 3

Tho e3tirnates are given on a raw sur equivalent basia, revised in

loter issues of the virious pub1ictions cited in the text, as more
com71et

information

acomes

HMSO, March 1980, p 72,

ibid p 60.

ibid, p xix.

vai1b1e,
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Chapter 4:

THE ECONOMICS OF HFCS PRODUCTION

Following on the technological innovations of HFCS, world-wide

which would
experience gáthéred so far point to certain basic factors
successfully developed in
seem to determine whether an industry can be
a country or not.

The following are the most important:

and the
For HFCS to be commercially produced the levels of income

demand for
degree of industrial development should be such that the
sweeteners is high -. particularly for industrial purposes.

In the US market

while
about 60 per cent of the- sugar consumed is for industrial purposes,

consumption of sugar,
in the CarIbbean,' despite high levels of per capita

the industrial uses of sugar is less than 40 per cent.
important
In- oonsidoring the industrial demand for sweeterners it is
that' a high proportion of this should

opposed to solid sweeteners.

constitute a demand for liquid as

For this to exist there must be a highly

in turn depends
developed processed foods and beverage industries, which

and the extent
not only on theprevailinglevels of income, size of market
degree of urbanizof industrialization, but on such social factors as the

ation, cultural patterns in food consumption, and so on.

In the USA both

foods"
economic and social-factors favour a highly developed "convenience

of HECS in
industry and this has no doubt facilitated the rapid growth
that country.
that
The market configuration as outlined in (1) and (2) above means

there is a high price elasticity of demand for sugar.

In general,

substitute one
industrial users of sweeteners are far more ready to
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sweetener for another, given favourable price changes than households. Such
substitution cf course

ries

from firm to firm and from one segment

effectively
of the market to another, but the limits of substitution are
those posed by the teàhnical characteristics of individual sweeteners

and the foods in which they are to be used.

Thus as Crott has observed

'High prices of sugar have more influence on industrial users;
(except
price elasticity is greater for them than for household users

with very high prices in the case of low income groups).

However, surveys

of
indicate that industrial users are equally concerned with stability

competitors.
price and purchasing prices not higher than those of their

responsive to
Thus the quantity deménded by industrial users is more

household users.'changes in relative prices than the quantity demanded by

4)

Because HFCS is raw material intensive in its production process

the form of
there should be an abundant source of cheap starch, whether in
domestic produce or cheap imports.

In the US,corn supply is abundant so

feed,
that after satisfying direct consumption requirements and ::nim.l

HECS production.
large quantities are available for export and diversion to
abundant
The other HFCS producers (Japan, Canada, EEC) do not have

that of the
supplies of domestià corn so that their industries, unlike
US are more dependent on the availability of cheap imported corn.

5)

of sugar,
Other things being equal, where a country is anet importer

its incentive to. substitute with HFCS is greater.

As we shall see,

bü
HFCS production is highly capital intensive, but the investments may

dependence on the
considered strategically necessary in order to reduce

vagaries of the international sugar trade.

As we have pointed out
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Canada, Japan and the
the US is a large importer of' suqar, along with
EEC.

through the Lomc
In the case of' the EEC, however, obligations

imports with
Convention has reduced its capacity to substitute sugar
HFCS.

although
HFCS production is also favoured in circumstances where,
high cost.
domestic sugar is being produced this is at a relatively

If

market
this situation exists it encourages protection of the dqmestic

and increases the competitive edge of HFCSe

There is of' course the

might be protected
extreme circumstance of the EEC where domestic sugar.
,to the point of the deliberate exclusion of' HFCS.

HECS operations,
Because of the capital and skill intensive nature of
associated
capital must be available in large quantities along with the

to make proexpertise in construction and operation of the facilities
duction feasible.

Again this favours relatively developed economies, with

and automated flow
a broad base of industrial skills in food, enzyme,
technologies.

dependent
Finally, as we have seen the production of HFCS is highly
transportation,
on associated industries, mainly, chemicals, enzymes,

storage and utilities such as water, energy, et

The chemicals and

biotechno1OgiCal indurtries,
enzymes used inHF'CS production require modern
which are mostly to be found in

the.:

du,stria1iZed economies.

The volume

is also huge and
of products and by-products. entailed in. HICS productiQfl

all times to be closely
the conditions of' storage and transport have at
controlled.

of such
Again this places great emphasis on the ayailability

facilities.

Finally, the industry requires reliable energy and fresh
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water supplies to fuel it.

efficient
Thus countries or locations with

favoured.
public utilities systems are also

of HFCS firms, particularlY in
An examination of cost structures
in
components of cost are those displaYed
that
the
major
the USA show
competitive
schedule it can be observed that the
From
this
Table 34.

Table 34
C
Major Components of HFCS Production

1.

to produce
Cost of corn (3 bushelS, 160 ibs,
100 lbs of HFCS)

2.

By-productS credits per bushel of corn
1.75 lbs of corn and oil
1.5 lbs of gluten feed

2 lbs of gluten meal
3.

Labour

4.

etc.)
Utilities (water, energy,

5.

EnzymeS

6.

Fixed costs (overhead)

7.

Freight

of corn by-.
the cost of corn, the price
position of HFCS depends On
freight and
1bour,iUti1itY5uPPl'8 enzymes,
products the cost of
major
situatiOn in cane sugar where a
Unlike
the
fixed overheads.
proceSSifl
generate it8 own energy for
byprodUCt (bagasse) can be used to
by_productS
user of energy. However, its
HFCS isa net and subStantial
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are considerable (corn oils ccrn feed and corn meal) and as

o shall see

dependino on prices theae can account for more than one-hal" c

In addition, two other consideration

material cost of production.

FCS production

figure prominently in
if c inc

nd bct su

r,

the raw

which

One is of course the pricO

cononics.

ieeting ;r3duct.

the major

:r

have been offered jt discounts on su!ar 9rlcas and

HFCS prices in the U

these have declined fran 85 per cent of sugar prico
of sugar pricas in l98i

in l75

Lo 73 per cent

nt durinc the period

or an average uP 75 per

These data are shown in Table 35 below.

1977-81.

Table 35
HFCS and Sunr
HFCS Prices

Year

pj(1)

Suqar

Pr.icv

Ratio of HFCS/
Sugar Prices

1977

12.44

14.66

34.9

1978

12.12

17.16

70.7

1979

13.15

10.49

71.1

1980

23.64

30.76

763

1981

21.47

29.29

73.3

Note 1:

HFCS price is the ChicagoPrices are cents per lb.
West 42 per cent fructose price. The sugar price is
bulk dry beet sugar f.o.b. plant.

Source

USDA, Sugar Statistics

The second consideration is the price of oil, since corn can be
alternatively used to produce ethanol for use ai a

so1n

extender.

Several corn wet-millers are evalueting thie pcsibi1ity and it is expected
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that by the end of' l932, 12-15 per cent of corn orocessed

nilles could be devoted to fuel a1cohi.
recent US Deartment

f

y US

et-

This has baen rpoited in a

griculture, Sujar &nd Sweetener Repert (February,

l9U)
"Several corn wet-miling firms are evaluatinc the ethanol (alcohol)
merket for

lendin

rain alcohol with gasolene to make gaaho1.

Ono wet-

milling firm is currently producing fuel grade alcohol at its Decatur,
Illinois, facility,

nd also plans to produce fuel-grade alcohol in l96l

under a joint agreement with a large gasolene company.
follow suit.

Jther firms may

A major consideration in produci.ng ethanol From corn is

whether a Federal loan guarantee can be obtained for all or a substantial
portion of the cost of investment."
As regards ethanol production9 a very important consideration which should
be borne in mind is that since producers

an switch from 4FCS to

ethanol using the same ilatS, the seasonal nature of HFCS consumption
may lure some producers to switch facilities in the off-peak periods.
Table 36 overleaf highlights the seasonality of HFCS consumption in the
USA.

In Table 37 we present two estimates of' the production cost of
HFCS in the USA.

These show operating costs ranging from 13-16 cents

per lb of HFCS 42 per cent variety on a dry equivalent basis and can
be compared with the data on prices paid for HECS presentec in Table 35.

The two estimates given in this t&bie hve been supported by persons
!<nowledqeable in the industry.

It would be useful therefore if' we

examine these data with a view towards high1ihting factors of considerable

T...I1.

Seasonality of HFCS Consurnoticn

.'J.S.A.)

1

1979

Month

(% of total)

(% of'

total)

]nuary

6.2

February

5.9

5.7

iarch

6.1

8.3

April

3.1

2.3

May

9,0

9.0

June

9.5

9,(.

July

9.2

9.

U.1

11.4

Saptember

9.6

13.0

0ctobr

8.4

9.7

November

7.2

6.1

December

7.6

Aucust

Total

Source?

10fl%

13f'

Draxel Burnharn Larnbort Incorporated estimates,
Wcrld Sugar Journal, l981 p 22.
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Table 37
Production Cost of

0.01

Raw Corn Cost (l9)

1.

eturn from by-products
oil

?.

1

1.38
2.79
0.15

fed

ml

4.92

aterinl Cost (1-2)

3.

iJet Raw

4.

Other costs

ccnt or lb.)

US

FCS

4.11

Estimte A

2

Estirnte hi

3

0.1 - 1.20

Enzyme

Operating Lbcur

Utilities (nqy)

- 1.2)

2.flO

r.oc

0.70

1.20 - 1.00
2.41) - 3.40

5.
.

Total Variable Costs

7,31

6.51 - 7.1

Fixed castc (overhd)

2.011

2.U0 - 2.012

Freight

1.7

1.75 10.26

ll.'J

Total (1-6)

2./0 -

Capitnl investm:nt costs
Total (7 and 13) (42

HFCO)

11.2:

4.50

2.0 - '1.50

-l.56

12.:6 -15.76

Total (5HFCS) + l5

F'ote

Source:,

1.

Three hushmis of corn to prnduce 1fl lb HF15 dry.
Brak, E. (1977)
ord1und, 0. E. (190')

\dapted rrr, F

R. Crott (1902).

2rcck (197),

:.

C. 'or1und (l9fV) and
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importance to the economics of the industry.

To begin vith the data in

this table reveal that raw corn coat is easily the most significant cost
item in the production of HFCS,

''ithin the industry the rule-of-thumb on

which operations are based is that a 50 per cent reduction in the price
of corn equates to a one cent per lb improvemont in the cost of producinçj
HFCS, cli other factors being equal.

Eecond, the orocossing of' corn generates

by-products and these have accounted for nearly two-thirds of the corn over
the period 1978-81.

In Table 38 we present data on corn costs for US

No. 2 Yellow 1aize and the by-product credits obtained by the industry
for the period, and the net maize input costs which followed.
the substantial savings obtained from by-products.

This shows

Because of this it follows

that the market prices of corn oil, corn feed and corn meal are important
considerations in determining the final price of HFCS.

The prices of corn

feed and corn meal are sensitive to the animal feed market where most of it
is consumed, while corn oil price is somewhat independent, as it is influenced
principally by the edible oil market.

It should be observed in Table 38

that the by-products credits have ranged from 51-72 per cent of raw corn
cost, based on the average of annual orices over the period 1978-81.
Third, labour cost in the industry is relatively small, ranging from
7 per cent of total cost in the lowest estimate to 15 per cent.

The

industry's operational norm is that labour costs account for 10 per cent of
the cost of producing HF'CS.

per cent to 7 per cent.

The

Enzyme costs are also low, ranging from 3
industry's operational norm is 5 per cent.

Energy costs in the estimates are lower than those currently obtaining in
the industry, because of the rapid rise in energy price in the ItS.
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Table 38
lb.)
Corn Prices and By-Products Credits (cents per

Corn Prices

Year

By-Products
Credits

Net Cost of
Corn Inputs

1978

6.87

4.95

1.92

1979

7.85

558

2.27

1980

8.95

5.17

3.78

1981

9.44

4.80

4.64

1982
(January-March)

7 86

4.99

2.87

1982
(April-June)

8.29

4.73

356

The levels of capacity utilization or operating rates in the
the high levels of
industry have a significant impact on cost, reflecting
capital intensity and high fixed charges for capital.

In the estimates

given,these are as high as 35 per cent of costs of operation.

Because of

cent of engineered capac
this the industry tries to operate at above 90 per
for about 330 days a year.
US
Since HFCS operation capacity was first established in the

costs.
important changes have taken place affecting its production

To

accounted for 16 per
begin with, while a decade ago the cost of enzymes
5 per cent.
cent of total production costs, now the estimate is only

development of
This substantial fall in enzyme costs reflects the rapid
HFCS production has
the bio-technologY industry of the USA, from which
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benefitted.

At the present levels of development of enzyme technology

it is as Nordlund speculates, a further significant lowering of these
costs would have to await breakthroughs in "enzymatic genetics or the

discovery of more heat stable varieties",L.

Even so the savings to be

expected would fall within the five per cent range of total costs of
production.

So that even if' costs were halved, the impact on total

production costs would not be very significant.

As a result of the developments in fractionation technology discussed
in Chapter 2, product recovery in the industry has been increased by 10-15

per cent.

It is also claimed that water usage has fallen by half when

compared to the batch production processes used in the first phase of
HFCS production.L.

In so far as HFCS production may be seen as the convergence of two
industries, viz., enzyme production and corn wet-milling, the industry

has clearly benefitted considerably from the developments in the biotechnology of enzyme production.

However, while significant cost savings

do not presently exist in this sphere, I would like to re-iterate the
observations made in the previous chapter.

That is, one should not under-

estimate the impact on costs of the progressive improvements of an incremental

sort in enzyme technology and isomerizing conditions.
In keeping with similar developments in other spheres

of US industrial

life, HFCS plants have been continuously upgraded, and a number of labour
saving devices has been introduced.

Present day operations are far more

automatic and computer controlled than previously.

This has led to a drastic

reduction in labour input requirement, while at the same time the level
skills in the present labour force has been substantially increased.

of

Thus
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it is claimed that:

"a high fructose syrup

plant which required a work force

75-90 employeeS today if full
of 130-150 people in 1972 can be manned by
computer technology."
use is made of automation and
Contrary to the above,

investment coats and energy costs have,

however, risen substantially.

reflect
Increases in the former set of costs

the high interest rates prevailiflc3
inflation rates over the past decade and
initially a new
The industry rule-of-thumb is that whereas
in the USA.
for every 1,000 bushels of
facility would cost $1: million of investment
million; by 1980 $3.5 million and
daily grind, by 1975-76 this cost was $2
by 1981 it had reached $4.0 million.

The u.s. Department of Agriculture

(February 1981) put it as follows:
in its Sugar and Sweetener Report
75,000 bushels
wet-milling plant with a daily grind of
around $300. million versus $150.
(to come on stream in 1983) would cost
current financing charges are much
million just 6-7 years ago. Moreover,
health standards through EPA and
higher, and stricter environmental and

'b medium-sized

OSHA regulations must be met".
is too well known for us
The world-wide increase in petroleum prices
to dwell upon here.

estimated
The effect in the industry has been an

total costs in 1972, to about
increase in energy costs from 4 per cent of
responded by seeking to conserve
15-20 per cent today. The industry has
Installation of equipment and
energy used in the production of HFCS.
heat exchangers, vapour compression
devices such as mechanical compressors,
boilers and turbine systems fo:
steepwater evaporation systems, high pressure
has become standard in corn
generation of electricity and process steam
refining plants.

Currently it is estimated that these equipmentafld

30-35 per cent of energy use, as
devices have resulted in a saving Of
compared

with first generation HFCS plants.

In order to highlight the changinc elements in the cost of croducing
HFCS

a comparison can be made between the operating costs data presented

in labia 37 and an

arlier indication of' cost ratios derived from a study

by the Department of Agricultural Econorics at Purdue University0

This

is presented in labia 39 below.

Table 39

Cost Components of HFCS Production (%)

Estimate

Components
Corn

50

Energy

20

Labour

10

Chemicals

10

Enzymes

5

Miscellaneous

5

Source:

Cubenas, 0. 3., at al, (1979)

In this study the cost estimates arrived at weze, 9-13 cents per lb for 42

per cent HFCS, dry equivalent with the 55 pr cent variety costing an
additional 7-15 per cent.L7
is highly significant.

The study also showed that scale of operations

Scale economi3s in HFCS production are considerable.

The study was based on three different capacities

arnoly, 36,000, 72,000

and 108,000 bushels per day and six different opera.inq rates0

bos a s"mnry

f' the estimates of the coct of' procin

CS 1

fable 40

w1

1
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plant sizes and operating rates.

From these data we can see clearly both

the scope for scale economies in size and the significant economies
derived from different operational rates.

to be

As scale increases costs fall,

and as operating rates rise within any given capacity costs also fall.
The cost analysis undertaken in this study indicates that the cost
of processing corn into HFCS is not particularly sensitive to any single
factor, except of course corn prices and operating rates.

The approximate

relationship between production costs and operating rates which the study
establishes is that "a one per cent increase in the specified operating rate
lowers produàtion costs by 0.3 per cent".

The approximate relationship

between corn prices and cost of production, 3ssur;'inq by-product pric

remain constant, is for a "one per cent increase in corn price, the cost of
production increases 0.6 per centtt.La

As the study äoncludes there is

therefore a strong incentive for HFCS producers to run a plant as close to
maximum capacity as possible.

The revealed cases of under-utilized capacities

shown in the earlier tables are clearly not welcome by the firms in the
industry.

Indeed if capacity is under-utilized and these firms do not

adhere to implicit' price arrangements, then the variations in processing

margins can be very wide.All the studies of the I4FCS industry in the US, and the sweetener

industry generally indicate that the costs of producing HFCS are lower
than that of' domestically produced sucrose, whether it is beet or cane
sugar.

A study conducted under the auspices of the US Department of

Agriculture shows sugar' cane-production costs in the US per acre, excluding

land at $1,029. in the 1981/82 crop year. '1e figures. ranged from $505
in Louisana to $3,162 in HawaiI.

The per ton cost of producing and processin?
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The cost of cultivation

sugar cane, (excluding land costs) was $28.80.

of' sugar cane was 13.8 cents per lb. for the 1981/82 crop year.

had $535. per adre for non-land costs of cultivation.
beet sugar cultivated was 11.6 cents per lb.

Sugar beet

Non-land costa of

Processing costs for cane

auger per lb. was 12.2 cents -, giving a total of 26.0 cents per lb.

If

by-product gains ére taken out the net cost of cane sugar was 24 cents oar
lb.

Allowing for

The processing costs of beet was 17.8 cénté per lb.

by-product credits the net cost was 25.3 cents per lb.

These costs ar3

significantly in excess of those estimated for HFCS.L
Estimates of 'European HFCS costs indicate a figure of 17 cents per
lb. in

1977L

This cost of production was sufficiently low to permit

selling prices of HFCS in Europe to be below sugar prices.

For the years

1978 to 1980 HFCS prices in the EEC expressed as ' friction of sugar prics w
88, 77 and 77-86 per cont,th-t ia on -verage dieccunt of 20 per cent which cr

be compared with the US discounts presented in Table 35 above.

Current

estimates generally make EEC costs of producing HFCS on average iS per cer1
lower than that of sugar.

We have already noted, however, that for the

immediate future, macro-economic)political;and

socisi

policies of the

EEC Commission, rather than the competitive effectiveness of any particular
sweetener will determine the pattern of EEC output of HFCS and sweeteners.
generally.

The conflict of interests between sugar beet producers and their

demands for protection, the ex-colonial arrangements of cane sugar marketing.
and the rising industrial and

onsumers interests in favour of HFCS will.

be determined more by politics than economics.'

Nevertheless, the cost

advantage of HVCS cannot be ignored, for if this is sustained over the long
run it could well emerge as the single most important factor in favour of
the expansion of HFCS 'output.
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Chapter 5!

HECS AND THE FUTURES

Section (i)

Sone Cufrent Viuws

A good place to beam

HFCS development would b
literature

here is

AN ASSESSMENT

an ases3ment of the technolcyical impact o

to look at some prevailing views.

Although the

very sparse, the ji4dgements which have been formally

expressed by knowledeable persons both within and outside the industry

unanimously sress th

fundamental nature of the transformation of the

sweetener industry which HFCS dvelopm.nt has made inevitble.
examples the following published

Consider as

views

T. C. Earley, formerl Senior Staff Economist, Council of Economic Advisers9
Office of tha mresident of the LiSA:
"[HFCS] has been one at' the mair. forces affecting the market during the

past few years and will continue to he so in the Future because most or' us

have still not fully adjuotd our thinking and our analytical techniques in
response to the very changed circumstances which HFCS has created"i-

N. A. Kominus, President, US Cane Suqe.r Refiners_issociaton:

"Change is the nme of the game.

The advent of HFCS has changed everything.

Unfortunately, riot everyone in tho US sugar industry has come
this change.

Arid

to accept

I am troubled to find that many world sugar exporters seem

to be somewhat indifferent to the threat of HFCS.

Hopefully this conference

may open some eyes ... our members are concerned over the technological
progress in the corn sweetener industry.

The corn people have almost

unlimited rescurces for research and developmlnt.'VL
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N. Rivero, Chief Commodity Group, QAS, Washington:

"With regard to the US sugar market the single most important phenomenon
of the 1970's was the establishment of the HFCS as a nutritive sweetener."

D. E. Nordlund, Chairman, President and Chief Edecutive Officer, A. E
Staley Manufacturing Co., USA:
"One can conclude that the future is promising for high-fructose corn
syrup in the United States.

It is not without its problems and limitations,

but it continues to evolve in a positive manner."

C. Sarnuels, Agricultural Research Associates, USA:

"From all indications, in the next decade, corn derived sweeteners will
continue to substantially increase their share of the market at the expense
of sugar."

S. Vuilleumier, Researcher:

"Future fructose production and consumption is expected to expand beyond
traditional areas.

Structural changes are taking place in several countries

that may eventually create an environment favourable to HFCS development."-

Jose A. Cerro, Market Analyst, CEPLACEA:
"All the foregoing clearly shows that the most important competitor for
sugar on the sweetener market is HFCS.

Its present participation in sales

is, per se, high, and everything seems to indicate that it will continue
to rise."

C. Rodriqo Steed, Farr Man & Co. Inc., USA:
"Looking at the investment side of corh 'sweeteners, there is no question
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that HFCS is very capital intensive, but the feeling we get is that, one
way or another? the necessary funds will be available for further expansion.
Some reports indicate in the next three to four years 1.5-2.0 billion dollars---

will be invested in the WetCorn Milling Industry, and judging by the
industry's performance over the previous years, there is no reason to doubt
these estimates.

We can thus say that the Wet Corn Milling Industry is hero

to stay, and is the only area of the US sweetener picture which will continue
to show a vigorous expansion.'tL

All the judgements expressed above support the view that the HFCS threat to
the sweetener market is indeed formidable.

As with most technological

threats, however, there are two dangers to guard against: an overstatement
of the benefits of the new products by adherents newly won over to the
innovation, and self-protecting scepticism expressed by established
interests in the industry, who decry the limitations of the new products.

As experience hs shown the most likely eventual result usually falls somewhere between these two extremes.

It is my view that the HFCS innovation

will conform to this experience.

After all, it should be remembered that.

market estimates of output vary between 5-8 per cent of totai world output of'
sweeteners by 1990, although in its leading market, the USA, this could
probably represent as much as 30-40 per cent of its market.

Such long range

projections are of course always highly speculative - particularly as the
data in Chapter 3 above show, the output projected by one study for 1989-90
(Earley, 1980) was less than that projected in the course of 1981 for 1981
(Vuilleumier, 1981)!

It should also be realized that business outlook in the HFCS industry,
is, like other industries, strongly influenced by the general level of

economic ac'ivit/.

n the oid-197Q's,

becu.:a of tho dizy1ri

iqhs o

sugar prices (1974-75) Bb:undioo optimism prevo.ild and thio 2rnoted rapid

expancin of capicity.

But as sugar prices subseauontly ii1 and temporory

over-capacity emerged, pessimism orew, to the point where some evei' claimed

that

the threat

"Th

Ci HCS had been overstated:

fs.s that arose in the mid-7s have gradually disappeared.

It has meer roccgnied that the impact on the international sugar cane
industry woild be less than reared.

At tha presar1t time the only country

where HFCS is estimated to. make a major in-road is the US... however the
changt

in the sweetenrr market in the. US brought by HFCS could have a real

importance for its traditional sugar supplies.'-

Whon prices revived ir i98O-8i, optimism returned.

low sugar prices péTimisn has reasserted itself.
the lcn

Currently, with depressingly
In making judgement on

run impact of a teohnoiogicai iinavation it is importan

acpreciate these cyclical phases in business outlook.

to

Suco swings in outlook,

although often exagerated5do reflect objective changes in the course of
sconon4ic activity and are not only the su'Djective whims and fancies of
producers.

it is important therefore that we cjuard against treating the

pz'evaiiiog b!Jsin3es outlook as the only reality and ict simply as being
unreal.

The objective status of HFC

as a cost. oornpetitive alternative

sweetener should never be overlooked, if we are to accurately gauge its
eventai ..mpact on the world's sweetener industry.
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Section (ii

Lonq Run Consider2tion

The precise nature ol the substit!tion of one technoloqy for another is
not very well-known.

The common view is that b"scd on the product life

cycles in marketing, an S-shaped curve would represent the pocoss of
substitution.

there follows

This means that sales of the new product beqin slowly1 then

period of rapid substitution, followed by maturity to a

plateau from which they eventually decline.

The product being replaced has

While empirical studies have not always

a similar S-shaped curve of decline.

supported this hypothesis, one early paper by Fisher and

ry (1971) postulated

that the substitution of one technology for another follows the product
substitution S-shaped curve.-

A later study by Cooper and Schendel (1976) elaboratcd on the patterns
of technological substitution.

They found inter alia that after the

introduction of the new technology, sales did not always decline immediately.
In a couple of cases, sales of the old technology continued to expand over the
entire period, even as sales of the new technology expand.

When sales of

the old technology did decline it took about 5-14 years to fell below the
sales of the new technology.

They also found tnat where capital require-

ments were not large the now technoloçy was generally innovated by new firms
outside the industry

while genera11y

developed the flew technology.

firms outside the industry first

The new technology was very frequently

expensive and relatively crude at first, leading to scepticism about its
eventual usefulness.

Later, as scepticism receded, the new technology

often crested new markts which were ndt avail;:1ble for the old technology.

The process of expcnding sales of the now tchnoiooy was to capture
sequentially a series of sub-narkets.

Fins ily, they found that erratic

lii

growth patterns of the nes technology could be occasioned by
economic and scci:.l conditions, e.g.

'ncfmal

iar.

How do these neneralizations in the litoaturc stand up in thia
oarticular case?

To begin with the case of HECS represents a new technology

broadly
which is principally being introdLced by firms either within the
industry.
defined sweetener industry or rirms linked to the corn wet milling

further
The prucise ncture of theae connections will be elaborated a little

impact of
on as it is an important indicator when assessing the future
HFCS technology.

Secondly, the new HECS technology is highly capital intensive

has so
and consequently the possibility of new firms entering the industry
far been confined to its ancillary processes, e.g. production of enzymes.
Third, the coiimodity

produced is a basic agriculturel product which competes

in a market for an agricltural staple that is homogeneous and pure.

The

production ccnditions of the range of products consuinad in the sweetener
market is highly variegated, combining rich and poor countries alike and all the
varied production conditions implicit in this.

Bacauso of such factors,

extra-economic considerations play an important part in production and
consumption decisions.

In such circumstances therefore, the industry is

unlikely te follow closely the classic pattern of technological substitution,
even thouah we cannot rule out entirely the possibility that some aspects
of this pattern may be reflected.

Already one aspect of this, e.g. the

sequential capturing of a series of sub-markets is very evident.
Of prime importance to us at this stage of our analysis is not only
the issue of the threat of technolocical and product substitution but the
responses of the existing enterprises to this threat.

Resoonse refers here

to the ability of those threatened to both recoqnise and assess the threatening
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innovation.

uoer

Fe: thia purpds

thc traditional intelligence activities of

roduErs which have FOCUSSLd only on other suqor

they be beet or cane) must shift to includ

th2

roduce's ('nther

innovations in HFCS, as indeed

all other sweeteners, including the non-caloric types.

As it hes been

observed elewhe:s

"It would be a misthke to wait until decline in sales of the
old technology triggered the need for appraisal of the threat.
By then, much or the lead time would hove passed.
-owevr
this i1ans that the new technology muat be ppr.aised when it
is stILl relativeiy crude ... it is not enouqh to juc!oe that
someday a new technology will replace an old one.
Rates of
penetration must be deternined./l2

In th

dC

cif

tehnulogicai threat, firms responses strategies may be

categorized as follows.L1
Do nothing.

Monitor new developments.

Stap up public relations and legal activity to deter market
acceptance and expansion of the new tochnolcgy.
Increase flexibility of the existing ent.rprises/plants so as to
be able to respond to future developments, if necessary.
.5.

Take evasive action by decreasing dependence o,i the most
vulnerable segments of the market.

Upgrade the existing technology.

Resort to price cutting, sales promotion techniques, etc. to
maintain sales.
Participate in tho new technology.

In the instance we are deling with, while the new technology is being
devolopd within the corporate structure of the mast industrialized capitalist

thc

rn.ir,.l1 thtned prod'ict, su'Jar? is prucd in

wide

arroy oF agricultural sysams of' the developed and underdeveloped world.
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Confronting the highly o1ijpo1istic structure üí th

US high fructose

syrup industry is a multitude of inadoout31y oranizad

qricu1tura1 producers.

Indeed, the producers of the bwo main forms of sugar (beet sugar and cane
sugar) stand in direct competition to each other.

This

eans that a coordinated

sugar industry response would be particularly difficult to achieve.
Furthermore, the cane sugar producinci industry is several centuries

old and in its maturity it hRs tended to ossify around certain R & D practices.
These are confined to improved cultivating practices, improved plant varieties9

better pest control and more efficient conversion processes from sucar cane
plant to sugar.

Developments which have occurred in sucro-chemicals and

which will be exaiiined in the next section have all bcn pioneered by the
TNCs vho process thi3 sugar in the industrialized countries.

Within the

Caribbean region, which we believe to be typical of other underdeveloped regions,
these developments are not being monitored.
threat it constitutes is vague.

Indeed knowledge of HFCS and the

Iron all appearances, therefore, the

Caribbean cane sugar industry is responding oy 'doing nothing".

What ever

monitoring of global developments is takinc place is perfunctory and confined
to occasional studies by researchers in such organizations like CEPLACEA.
The technological impact and the future growth of HFCS would seem at
this stage therefore, to deoend very heavily on the following Factors:

First, it will depend on the overall growth of the demand for sweeteners
which is a function of population growth, incomes, etc.

As we have noted,

the revealed pattern of demand is a nearly static or low overall global
demand (unlikely to exceed in the best estimates

2½

per cent per annum).

In

the developed countries per capita sweetener demand is tending to fall or at
best remain static.

In the underdeveloped countries, per capita demand is
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rising, but from the existing pronouncements and aricuitur1 plans, the
drive seems to be for self-sufficiency in sugar production, consequently the
impact of this i'ising demand on world trade will be larqoly negated.

Second,

it will depend on the technical substitutability ci corn

sweeteners for sucrcse.

The tendency is for cern swoeteners in the industrial-

ized countries to increase its range of users and so outstrip the growth of
sucrose sweeteners both liquid and solid.

As this substitution of corn

sweeteners for sucrose develops, the growth of HFCS will further depend on
its technical substitutability with other corn sweeteners, i.e. corn syrups and
dextrose.

Third, since HFCS is liquid, its growth will be highly contingent on the
development of the market for liquid sugar.

In turn, this market growth depends

on the growth of the processed foods and beverages sector, in particular the

latter which is the largest consumer, or potonial consumer of liquid sweeteners.

Fourth, because the output of HFCS is directly competitive with sucrose,
the future course of sugar prices will detarmino the extent of the market.
This factor is distinct from the technical scope of substituting sugar with
HFCS.

Unfortunately, sugar prices are extremely difficult to forecast.

While

in the post-war period a more or less definite, aix-year cycle of suiar prices
seemed to have emerged, since the commodity boom of 1974 and the subsequent
collapse3 stagflation,and emergence of major at:uctural eroblems confronting

the global economy, the future course of all prices ara in doubt let alone a
highly volatile price like that of sugar.
Sugar Agreement exists, but as wa have

It is true that an International

lrendy acen, this eqrcemert is atill

to become an effectivc ann efficient regulator of

ugar pricas.

As a result
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one might wellconclude that the past and likely future volatility of sugar
prices will operate as a dig-incentive to the use of sugar and an incentive
to the substitution of the much more price stable HFCS.

This effect will be

independent of the effective d1ffrentia1tbetween the price
sugar prices.

:.

.

of.

HFCS and

..

Fifth, the growth; of HFCS will depend on the future course of corn

The price of corn (both gross and net) is the principal cost factor

prices.

in HFCS production.

In the US, corn is produced in abundance so that direct

consumption needs and animal feed are amply met

corn are also dependent on thesefactors.
a discount against sugar prices.

The by-products prices of

To date HFCS has been marketed..at

One advantage of the; corn price is: as we

have seen it is a stabler prIce than that of sugar.

But because corn can

be used to produce ethanol,'the future course of corn prices will also be
dependent on the price of petroleum products.

In other territories where

corn is imported and an HFCS induátry exists, e.g. Japan and the EEC, the

course of international grain prices will determine the degree of substitution
which takes place.

.

Sixth, although many technological innovations have occurred since
HFCS was first commercially produced,

it is still by industrial standards a

tyoung' product.; This means that there will almost certainly be further
technological improvements.

The speed with which these occur and are com-

mercially adopted will determine the future competitive threat of HFCS.
critical technological hurdle which remains
product.

The

is the crystallization of the

While this, is already technically possible, the process is not yet

commercially successful.

The small plant producing crystalline HFCS which is
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product
in operation in Savannah, Illinois, sells the price of its

s hii

Crystallization of HFCS still remains the 'big prize' to be

as $1.30 per lb.

seized in the sweetener industry.

This apart, however, other significant

of enzyme
technological improvements can be anticipated, notably in the field

efficiency, energy saving, and labour saving automated processes.

Whilst

proportionally these gains will not be as large as previously, the continuous
competitive
upgrading of the product which they constitute cn only enhance its

position in the sweetener market.
of HECS
A seventh consideration is that the commercial application
of
technology depends on the availability of capital and the likelihood

the product.
processing margins being wide enough to justify investments in

major upheavals and
Over the past six years the world economy has gone through
from
the process of structuralre-adjustmeflt is still underway, and far
completed.

In these circumstances business outlook is not usually as sanguin3

as it would be in periods of boom and rapid expansion.

As a consequence,

caution and
investments in a new technology will be approached with greater
hesitation.
sugar prices.

in
The first introduction of HFCS occurred in a period of boom

had
Since then, evidence of 'over-capacity' in the industry

the buoyant
emerged in the late 1970's and the industry no longer supported
expectations of the earlier period.
1981 led to some return of optimism.

The partial recovery of sugar prices in
Presently, however, sugar prices

(third quarter of 1982) are at a 5-year low with a glut of world sugar.

The

restrictions on
situation has been worsened by both the US decision to place
sugar imports and the bumper EEC beet sugar crop.

The current outlook there-

which will mature in
fore, is. not particularly encouraging for investments
the medium term.
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cf HCS ic the
An eiqhth factor which will determine the gro%th
development of the non-caloric sweetener market.

At the moment this is

smell, less than one per cent of sweetener consumption.

Hov'ever, he'lth

wealthy countries to look for a safe
concerns are driving r.onsumerS in the
tasta etc. discussed
non-caloric sweetener which meets the qualities of
previously.

c1oric
If this can be found, not only HFCS, but lnded al.l

sweetc-ners would be threatened.

sweeteners exist.

As we have pointed oit a number of such

The two most hopeftil are

Talir1

white crysallifle powder

rain ferests, and
developed from a tropical berry grown in the West African
modified sucrose.

Both will be discussed in the next part of this study,

particularly thc latter which fil1s .dthin the iimhit
research.

OF 3ucrc-chmiCal

production
The former depends on the pcssibi1itiLS of commercial

of a natural product.

it
The fruit is called ThumatoccUs Danelli (ID) and

is claimed to be 3,000 times sweeter than sugar.

This is supposed to be

the world's sweetest natural substance.
policies
The final factor which will be mentioned here is the sweetener
whic

those likely to
are pursued in both the established FIECS countries and

move into production in the near future.

As far as the latter group are

starch,
concerned the main incentive would be the production of a domestic

an insignificant or
drinks sector.

insufficient sugar industry, and a aignificant soft

Already as we have seen, countries like Pakistan

Korea,

advanced plans for
USSR, Argentina, Indonesia and China are producing or have
the comrnencemçnt of HFCS production.

sector i

In all these cases the soft drinks

the.main target, and in at least twc cases a substitute starch

in Indonesia).
is being. us.d, (that is broken rice in Pakistan and cassave
potatoes,
Since isoglucose csn be produced.frorn othQr raw mat3rilS e.g., wheat,
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cassava and rice, the availability of rice, sweet potato
make a differenca.

However, the Caribbean region, is

nd cEcsva should

1raady well endowed

to produce sugar cane and it is unlikely tht tha substitution in favour cf
HFCS would occur.

In other Third World countries, however, where corn is

available or domestic production of cane is not feasible, HFCS may emerge

's

n important commodity. This development is, we believe, 1ikei' only ovar
the vary long run,

For the medium-term, sweetener policies in the established

markets, particularly those of the USA, Japan and the
crucial for the industry.

EC will be most

We have already indicated the major policy

directions in these markets.

In the EEC over the next five years production

of HFCS is being deliberately limited to 200,000 tonnes as the Community pursues
its policies of support for its domestic beet farmers, and its obligations
under the Lome Convention.

Market forces are therefore presently playing a

very minimal role in the evolution of HFCS output in the EEC.
the position is somewhat to the contrary.

In the US

Despite concern for its domestic

sugar producers and the import policies being pursued market forces are the
key elements in the growth of HFCS in the US.

Because of this it is important

to note that the US firms which produce HECS have substantial stakes in cane,

mize

and beet sugar production, as well as other agricultural based products,

e.g. soybean, and flour.

Despite the stake in other sweeteners the tendency,

as we have seen has been to expand HFCS production.
examples:

Thus to take a few

American Maize (corn) and Amalgamated Suqar (beet) have a joint

ventura HFCS project to expand capacity by 100 per cent; Amatar (the largest

US cane refiner and scond largest beet nroducer) is to expand capacity by
80 per cent; ADM (soybean, flour, corn) will expand by 50 par cent; CPC

(corn) wfl expand capacity by 180 per cent; Great Western (beet) will
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expand HFCS capacity by 400 per cent; and Holly Sugar despite
declining earnings and a lông (21 months) proxy war is also expanding new
capacity.

In light of the interests in various sweeteners which these firms
have, their willingness to expand HFCS is to my mind the single most

significant pointer to the confidence which they have in HFCS as the
sweetener of tomorrow.

This confidence does not rule out periods of pessi-

mistic outlook, as when sugar prices are very low and over-capacity manifsts
itself, as it has already' done from time to time.

But because the long

lead
run commitment is there such periods of downturn in HFCS activity may

industries.
to price cutting given the large capital intensive overheads of these

If the gains of the new techno1oy are seriously reversed then a switch to
ethanol production becomes possible as this production basically uses the
same plant designs as HFCS.

As developments proàeéd the HFCS producers who presently sell nt

9

discount on sugar prices are more and more likely to set price ceilings which
will progressively eliminate all inefficient cane and beet producers.

These

latter groups will have to depend more and more on subsidized or protected
arrangements, whether they be domestic support policies of the US and the
EEC or regional and international price support schemes like the Lame
Convention and the ISA.
In conclusion therefore, HICS represents the introduction of a

sweetener based on very highly advanced sections of modenThfUstry, e.g.

bio-technology, automated flow processes, and waste management.

To a mature

traditional industry like sugar, developed and still largely practiced on the
HFCS
basis of inefficient agricultural methods and systems, the threat of
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It is well to bear in mind the

is very likely to be all but mortal.
following observation of the Cooper

and Schendel study referred to e3rlier:

"that traditional firms ... continued to make substantial
commitments to the old technologies, even when their sales
had already begun to decline ... perhaps this demonstrates
the difficulty of changing the pattern of resource allocation
in an established organisation."L!L

The threot posed to organizations which are

"established" and "traditional"

industrial
should be combined with an appreciation of the fact that

more
changes are most radical where the newly innovated product serves

entirely different
or less the same purpose as the existing one but has an
technological base - as is the case with sucrose and HFCS.

Furthermore,

experience in
although HFCS is already a technically advanced product,

will continue
other industries would suggest that technical improvement
deepened.
and peak after experience in its commercial application is

Already

this can be
in the short period of time since it has been introduced
observed.

progressively
The threat to sugar, therefore, is one which will

and processiflc
get worse unless cheaper and entirely new ways of cultivating

cane sugar and beet sugar are found.

Unfortunately, no such technological

innovations are on the horizon.

Section (iii):

The Caribbean Position

competition between
Whatever will be the eventual outcome of the
Canada, EEC, and Japan,
HFCS and other sweeteners in the market of the USA,
of this competition will be
one result is beyond doubt, that is, the brunt
borne by imports.

It is only to be expected that if irternal adjustments
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of sweetener markets ar

taking place that domestic

shirt as much as the burden as is possibl

public poL.cy would

onto foreign producers.

One

imports will be the first
can therefore anticipate that aa HFCS outut grows
casualty as import restrictions are impos.d.

If this occurs, Caribbean

be affected0
sugar, which is mairly export sugar is bound to

held in
This position is not intended to make light thc obligations

the industrial countries to give support to Third World exports.

The US

(CSA) end later th
import quota system, the Commonwealth Sugar Aqreement
of guaranteed market
Lame Convention, all testify to the fact that policies

countris to foster the
and prices have beer. introduced by these industrial
growth and eventual competitiveness of Third World sugar exports.

But as we

arrangements
have seen with the CSA and later the Lorne Convention these
political
have had to struggle to survive against powerful economic and

pressure groups within the industrial markets.

While traditional sugar

Third World
refiners may favour the nolicy of encouraging the exports of
raw sugar, other domestic sweetener producers and consumers

re bound to

resist this if it means high Drices and/or external subsidies0

Given these realities an important case can be made for a Caribbean
approach to an International Sugar Agreement which does not only advocate an
agreement for sugar

but an international plan to regulato the development

of all sweeteners including HFCS, in an effort te ensure an orderly nnd
but which
planned evolution which does not protect inefficiency indofinit1y

at the same time does not presume that market allocations of sweetener
production capacity will necessarily be sociaily just and oquttable.
first step in this direction would be a cell for the revision of the
present International Sugar Agreement in order

c include HFCS.

The HFCS
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producers hev

n interest in stb1e sucjvr pricos

subsidies to cane and beet sugar producers

even if they oppose

This interest should he

producrs.
0xploitd to the mutual benefit of both types of swect.:ner
declining
As we s'w in Chapter 1, although ougar output hasboen
and society
regionally, sucjar is still an important part of Caribbean economy

The reion's commitment to an orderly

nd rationl development of the world's

other country
cwoetenr industry should therefore be as greet as that of ony
or grouP

I' countries.

Because of this, a definite response that is more

is called
than the "di nothing' policy which is prsontly being practised
for.

The first and most important step in this direction would be to make

efforts to provtdc

n e regional basis

.n efficient intel1ience and moni-

toring capability to cope with the threet posen by HFCS to th

region's

oversees markets.

Monitoring is a vital aspect of manoging technical innovation. According to
Bright monitoring involves four basic activities:
Scanning the scientific, industrial and social environment for key

signals that nay be indicators of important technologic1 changes to follow.
Closely identifying the possible consequences of the technological
changes perc.ived.

Verifying the speed and direction of the technological changes and the
effects of its use,

by the institution on whose behalf the monitoring is

undertaken as well as its use by competitors.

Fresenting the data in a way which can inke it possible for management
to decido aboul: its orqrization's

reaotion2
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Such activities are inevitably complex and the difficulties which they
entail should not be underestimated by regional authorities in the sugar
industry.

Indeed, it is perhaps such difficulties which have contributed

much to the response of "doing nothing".

The uncertainties surrounding

technical changes have been categorized as those of

'

"genernlized" type which'

stem from an insufficient knowledge of cause-effect rltionships; those of'
"contingent" type which stems from the fact that no organization can control
all the elements of the environment whose actions can impinge on it; and
"internal" uncertainties which exist in all organizations because they are
based on limited resources, interdependent groups and functions and are
also affected by decisions made within

them.&

In response to this

situation Utterback and Brown have suggested a simplified but effectiVe method
of monitoring which basically involves two stops, namely:

and

1)

identifying 'signa1s' of change in embryonic stages;

2)

gathering information on appropriate phenomena and parameters
to determine the rate of' advance as well as the character and

form that potential impacts of the change might take.

This is

essentially a method for dealing with contingent uncertainty.
Prediction is improved by waiting for at least some of the
environmental reactions to become clearer and by following this
process until one or a few alternatives are ciear".

It is monitoring along these lines which I am recommending.

Needless to say

such monitoring to be effective should at least be as international in
character as the diffusion of the technology.

Because of their relatively

closer affinity to our environmental conditions care should be taken to
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monitor the arrangements surrounding HFCS production in the Third World and
E. Europe.

This is always very difficult because of data flows, and indeed

this study while hopefully adding to the informational pool available to the
region is most deficient in this area.

It should be constantly remembered

also that diffusion of technology is not only a multi-step process, but the
probability of a given firm (or country). adopting a product or process is an

increasing function of the number of firms(countries)in the industry already
using it and an increasing function of the profitability of doing so.
The pursuit of an international agreement to regulate the production
and marketing of all sweeteners, together with the development of a regional
intelligence and monitoring capacity do not constitute a sufficient response
to the threat.

Such measures are primarily defenSive.

What is also needed

is the rational pursuit of efforts to determine what are the technological
possibilities of using sugar for something more than a sweetener.

This

task constitutes the subject of the second part of this study, to which we
shall now turn.

One final word is, however, needed.

That is a reiteration

of an earlier observation that the interconnection between the threat of
HFCS and the development of alternations technologies to transform sugar into
products other than sweteners must constantly be kept at the foreground of
our understanding.

If this is done then it would be seen that the recommend-

ations which emerge from the first part of the study are not only incomplote,
but logically cannot be taken further at this stage.
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Part

II:

THE PROMISE:

THE TECHNOLOGICAL

IMPACT OF SUCRO_CHEMICALS
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THE INDUST1IAL USES OF CANE SUG\R BY-PRODUCTS

Chapter 6

Thrcuchout its history th.

cultivation of the sugar

olant has bün

primarily oriented to the production of sucrose ¶dth varying but nevertheless liriited uses of its by-products.

In Lis chptor we shall provide

a starting pint for our inquiry into the promise held by sucro-chemicals
in delineating the broad industrial potential of the sugar cna plant before
pin-pointing the industrial potential o

or

of its products

sucrose.

On àverag, for everylOO tonnes of sugar-cane ground the following

is producd
(i)

11.2 tonnes of raw sugar (98.5 Pol.);

(ii).

5.3 tonns o.f surplus bagosse (49 per cent moisture)
l,3O) k.w.h. surplus electricity;

(ifi)

2.7 tcnne

of molasses (59 Brix; sp. gr. 1.47);

3.0 tonnes of filter.mud (89 per cent moisture);
0.3 tonnes of furnace ash;
30.0 tonnes of cane tops/trash.

The quantities given above are industrial ave:3ges

nd therefore vary

considerably between countries, and between inst'l1ations in the same
country.

Thus in th

Caribbean as the factories have declined in efficiency

we find, that whereas a decade: ago the average of 11.2 tonnes of raw sugar

pet. 100 tonnes of sugar cane ground was close to the average for the region
as a whole, presently the ratio is as low as 7-8 tonnes of raw sugar per
100 tonnes of sugar cane-ground.

Or to take another example where the

plant is burnt before it is 'reaped, there will be no cane tops/trash
recovery

One sat of product.s excluded from the above list is fly ash

and carbon dioxide which escape from the boiler stacks in the factories.

Our area of investigation in this study i

the

raw auiar only in the sense of ?aturaus dofinitioi

induatrial ucs of
"the conversion of

worth'.
sucrose by chemical mechanisms into products o1 greater

The

precise mechanisms of this chemical conversion will be discussed in the
ncxt chapter, but it

should be

noted here

stitutes the focus of sucro-chemistry,

thet it is

this area which con-

The utilization of the by-products

(items (ii) to (vi) above) falls into the ar

!<nwn an "extended chamurgy'

Ps indicated in the first paragraph, despite our primary focus, it would be
useful to look at the broad features of by-product utilization of the
sugar-cane plant before we proceed.

Bagasse which comprises cellulose (ppr products),pentosans (furfural),
and lignin (plastics) is a principal by-product of the sugar-cane plant and

studies have established that it has a wide ranc of industrial uses.

The

most import3nt are indicated below

Baqasse

fuel (electricity, charcoal briqcets, methane
and prcducer gas);

-

fibrous products (pulp and paper, paper board,
fibre board, and particle board);
(iii)

miscellaneous products (furfural which is used as
a selective solvent in the production of
lubricants, furfilic alcohol and certain
pharmaceuticals Qnd pesticides; alpha
cellulose used in the manufacture of rayon
and acetate fibres, cellophane, plastics,
explosives, films, lacquers and fine papers;
plastics; poultry litter and mulch; animal
feed; begasse concrete; and soil amendments).

The use of beqesse to fuel sugar-cane factories is universal, making the
productiori..of sugar from the sugar-cane pl.3nt energy self-sufficient.

In

a number of countries fibrous products are made frcm the beasse along with
some of its niseollaneous usca, e.g. poultry 1ittr ind

mulch.
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A second by-oroduct is nolasses which is rich in
s a chemical raw material
chemical reactions.

Molasses

-

er end so can ba used

nutrient for micro-craanisms or in specific

Its principal uses are 1istd boloi:

(I)

direct utilization (f'rtilizer, animal feed)
distillinq industry (rum, eth'yJ. lcohoI. rectified
spirits, power alcohol and alcohol derivatives);

other fermentation industries (vinegar ar.dacetic
acid, ocetan-hut3rol, citric acid,
glycerine and yeast);
(iv)

miscellaneous products (aconitic acid, monosodium

glutamate, dxtrn).
Like bagasse, molasses is an important by-product of' the cane sucar Industry.

Its principal uses are as animal fecd and in the fermentation industries.

As an animal feed it is heavily traded and compites directly with riize,
thereby providing yet another major inter-connection between HFCS
The use

of' mo1'sses in the distillation indutries is world wide.

nd sucrose,

Recent1y

however, some countries have been moving to develop gasolene extender
programmes, e.g. Tanzania and i+'uriUus, and they ar' using molasses as the

feedstock for alcohol production, rather than the direct production of
alcohol from sucrose

Filter mud is not a widely utilized by-product.

Its major uses are

indicated below:

Filter Mud

fertilizers and soil conditioners, animal feeds,wax and
fats, and building materials extender.

The wax and fats in filter mud derive from the water repellot property
of the cane skin.

This5 however, only represents about 0.18 per cent of'

t;ie cane welgt..

::or

all indications

ii3

of the filter mud is either
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wasted or added to soils and feeds.

The furnace ah derived fran the factories can be usee
This however, constitutes only 0.3 per cent of th

as building

nateria1s
The

sugar-cane plant.

cane tops andleeves make up the bulk of the by-products of the sugar plent
accounting for as much as 30 per cent of its weight.

It's principal us

in the form of animal fodder, but its availability is coitlnoent an
the canes ar

4.s

hethr

burnt or not prior to reaping.

In the Caribbean region by-product utilization is rather limited
and the focus
duction.

f the industry i's overwhelmingly in fvour of sucroso pro-

So far molasses is used to produce spirits, while some of 'it is

used also as animal feed domestically or exported. In the distillation of
spirits from molasses there is no significant use of the carbon dioxide and
the distillery stillage which are further by-products.

The latter consists

of unf'ermented carbohydrates and dead yeast and usually it goes to waste.

Indeed there have been times when molasses has been so 'plentiful"
it has been buried as a means of dispOsal.
used in cane grinding factories as fuel.

that

Bagassa is of course widely
Some of the surplus also finds

its way into poultry litter and plant mulch, while a small amount of
bagasse board is produced.

In the case of filter mud this is generally

spread on the fields as a fertilizer and soil conditionr.
sometimes used in this way also.

The fly ash is

Where the cane tops end leaves are not

burnt, small amounts find their way

into animal feed.

This relatively limited utilization of by-products in the reqion is
combined with an underdevelopment of local production 'of refined sugars and

s:s a;id

'n

cuu eccura, beverages a.o

food processing industries end it is not unusual to find local processors
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requesting licences for their importation.

As a result we can conclude

of
that the focus of the region's industry is not only on the production

sucrose, but even more narrowly on the production of sucrose for export
and further refining abroad.

As we have noted in Chapter 1, the region's

per capita consumption of sugar is high.

As a consequence, future growth in

demand is likely to favour a substitution of industrial for household uses
of sugar, rather than a rise in per capita consumption.

The need for

domestic refining capacity is therefore likely to increase.
In our study of the HFCS industry in Part I we indicated how

important

the corn by-products credits were to the industry, accounting for nearly twothird's of the gross raw material costs of the industry.

Reliable data

on by-products credits in cane sugar cultivation in the region are
not available but the evidence suggests that these are small, about
5 per cent of production costs..

Beet sugar production also yields by-

products, the major one being sugar beet pulp.

This is usually available

confined to
in molasses form (dried and wet) and is almost entirely
providing animal feeds.

Bearing in mind this broad background picture of the potential
examination of
uses of sugar-cane by-products, we can now proceed to an

the industrial potential of sucrose itself.
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THE POTENTIAL OF SUCROSE AS A DIEIICAL FEEDSTJCK

hapter 7

Section (i):

The Properties of Sucrose

As pointed out in the previous chapter our concern is w.th sucrose
as a potential feedstock for a chemical industry and not the utilization
of the traditional by-products of' cane sugar production.

Our investigation

in the previous chapter Filled in some backqround information, as it were,
on traditional by-product utilization.

These same by-products w3uld

still be, of course, available, if the sugar-cane plant is used to
produce sucrose which is then converted into a chemical feedstock rather
than consured in the

y it i

at present.

In this sense therefore the

descriptionof the previous chapter would still renain an ancillary aspect
of the industry and should therefore not be discarded merely on account
of the shift in emphasis we are pursuing in this study.

Approaching the study of' sucro-chemistry from a 'non-chemistry' background, I have found a useful starting poin.t to be a general. understanding
of' the chemical properties of. sucrose, particularly, as many chemists

themselves are not familiar with the field of sucro-chemistry.

On the

basis of literature surveys, and discussions with knowledgeable persons
in the field I believe the following to constitute a fair summary of the
more important chemical properties of sucrose, and therefore those vital
to an evaluation of its potential as a chemical feedatock.

(i)

Sucrose is the largest single

organic compound available to man.
and great chemical versatility..

uantity of' a pure defined

It has a low molecular weight (342)

It is so pure that ordinary table sugar

contains 99.96 per cent of the molecile sucrose with more than one-half
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the remai.nder being water.

Even the "raw sugar" shipped from the

Caribbean has a purity ratio as high as 97.5 per cent.

Its bulk derives

from the fact that world output of sucrose is currently approachinq
100 million tonnes annually. These two properties, bulk and purity
constitute important assets of sucrose when considered

from the point

of view of its use as a chemical feodstcck.

Sugar is chemically versatile.

As V.Iitos coints out because

it constitutes a "cheap polyhydric alcohol [it] can be used in a wide
range of reactions to mal<e resins, plasticisers, surfactants".4

Indeed, sugar is so versatile that it is claimed that it is technically
possible to produce from sucrose all, the chemicals currently produced
from petroleum feedstocks.

Sucrose is water soluble, and in some chemical reactions this
is an important asset, while in others it can constitute a disadvantage.

Sucrose is readily metabolized hyriicro-organisms, plants,
animals, etc.

This property makes it bio-degradable and constitutes an

important advantage over some petroleum derived chemicals, e.g. detergents.

Sucrose is non-toxic.

Not unexpectedly this property widens

its range of' useful applications, particularly in such areas as food,

pharmaceuticals, and cosmetic preparations.

Sucrose readily forms complexes with some metal ions.

Sucrose is hygroscopic, that is, it has a tendency to absorb
moisture.

Sucrose is an important raw material for microbial conversi3n

processes and bacause of this it bs been tr2ditionally used in the
production of alcohols, organic acids

snd so on.

Sucrose is unstable to heat and this had tended to pose
problem.s in certain chemical processes.

Sucrose does not only produce oriergy but it also constitutes
mass.

This gives it an important edge in the search for alternative

energy systems, since some of the alternatives being investigated, e.g.
wind, nuclear power, and water systems while producing energy, they do
not constitute mass in themselves which they can pass on to other products.

There are two manifest chemical reactions of sucrose which
must be continuously appreciated.

One is hydrolysis, that is the

inversion of the angle of' polarisation in the presence of' Lewis acids.

With water inversion yields two simple sugars 0-glucose and 0-fructose.
Fov our purposes the point of sicinificance is that for most

chemical processes, inversion is undesirable.

sucro-

This therefore poses the

requirement that reactIons must be carried out in the absence of' Lewis
acids.

The other manifest reaction is pyrolysis which is a more complex

reaction than hydrolysis.

It is a part of the familiar process of

carmelisation which occurs when sugar is heated much above 1400c in the
presence of salt or acid catalysts.

The prodLcts yielded are water and

an exceedingly complex mixture of degradative produc'tc.

As would be

expected, pyrolysis would generally be an unwanted reaction in

chemtcal procescs

and therefore o'ch rctic-e

ucro-

ve cu

insulated from direct contacf with Lewis acids and also op3rote at moderate

L .1 ..

reaction

tenperrturos.
Suqar molecules (sucrose, hexoses, etc.) are notoriously

unstable.

As Patursu observes:

These molecules play a most important part

in

the plant kingdom

where they are constantly being formed, broken up and trdnsfored"
3ut what is an asset in bioloqicl reuctions con constitute serious
obstacles in chemical reactions.

Sucrose hydroxyls are usually less reoctiva than water.
This property poses a problem when making derivatives of'

sugar in

aqueous media.

Finally, in suc'one the high ratio of' oxygen to carbon puts
a limit on the number of organic solvents which can be used.

Petroleum

is generally low in oxygen or has exclusively carbon and hydrogen atoms.

As a chemical feedetock this makes for good

yields:

"Thus the theorotical yield/weight from petroleum derived

ethylene is 165%, whilst ethanol production by fermntution results in

discarding ti.,othirds of' the oxygen and one-third
maxinum theoretical yield being

54

of'

the carbon, the

per cent."L

Such limitations do not constitute incuDer:blu
shall observe

later there are

derivatives which

s we

ways around them ;onc bei rr to Focus on

while having poor to moderate yields may not be easily

substituted by other products.
where a biological proccs
would be

3tcci33.

Another would be to

is used, e.g.

focus on cnose reaciors

where alternative routinjs

are

ocus on ractione

citrEc acid,

wiht loss

not easily pursued e.q.

:tr.d

yet 'nothr

is

minimal but

orbcl, mannitol.
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Section (ii):

Chemical Operations with Sucrose

The schematic presentation in the previous section:of the important
chemical properties of sucrose equips us for the next step of the
analysis, which is to determine the nature of the chemical processes on
which a sucro-chemicals industry might be built.

We shall attempt this

very important task in the present section, referring from time to time
to the significance of the properties listed above.

The fundamental issue is that in order to be able to utilize
sucrose commercially it must be transformed to other products of
greater worth either chemically or mjcrobioloqicallY.

the

Unfortunately

phrase "of greater worth" is sometimes overlooked in the excitement over
important technical discoveries whose importance as a contributor to net
worth cannot be presently justified.

Leaving this issue aside for the

moment, however, there are two major routes in the chemical transformation
of sucrose,that is chemical degradation anI directed synthesis with
other chemicals.

We therefore have in total three routes, namely,

-

microbial conversion

-

chemical degradation

-

chemical synthesis.

Each of these will be examined in turn.

Microbial Conversion:

0

In the case of microbial conversion there are basically two points
which should be observed.

First, this approach is

iaditional and

perhaps is best exemplified in the familiar fermentation processes
this conversiàn certain vital factors should be appreciated:

In
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(1) The use of micr-organisms in the conversion of one chemical
product to another is relatively non-specific.

This means that after

suitable treatment most carbohydrate sources,not only sugar, can be made
into feedatock.

To use this process would mean that a chemical industry

based on sucrose must be highly competitive, cost-of-raw-material-wise,
with other carbohydrate sources, e.g. corn, rice, wheat, potato, cassava.
In other words the specific advantage of sucrose could well be lost in the
non-specific microbial conversion process.

Because micro-organisms are used in the conversion process
yields are inevitably low, since the micro-organism must metabolize a
proportion of the sucrose as a source of its energy.

The microbial conversion process has low reaction rates, and

requires large volumes of the productand long residence times.

Although

research is improving on these variables, as we noted in the case of
isomerization of corn to fructose where the.-use of immobilized enzymes

has replaced the older batch productionprocess,the cost of doing so
relative to other processes, e.g.... petro-chemicals1is a factor which has

to be taken into account.

The separation of the.wanted product from others in the microbial process poses major technological problems whose solution inevitably
raises costs.

Thus for example the presence of water would normally

require an energy input to concentrate and separate the product.
While the above observations show how, restrictive the microbial

process is, some of these restrictions can constitute advantages in
certain circumstances.

To take a few examples.

The presence of water and
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associated non-suqrs in chemical operations nay be desir:301e.

Or

tha microbial processes can be seen as parmitting cor,piex multi-step and

stereo-specific reactions and with inprovod convorsian efficiencies this
can be an important. advantaqe.

Similarly, this process can often utilize

substrates of quite low purity, and therefore can be en important element
in the exploi.tation of what would normally be treated as waste residues.

The second point to observe is the range of products which can be
produced by nicrcbial conversion.

A wide range of products can be

produced as a result of the metabolism and growth of micro-organisms in
a carbon and energy source such as sugar.

The technical task is to find

the particular micro-organism which can carry out the specific chemical
transformations of the sucrose molecules which are required.

While some

of these arc beyond the current capabilities of organic chemistry the
following constitutes the major products which can be produced:

(i). A wide range of' antibiotics which is of course used in the

health sector.
(ii) Gluconic acid.
used.

The yield here is 70 per cent of the sucrose

This acid finds applications in:

pharmaceutical prepara-

tions where salts are used as a means of introducing trace
elements to the diet, e.g. ferrous gluconate (iron) and calcium
gluconate (calcium);

food and feeds wnerc it can he used as

a source: of calcium for chickens, or used as a stabilizer in
shortening, or used to. prevent excessive browning in deep fat
frying;

cleaninL compounds, where it is useful for cleaning

bottles and metals because as a clearsing agent the acid has
low toxicity and corrosive powers;, paints where it is used

it

for its anti-corrosive properties in marina applicatians or
is used as an additive to water based paints in ordar to
prcvent
(iii)

"l-shinf'

Xanthan gums.

uscd

Xanthan

due to the presence of calcium and .agn'sium.

The yield here is 65 per cant of tia aucr
gum

ia a

pc.udo-plctiC material

wit:h unique rheoloçical properties combined vith rzsietance to

temperature and pH changes

It is used in:

foods in order to

improve mouth feel, freeze-thaw stability ir frozen foods

act

as a suspc-nding and thickening agent in relishes and salads and

to provide the characteristics of gluten in non-wheat flours;
cosmetics as

susoending and emulsifying ajant in toothpastes,

ointiients,. creams, etc.;

oil well dril!inq as a fluid additive

because of its compatibil.ty with salts and its resistance to
temperature degradation.

For oil well applications it is useful

as it has a high fluid carrying capacity and low water loss
properties.

It is used in many industrial products also as a

suspending, emulsifying and stablizing agent especially for
some difficult to stabilize polishes, cleaners, ceramic glazes
and print pastes.
(iv)

Bio-pclymers.

The synthesizing of high molecular weight polymers

from sucrose is a quite well-known process.

It is claimed that

this process is an integral part cf the metabolism of all microorganisms and is nut a surprising occurrence in view of thr
important role of lipopolyseecharides in the structure of most
micro-organisms.
dextran.
used.

The best known of the Lia-polymers is

The yield of dextran is

3 per cent of the sugar

1tfinds useful applications in medicine, as a blood
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food processin, as a thickening aceL

plasma volume extender;
and in oil well drillinq.

There are several plants produc..

dextran around the world and one is located in the Caribbean
(Cuba).

D-araboascorbic acid (iso Vitamin C).
low, 15 per cent of sugar used.

The yield here is very

It is normally produced

using a preparation of dried cells of penicillin notatum in
sucrose.

Kojic acid along with derivatives for use as pesticides.

The

organism used is Aspergillus flavus.

Fructose, which can be produced from sucrose by the organism
Aspergillus niger.
Ethanol.

This can be produced directly from sugar-cane juice

or from molasses.

tthana1 can be used as a fuel extender; to

make potable alcoholic beverages, as an intermediate chemical
and as a chemical feedstock.

It is the most important product

of this route and as we shall discuss in Chapter 9 it is seen
by same as the major future product of sucrose.

Chemical Degradation
The sacond process is that of chemical degradation.
shown overleaf summarizes the process.

The diagram

As we shall observe more fully

in the next chapter, this route has typified the research work of the
International Sugar Foundation.

Experience has shown that it has been

from a commercial standpoint, a generally fruitless endeavour, althouçih

as we shall see many technical results have been achieved.

The major prrI.'

with this route appears to be that degradation products of sucrose are o
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either
a lower molecular weight thereby permitting their synthesization

from cheaper sources of carbon, e.g.

etroleum,.or even from carbohydrate

There is the additional factor that chemical degradative reactions

wastes.

proceed in a relatively "uncontrolled" fashion thereby yielding a mixture'
of' products from which the required product has to be then isolated.

It

would appear therefore, that onpurelypriOri grounds the effectiveness
of this route has tobe restricted to special circumstances where no
competitive products can be easily produced.

This position is supported

by Khan and Fbrage:.
"Despite extensive research in'the-..past in degradation reactbns
of carbohydrates to- yield La.,variety of products this approach,
at present, is non-competitive."L

With these. cautions in mind we can complete the description here

identified
by observing the various degràdation reactions which have been

and which are summarized in the Figure above.

These reactions are as

follows:

Mild conditions of' catalytic

ydroäenation of' invert sugar.

This yields the hexitOls, mannitol and sorbitol.

These are special

products and their output via this route is already commercialized.

The

is used in
sucrose demand, however, is, limited as very little sucrose
their production.

.

.

.,

.

Viqorous conditionsof catalytic hydrogenation of sucrose.
ethyleneglYcol
This yields glycerol with hy-p.roducts being propanediol,
and erythriol.

It iê estimated that inh....mid-1960'S about one-tenth

of US production of glycerol was produced in this way.

However, competition

plants in
from synthetic glycerols lad to the closing down of the major
1969.
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(iii)

Hydrogenation in the presence of amonia or primary amines.

This yields 2-methyl-piperazine or the N-alkyl derivatives.

The yield has

never increased beyond 30 per cent and the result is thought to be
uneconomical.

Direct reaction of sucrose with amonia.

This yields a complex

mixture of nitrogen heterocycles in which dimethyl-imidazoles predomiante.
Yields are also unpromising and this route is thought of as beinçj
uneconomical as well.

Weak acid catalysts at elevated temperatures.
5-hydroxymethyl furfural.

This yields

Yields are low, below 25 per cent and demand

for this product is limited.

Strong acid-catalysts at elevated temperatures.
laevulinic and formic acids,

This yields

This route has not been exploited com-

mercially because these products can be obtained from furfural.
Alkaline degradation of sucrose in the presence of lime.
This produces lactic.acid.. in good yield (70 per cent).

The lactic

fermentation process is however better. (yields 85 per cent) and so is
the preferred route.

Synthetic lacticacidi.s also being produced.

Nitric 'oxidation of sucrose.

This produces oxalic acid in

good yields, but is still uneconomic when compared with the use of
cheopor cellulosê'and carbohydrate wastes.
Aerial oxidation'of sucrose in the presence of platinum
catalysts.

This yields aràbohi:c acid in good quantities and research

chemists are sanguine about this possibility.
Aerial oxidatiän of sucrose in.. the presence of immobilized

qiucose oxidcae.

This produces gluconic acid and fructose and the

yields here are also thought of as promising.
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Directed Synthesis

Given the limited scope for economical application of sucrose through
both the processes oF microbial conversion or chemical degradation, any
promise of a thriving sucro-chemical industry has to be based on technological breakthroughs, along the third route, namely direccd synthesis.

The

two routes alrecdy considered basically seek to use sucrose as a source of
simpler products.

as a primary ra

The approach of the directed sythesis regrds sucrose
material itself and seeks to exploit the opportunities of

synthesizing it with other chemicals in ordcr to produce higher valued products.
This approach makes use of sucrose in the form it is normally marketed, that is

its pure anhydrouc state.L.

The potential for using sucrose in this way

is bound up with the chemical properties of sucrose identified in section

Ci) above, for the object of directed synthesis is to produce reactions with
selected synthesizing compounds, and these reactions will be determined
ultimately by the reactivity and stability of the sugar molecules.

Because sucrose is essentially. spolyhydric alcohol chemists point out
that it has the potential to give rise tb an almost unlimited range of
derivativos.L

It will undergo all the typical reactions of alcohol.

Following Vlitos we can present those potential derivatives by function as
is shown below.LZ.

The right-hand column indicates the potential industrial

use of the derivatives, based on current knowlodge.

The first function is esterificatjon of sucrose using conventional
methods leading to poly-ester.

The resulting products would depend on the

conditions and the acylating agent which is employed.

The second function

is etherifjcation and this is also available by conventional routes, although
not without some difficulty.

The third function is the production of urethans.

P5
The fourth function is the production
the production of

of xanthts

and th

final function is

cetals.

Esters

Monostearste
Honoacetate

Surfct'int ernulsifiar

umectant
Disteerate

Emulsifier

Hexalinoleate

Surface coatings

Octa-Acetate

Denaturant Plasticiser

Octa-Bc-n2:oate

Plasticiser

Di-isobutyrate
Hexa-Acetate

Viscosity Modirier

Mcnomcthscrylste

Resin 1onomer

Polycarbonate

Resin Intermediate

Ethers

Mono-octadecyl ether

Surfactant

Hepta-allyl

Drying Oil

Octacynaoetlyl

Dielectric

Octa-Hydroxypropyl

Cross-linking agent in polyurethane resins

Urethanes
N-Alkyl

(v)

nx'nthtes

Surfactants, chelating agent

Acetals

Cetyloxyethyl Sucrose

Surfactant

i

the
major obstacle in the devalopment of synthetic sucrose d,rivatives is

h-c which

"restricted solubility of the reactnts in solvt other than
re sinilar in reactivity
chaDter

t

su'ros italf.

As w

shall se

in the next

some of the solvents uscd a.q. pyidine dinethylfbrnaide

dirnethylsuiphoxide

re vary costly if considered on a commercial scale.

This has ancouraDad the search for products which would reuire no solvents
cost of
or alternatively products that can sell at a price to recoup the
such expensive solvents.

These issues will be taken up in liter chapters,

for hare our objective is limited to the presentation of th

major

tochnicl issues at stake in the production of sucro-chemicals.

Section (iii)

Conclusion

The first two sacticns af this chaoter sought to highii'ht the

technical oroblems involved in the production of sucro-chemicals.
the focus was on the 'chemistry'

Althoucih

of the probkm it was impossible to

avoid indicating some of their commercial implications a

we proceeded.

Thepresentation on the cnemistry issues began with a summary of the
chemical properties or sucrose in order to idmtify it

potentiality as a

chemical feedatock and then I proceeded to discuss the technical routes
towards the oroduction of sucro-chemicals.
and each was discussed in turn.

Thres routes were identified

Directed synthesis was identified as the

preferred route and a presentation of sucrose derivatives by chemical
function was displayed in the schema above.

y woy of ccncluding this

cha3tar, an alternative presentation which ircus the nroducts tht sucrose
can produce by the type of reaction which produces them is of Fere.

This

is basd on an earlier work of Pturau, and is of ferd primarily for the
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hile i

this chater.
sake of completeness of the presentation of
adds no new information,

the potentiality of

neverthalesS it alters thc persnective from which

sucro-cherniCals is presented.

In this way it might

deepen our understanding of the issues at stako.

Type of Reaction
Fcrmontatiofl

Product

Ethanol, hutno1
citric and

Esterification

Allystion

iCLiC

acetone

acetic acid,

acic!.

Sucrose octa-scotat USCIJ in adhesives,
as a uanaturnt plasticiZOr and in
celluioSiCS ?atty acid esters; and
sucrose cetanitrate (xplosives).
1lyl sucrose used a coainq materials,
adhesives, fast drying paints, varnishes,
etc.

Reaction with propylene

Reaction with phenol and
formaldehyde
Oxidation

7. Hydrogenation

Acid degradation

Alkali degradation

Hypose SP8J which is the trade name for
octakis (2-hydroxyproPYl) - sucrose used
in polyurethane roams as a plasticiser,
in resins and glue starches, etc.

Explosives.

Food and pharmaceutical products e.g.
D-arabonic acid used in the manufacture
of Vitamin 82.

Sorbitol and Mannitol which is used as
a humectant in medicine (e.g. laxatives and
blood pressure depressant); propylene
glycol which is used as a polyester resin;
and glycerol used in resins and gums.
Furfurals used as plasticizers, food and
pharmaceutical additives, etc.
Lactic acid which has a wide variety of
3$
uses; methyl acrylate which is used
protective
ccatings
an adhesive; polmar
etc.

lu. Hydrolyais

Fructo

usd in foe.

preparations.

and pharmaceutical

Nots tc Ch3pter 7.

/. V1itos

(1979) P.E. 14.

). Paturu, (199) p 11.
i_i,

R.

12.

n and A. 3. Forage, (1979/80), p 178.

See, K. 3. Parker, (1979); (1980); and K. 3. Parker and. R. Righelato,
L. Hickson, (1977); A. Vlitos, (1977) and A. T. V1ios
(1980);
and K. 1. Parker, (191).
A. Vlitos and K. Par<er, (1981) p 40.
A. Vlitos, (1977).
K. Parker, (1979).
3. Paturau, (1969).
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Chapter 8;

HISTORICtL/FUNCTIUNPL ANALYSIS OF TE DEVELCPtT OF
SUCR O-CHEt I STRY

With thL chemical features of sucrose and the technical rautes
towards the pr3duction of sucrose chemicals behind us

e can now turn

to a brief extrünation of the historical course of research in this
field.

Only the most general of outlines will he

dttemptd

htre, hut

hopefully this should be adequate for deeenintj our understanding not only
of the course technical innovation rica fallowei, but of the technological

hurdles which still have to be overcome.

Hopefully, also this would bring

greater coherence to the rnolysis presented thus far,
If careful consideration is given to the evolution of the chemical

industry it would be observed that agricultural raw materials have always
been an important feedsteck for this industry.

Sugar, starch, potash,

cellulose, and vegetable oils are among the butter known and most widely
used of biomas materials.

However, following on the great oil boom in

the middle of this century, petro-chemicil feedstock
input into the chemical industry.

became the major

ThereaftGr,the chemistry of agricultural

raw material utilization in industry was replaced by the focus on a

more and more efficient utilization of petroleum fractions and their
derivatives.

biomes

This substitution in favour of pctrloum, affoctd not only

but was also to the disadvantage of coal, until then also a major

industrial input into the chemical industry

From the industrial ooint of view chemistry cannot be looked at in
isolation frcm energy.

Energy is needed to power industry

to energize

our transport and communication systems, to host our places of living and
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psticiJes

working as well as f'r producing the fertilizcrs

weedicidoc,

etc.,without which a modern agricultural sysi camble oF feedinq large
urban populations would be impossible.

Energy is also needcd to produce

the minerals which we need, as well as the clothing, housing, recreation end

entertainment facilities without which we cannot live full lives as
humans.

All this is familiar, but it takes on cidded significance in face

of the current fUel crisis.

The current fuel crisis is the second major

fuel cr.sis to be identified in the period of capitalist industrialization.

The first is usually located in the early years of industrialization in
the middle of the 19th century in the United kingdom,
United States), when fu..l wood which w'

then

(and much later in the

ext .n:iv.J.y USCd, hc,cme

scQrcor end sc2rcur.

In all the major energy systems used so far

coal, biomass and

petroleum9 the raw material has produced both energy and mass for chemical
utilization.

Some of the newer energy systems being contemplated, while

producing energy do not produce mass.

In so far as mass, or as it is

sometimes put a "harvest of tons" is required by industry, biomass has the

advantage of being a truly regenerable resource which can meet the large
variety of human energy needs as indicated above.

This constitutes what

I believe to be the long run inherent structural advantage cf biomass and
so long as it remains this way, the search for breakthrouqhs in the
efficient utilization of biomass will proceed.

It is true- that in the

past the search for breakthroughs was intensified during periods of critical
shortages of fuel (necessity is the mother of invention!) and has receded

in times o' afpereht bountiu1nes, but the uncoriying driv
direction has nevertheless continuednd will continue.

in

It is within this
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category of

enera1 considerations therefore, th't the industrialization

of sucrose has to be evaluated.
The development of sucro-chemistry as a defined field of study is

associatéd.with the establishment of the Sugar Research Foundation in
1943.

The establishment of this institution came at a time not when fuel

was scarce, but sugar was thought of asplentiful, and there were fears
of disposal of surpluses.

The Foundation was established with the aim of

ptrsuiflg on its own initiative.,

food utilisatioti of sugar.

nd

studies on the ion-

uppertin.

Despite this mandate, however, during the:

first eight years of its life the Foundation concentrated on improving

sugar consumption thrugh the systematic dispelling of what it termed as
"myths and misconceptions" of the health and dietary consequences of
increased sugar consumption.

This purely defensive attitude changed

somewhat with the appointment of Prof. H. 3. Hass, who as Hickson

describes it "had gained an enviable reputation by taming the halogenation
and nitration of carbohydrates in the vapour phase".

It was under his

leadership that a programme of sucro-chemistry research was officially
launched.

This programme was defined by Hickson as "the conversion of sucrose

by chemical processes, into materials of commercial va1ue".

It was this

definition he claims, which Prof. Hass christened as sucro-chemistry.
Interestingly, the definition given is not only technical, but is commercial
in its orientation as well.

Theissue of satiefactory solvents fo
WéS

raised in the previous chapter.

Use: in sucrose derivatives

It was not until the 1950!s that a

major set of new soivents became avaüable to chemists, principally, N,
N-dimethylf'ormarnide (DMF) and Dimethyisulfoxide (DMSO),which could be used
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in the production of esters and ethers.

In the decade9 1950-60, after

some promising discoveries chemists in the field becaie optimistic and
began to proclaim that "the non-food uses of
surplus production".A
th'

mid-1950's.

uçer would be the panacea for

Hicl<son describes it.graphically:

"the Foundationof

developed a high expectation for the potentials of the

sucro-chcrnical.prc.gramme.

An eaqer.tecn.ica1 press

rasted each new finding,

lauding the programme as. a br;eakthrough in the utilisation of biomass

resources ... this fanned the hopes of the suyar 'jroducers supporting the
Sugar Research Foundation.

It certainly was

rsat

while

it lastod."L

The promising technical results however, could not be translated into
commercial successes and as Patursu remarked:

"it was soon found that the

industrial production and marketing were indeed more difficult than had
been expected, especially when in competition with the powerful petroThis should not have

chemical industries and other vested intsrects".

been surprising as it is estimated that there are 3,000 known surfactants
alone so that market penetration would always be a formidable task.

The work of Prof. Mass and his colleajues did, however, provide some
important discoveries with commercial potential.

One good example of this

was the production of a surfactant ester under a process which was licensed
by Dai Nippon Sugar Manufacturing Coy of Tokyo in 1960, and continued:by
Ryoto Coy in a joint venture with Mitsubishi, to produce the Ryoto esters
used in food, pharmaceuticals and cosmetic industries.

The origiflal

reaction solvent that was used was DMF, but because of. problems of potential

toxicity etc., the company had to invent a process which did not require
it use,

A second good cxample of the wcrk of this period is the process

for producing sucro-glycerides,.which is a mixture of sucrose esters and
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fatty glycerides.

Thiwae first used in productic, under licurce by

Melle-Bezons cf Paris and later the licence was acquired by Rhone-Poulence.
The trade name is Celynols.

This process ia

epab1e of reducing the

residues of DMF, which is used as the reaction solvent, sufficiently
to permit applications in the food industry.

The main market, however, is

animal foods where it is used to reconstitute vegetable oils into skimmed
milk for feeding calves.

This latter process has been substantially

modified and developed by Tate and Lyle and will form the subject àf some
extended discussion later.

It is claimed that the very first commercialized sucro-chemical to
be produced was octa-acetate.

The development of this product was due

largely to work done in the Mellon Institute in the USA.
has found two principal uses to date.

This product

One is as a plasticiser in the

cellulose esters where it is used as a bonding agent in laminated safety
glass, and the other is as a denaturant, e.g. in pharmaceutical ethanol.

This product has an exceedingly bitter taste and it is this property which
favours its use as a denaturant.

The combined markets for these products,

however, is small, totalling approximately 50 tons per year.

The work of the Sugar Research Foundation was often done in collabora-

tion with, or at the promptingof other institutions.

Thus the work on

the sucrose mcrioesters offatty acids was done at the request of the State
Government of Nebraska which was then looking for markets for inedible
animal fats, principally tallow.

Research into sucro-chemicals was also

not confined to the Sugar Research Foundation even during its hoy-day.
We have already referred to the early work of the Mellon Institute.

The

Kansas State University has also done important work in the area or testing

sucrose esters snd other aurfactants in the baking industry where severai
important roles have been identified.

In addition Tate and Lyle àndits

associated research laboratory at Reading University has been the organ-.
isation most consistently connitted to a comprehensive prãgramme of technicci
work in the area of sucrose chemicals during the last decade àrso.

As

Tate and Lyle will form a special chapter of inquiry, (Chapter 10) we can
suspend discussion of these issues until then.

While: the work of' the Sugar Research Foundátio,i dominated. sucro-

chemistry research up until a decade or so ago when this role was assumed

by Tate and Lyle, the object of the Foundétion's reSearch was to generate
information on the chemistry of sucrose, evolving èynthesea of sucrose, and
determining the properties of the new sucro-chemicals created.
emphasis was more scientific than technologicaj.LZ.
cQmmercial as Hess definition suggests.

The

It certainly was not

One result of this has been a

virtual neglect of the class of materials known as ureth3nea. Urethane
technology in the West has developed in the industriSi milieu of chemical
TNCs and the Foundation expected this to continue.
that it did not have the reSources which wer

In any case it

felt

Squired to make a significant

contribution in this area.

A central criticism of the Foundation's research is that it proceeded
with far too heavily an emphasis on the degradative products of sucrose.
The long list of degradative reactiOns which was identified in the previous

chapter is largely the product of chemical research in one way or another
assbciated with th: Sugar Research Foundation.

The criticisms of this

approach which'were made there, therefore hold true for the Foundation's
work..
4

=

t was nt ur*jl'after much effort in this direction that the
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Foundation came to accept -that this was a dead end route in commercial
terms.

It was the route of directed synthesis which would offer the best

prospects, but by the time this was realized Tate and Lyle had assumed a
commanding role in the field,

The story of the historical development pf

technical innovation in aucro-chejcalg will therefore, have to await the
discussion of Chapter .10 for completion,

A second major criticism or the Foundation's lork is the energy
"wasted" ir trying to disprove the health charges laid against sugar in

order to "sUrnulate" its consump.on.

This effort was revived agin in

1959-60 a'1 lasted until 1969 as the foundation concentrated on trying to
prove the :iealth dangers or cyclamate,, the non-nutritive, sweetener which

seemed to

hreaten the sugar market.

points ou

that after the introduction of cyclsmates:

Referring to this, period Hickson

"the sgar in'dutry bScamé justifiably dismayed and drafted
the foundation to become the point of its defesive stand.
Essentially all other kinds of research were abandonned to
concentrate a maximqm of effort' on protection from this extreme.
concmic- presaure."L!.

This, extremn reation hindered the Foundation's, role in the emerging
technology arid helped to confirm the dominance of Tate and Lyle in this:
field.

We will tnerefore take up the analysis of this development in

Chapter 10.

sumriary, e can therefore make the following observations:,

1)
su.

whic

Re.earch into the 'non-food ües' ofsugar was prompted by the

lus of' sucrose combined with the need to find a regenerable resource

could' rovide an importhnt input into the chemical industry.

1

The responses of the industry ws to establish the Sujar Research
Foundation in 1943 whose initial interpretation of its taok was to disprove
the allegations made about the dangers of sugor in the human diet.

While the defensive

outlook still continuei, later by 1952,

under the guidance of Prof. Hass, sucro-chemistry, as a new field of
technical work was commenced.

The work of the Foundation in this area was helped by discoveries
of new solvents, although these wore too expensive for commercial use.

Unfortunately, cost of the research was focussed in the area
of the degradative products of sugar, which from a commercial standpoint
is basically uncompetitive.

The later development of the approach of directed synthesis was to
be associated with the shirt in the center of research from the Foundation
to Tate and Lyle Ltd. and its associated laboratories at Reading University.

While the Foundation shifted the emphasis of its research as
indicated in (3) and (4) above, the development of non-nutritive sweeteners,
particularly cyclamate led to a recrudesence of defensive research work
aimed at proving the health dangers of cyclamates.

This occupied the

Foundation from the early 1960's to 1969 and helped lay to rest its once
dominant role in the newly emerging technology of sucro-chemistry.
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Not3s to Chipter_8.

See 3. L. Hickson in Birch, C. md Parker, K. (ads.), (1979),
pp 156-157.
ibid, p 157.
ibid, p 157.
4,

3. Paturau, (1969) p 11.

3. 1. Hickson, in Birch, G. and Parker, K. (.ds.), (1979)
p 172.
.i.

Paturau, (1969) p 11.

Koflistich
3. L. Hickson in Birch, C. and Parkers K. (eds,)

(1979) p 173.
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SUCRO-CHEiICALS:

Chapter 9

SOME GENERAL ISSUES

Having examined the properties and

echnical routes towards sucro-

chemical production, I shall discuss briefly in this chapter some of the
general issues which underline the potentiality for a larqe-scale development of a sucro-ch3mical industry.

This. would serve is a vital prelude to

the analysis of Tate and Lyle which follows in the naxt chapter.

The first issue to be examined is the production of ethanol.

This

subject is not dealt with at great length in this study, because the terms

of referenceof the project more or lsss specifically excludes it, and leaves
it to be studied as part of the technological impact assessment of alternative
fuel Systems.

This of course presumes that the production of ethanol for

use as a fuel extender will be the principal econàmic application of this
product.

The focus developed here is one in which the directed synthesis

of sucrose is the new technology which may permit the most profitable
line of development of sucrose as an input

into the chemical industry.

But as we have seen in Chapter 7, the fermentation of sugar-cane juice or
molasses in order to produce ethanol, although employing no new technology,
is a possible route to the chemical industry also.

Fermentation ethanol

is an organic chemical with four major applications, namely,

the production of potable alcoholic beverages,
for use as an intermediate chemical,
for use as feedstock to produce other chemicals,
fcr iso

a a fuel extender.

Presently, the major uses of ethanol are to produc.e alcoholic beverages, to
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act as a chemical solvent, to serve as a asc1ene extender, and finally
tc produce a very small volume of other chemicals, Traditionally the main
uses of ethanol "have been to produce potable alcoholic beverages and as

a versatile speciality chemical.

The recent interest displayed

in

its

use as a fuel extender, in the wake of the oil crisis", particularly in
Brazil and the USA, has somewhat

diminished the priority of these roles.

Nevertheless, it is estimated that on a global basis they are still the

leading users of ethanol.Li

When used as a solvent, ethanol fiids its

principal uses in the production of toiletries and cosmeti:ds, detergents,
paints and varnishes, disinfectants, processed foods, drug manufacture and
pharmaceutical3, surface coetings, etc.

Fermentation ethanol isusually

preferred to its synthetic counterpart when used in potable
products or on
the body, e.g. toiletries.

Indeed because of this preference it is able

to command a premium price over its synthetic competitor.L.

As a fuel extender ethanol has three potential
uses, namely,
boiler fuel,

diesel substitute,

and

gasolene substitute.

As a diesel substitute there are a number of technical dravbacks

which

limit its use, while as a boiler fuel it is thought to he an inferior use
of what is deemed to be a superior liquid fuel.

its major fuel application

therefore is as a gasolene extender, where it has demonstrated
superior
characteristjc2,,

Because of' these characteristics it is felt that

"its

unique physical/c*,emical properties increase ethanol's value,
beyond its

heating value,

as qasolene substitt5't,L
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As a chemical foedstock fermentation ethinol has

into ethyLne.

Approximately 1.7 lbs. of ethanol are reauird to produce

1 lb. of ethylene.
is 51 per cent.

irst io be converted

The theoretical conversion ratio of sugar into ethanol

In practice it is claimed that 3.7 lbs. of fermentable

sugars are needed to produce 1 lb
industry the primary products of

In the peto1eum

of ethylene

rude oil arc f'el oil and petrol.

The

refinement of petroleum by means of catalytic craking produces ethylene
propylcie and C 4 hydrocarbons a'butane, butenes

butadiene) in quantities

determined by the throughput and process conditions.

The ethylene producec

in this way is followed by conversion into ethanol and finally production of
the chemical produc

f:om ethanol eitr by d..hy

Lçjnation or by oxidation.

Ethylene is the most important intermediate product in the petro-chemical
industry.

While fermentation ethanol can be dehydrated to produce ethylene,
the use of fermentation ethanol is more economical for products involving
oxidation and dehydroganation.

The last two processes give ethanol a higher

valus than ethylene, whereas for the first the opposite holds true.
the ethanol conversion processes currently in use are designed

All

for small-

scale operations, compared with the tremendously large-scale plants using
ethelene based processes and reaping considerable economies of scale.

Because of the factors identified above, any major substitution of
petroleum products would depend on the economic relationships which exist
between fermentation ethanol derived ethylene and petroleum derived

ethylene.

The inflationary increase in petroleum prices has brought the question of
its substitution by cheaper raw materials to the fore.
Bank study quoted earlier concludes:

But as the World
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"f\monq the technologies currently available, ethylene prcductic.
from biomnas ethanol is unlikely to bu competit±ve with petroleu!
derived ethylene until the crude price of oil reaches 4O-$45
per barrel, (assuming an economic cost of sugar--cane at $!O-$12
It is therefore, unlikely that large-scale substitution
per ton).
of petrolaum derivatives (e.g. naptha or ethane) for the production
of patro-chemical products based on ethylene as an intermediate,
can be justified on economic grounds in the irnned.ate future.
This conclusion could change in case petroleum prices rise much
faster than projected by the World 3ank, or new tachnologies and ctoare developed to reduce the cost of ethylene pruduction
lysts
Many chemical firms re working on the latter
from thano1.
issue and it is possible that ethanol use in the chemical industry

would become economic in the next 5-10 years."L.

Another estimate is that:
"without allowing for. processing or capital costs, at the current
price of ethylene (24 cents per lb.) sugar would have to be
available at 6 cents ocr lb. for the process to become economically
feasible" .L.

Or alternatively it has been claimed:

"allowing for capital and production costs, it has been estimated
that for ethylene derived from fermentation ethanol to be
competitive at current prices, the fermentable sugar would have
to cost no more than 1 cent per lb. Conversely ethylene prices
would have to rsch 36 cents per lb. equivalent to oil at around
$45 per barrel".Li
As I have indicated in Chapter 7, microbial conversion processes
are non-specific, in the sense that any carbohydrate source can be used.
It is this which explains the frequent refercnces to this product as
"biomass alcohol", "fermentation alcohol" arid so on.

While the conversion

process is non-specific, sucrose however hs two distinct advantages
over other carbohydrate sources.

One of these is that its carbohydrate

content is already in the form of fermentable simple sugar.

The other

is, because of the utilization of one of its by-product (bagasso) to

fuel the factories which process it, sucrose oroduction from the sugar-cane
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plant

is energy self.-sufficient.

In constrast

starches, because of'

their greater molecular complexity have to be broken down first into
simpler sugars.

This thererore adds

raising processing costs.

further 'process-step"

In addition of course ths

thereby

other products

require outside sources of' energy, although it should be reported that

efforts are being made to reduce this by more scientific use of their
by-products.

The advantages which exist in relation to other carbohydrate
sources also exist in relation to other forms of biomass, e.g. celluosic
materials.

Indeed it has been pointed out tnat the advantages here are

even greater because the cellulosic materials have a far more complex
molecular structure than the starches and have to be converted to
fermentable sugars by the complex and costly process of acid hydrolysis.

Furthermore, the alcohol conversion efficiency factor for these materials
is lower than is the case with sucrose.

While, as we have pointed out earlier, the technology of fermentable
alcohol production is old and well-established, there have been significant improvements in this area in recent years.
considered the production of HFCS.

We noted this when we

One example of these improvements

is the use of' continuous, as against batch fermentation processes, in
distillation.

It is claimed that as a result, the alcohol yield has

risen from the usual 8-10 per cent to as much as 12 per cent.

Another

very good example is the introduction in the distilleries of' the heat

recovery designs which have been successfully used in other manufacturing

areas in order to improve enemy efficiency and save on costs.

The

general picture therefore, is of' significant incremental improvements
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being made to a long and well established technology and these are
enhancing the competitive position of fermentation alcohol.

Whether the improvements in fermentation technology will eventuE ly
yield a competitive ethelene production from fermentation ethanol rema: a
to be seen.

The fact that it is essentially a well established and o1
Nev

technology would also seem to rule it out of our general purview.

theless the issues associated with the production of fermentation eth
cannot be ignored in a study such as this.

One good reason is that t

discussion so far points clearly to the fact that the effective competition to aucro-chemicals is in fact petro-chemicals.

While in market

systems it would be expected that in the long run the competiting price
relation between the two classes of chemicals will determine where
profitable investments will be made, to arrive at this position one has
to take into account also a number of factors, other than price. Pnrticulrl'

when, as it is frequently the case, the prices quoted are price per
unit of ethylene derived from two alternative sources and based on
"standardized" factory models.

If we look at the Diagram on the following page we can easily see
the chemicals which can be produced from an ethanol feedstock.

The wide

range of chemicals presented there, reinforces the observation we have

made that sucro-chemicals as a class of products would have to substantially displace the petroleum-natural gas-coal based chemical industries
now in existence.

However, in so far as the chemical industry is pre-

dominantly orientated to the petroleum industry and in so far as both
industries, particularly the latter, has a high capital intensity and

hence a vast and costly world-wide network of production/research
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facilities these investments cannot be simply wished away.

The

petroleum companies can be confidently expected to resist any serious
inroads into their markets.

One important advantage which these

companies possess is a flexible marketing structure.

This is based on

the consideration that the primary products derived from crude oil are
fuel oil and petrol.

Ethylene, propylene and butane related products

are esentially "by-products" whose output is determined by the throughput
and process conditions of the refinery.

This permits the companies to

be flexible in the production of particular chemicals and to apportion
costs and chcrge prices to their various products in a way which would
protect any threatened product while optimizing overall profitability
from their operations:

"The pricing policy of the industry will understandably be
to spread increased raw material costs over primary and
by-products in such a way äeto maintain their balance.
Inevitébly, therefore, significant competition in a byproduct outlet will be Countered by a price. reduction to
restore this balance.
In this sense, raw material prices
wilVnot reflect directly increased oil costs. "Li
Such pricing mechanisms constitute a

Crmidab1e advantage since

they reduce the effectiveneès of one method of product diffusion, which
is to capture segmented ffiarkets in a sequential way.L!.

The cost of

penetrating markets on a broad ,front will, be very high, particularly

when the heavy capitalization of the petroleum industry is taken into
account.

By contrast the: infrastructyre of the sugar industry is

perhaps. not developed enough to launch ,a markeUng offensive on the
scale required.
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One further aspectof market penetration which:should be mentioned
here is that the user industry often finds uses for chemicals which the
producer may not have anticipated.

There. can therefore be a cumulative..,

virttrnus circle, of initial market penetration, followed by uses being.

found by the Initial user which the innovation:may not have anticipated,
which leads to further demands for the product, rand so on.

achieve these the market has to be first penetrated.

But to

One successful

experience of a sucrose based chemical has been summed up this way:

"When you have a chemical you need to find a use for it.
The sugar industry is not the best suited to find the
applications. These have to be developed by the 'user'

indusry."L

'

'

.

.

'

As the author goes on to point out in the case of its surfactant Tate
and Lyle found that Whi1e it was produced to service one need 'that
.3

actual use in industry haè resulted in "over 15 different potential
applications because we found customers, who, in turn, found uses for
the product we never even thought

0f.!'L1.

.

BecaUse the petroleum and chemical 'industries are often considered

to be stratgic industt'ies in terms of national security, an increasing
role

df

governments, over and above that' which they normally play can

be expected

in

determining the lines of future energy. development., .This

would be of course, ahimportant countervailing force' to the
the petroleum companies'.

power. of...

The lines which any 'government would pursue

would depend on the résouràe' national 'security,, social and political

objectives of the government.

Thus in the case of Brazil, government

support for its gasaho]. programme in the absence of significant

quantitites of indigenous oil deposits has been decisive in the
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orientation of both its anergy and chemical industries.

Similarly

a

strteic commitment to nuclear energy has beon -important in the development of Soviet industry.

One index of the significance of the observa-

tion made here is the fact that the petroleum companies themselves have

been active in the acquisition of technical rights,R and D facilities,
as well as production facilities in the "new' energy technologies,
as part of their strategic responses to the new technologiesJ
In addition to the high cost of market pet ietrction for new chemical

feedstocks one must also consider the formidable barrier of expertise
which has to be overcome.

The orientation of the chemical industry

towards petroleum feedstocks has inevitably influenced the pattern of
Universities,

training and skills within the present chemical labour force.

colleges and other training institutions have geared their programmes
to the production of these skills and their conversiofl to sucro-chemistry
cannot be contcmpl-itcd as an over-night affair

Furthermore, the

petroleum companies have a reputation for high levels of remuneration
and material rewards.

This reputation not only encourages the flow of

persons into petro-chemistry, but it also raises the cost of developing a
skj.11s

base in sucro-chemistry.

If the high cost of market penetration and dove1opmen

-

of a

skills base in sucro-chemistry are not enough obstacles in thornsclves,

one must also take into account the cost of developing the new technologies
themselves.

This cost encompasses the long qestation period while

research takes place, the subsequent period of development of the new
product or process, then on to pilot testing end the establishment of
production facilities.

While in the early days some of these costs were
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borne "collectively" by the suar producers through the Sugar Research
Foundation, the shift of th

canter of research to Tate and Lyle has

put a lot of these costs of development unto this INC.

The results of

this will be discussed at some length in the following chapter.

Two major advantages favouring sucro-chemistry are derived from
the fact that sucrose is an agricultural product.

One of these we

have referred to often enough, that is, sugar is a replenishoble
resource, whereas petroleum is a "finite" resource.

One should not,

howe'er, overstate the "finite" characteristics of petroleum.

The known

global reserves of oil and natural gas exceed the amount of hydrocarbons
so far extracted.

Deposits of coal are projected at being able to

meet current extraction rates for another three centuries, while shale
oil and tar sands have not been exploited in significant quantities
thus far.

Furthermore, it should be pointed out that new reserves

are being continuously "discovered", while the huge increases in price
of this product has stimulated increasing concern over energy efFiciency
There

and a search for alternatives, including as we have saen ethanol.

will, however, always be an upward pressure on prices exerted by the
inelasticity of supply. While this can be countered by improved recoveries,
As a

etc. it is a pressure that over the long run cannot be iqnored.

replenishable product sugar-cane does not face the same difficulty,
particularly as in all the discussions so far it is not expected that
sucro-chemicals will lead to vast increases in acr3age committed to sugarcane cultivation, except possibly in the case of fuel extenders.

The non-food uses of cane and beet sugar are seen as beinQ compensated
for by increased output of alternative sweeteners, e.g. HFCS.

A

a
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consequence the impact on agricultural land availability is not assumed
to be particularly forbidding at this staçje.

The second majo

advantage is the environmental iipact.

Most

sucro-chernica:Ls art. bidagradablc,flon-toXic, non-carcioqenic, etc.

This provides for a favourable environmental impact.

The major environ-

mental problems are posed when alcoholic fermented and distilled.
major by-products here are carbon dioxide, fusel oils and stillage.
first of these is normally discharged into the atmosphere.

The
The

Fusel oils,

about 5 kg. per 1,000 litres of ethanol can be collected and further
utilized.

Stillage is produced in large amounts (about 10-13 times the

volume of alcohol produced).

Because this has potential use as animal

feed and fertilizer, it is likely that disposal of this can take place
economically.

As Vlitos sums it up:

"In general chemicals derived from carbohydrates. or other biomass
products are more amenable to degradation in the biosphere,and
hence present less of an environmental hazard, then do petro-114

chemicals, particularly the intransigent aromatic compounds."

In light of theconsiderations raised so far there is merit in
Parker's division of the potential sucro-chemicals markets into two
broad categories.L1

These are the high-valued products produced in

small volume, and the low-valued products produced in large volume.
In the former market, the chemical process is the important element of
cost and selling price.

What is being sold are sophisticated chemical

processes rather than the raw material sucrose.

Examples of such

products are oxoeneive to develop systonic fungiddes and certain
pharmaceuticals.

In the latter market, sucrose is being sold as a

cheap chemical and the processes uae

are not costly.

Examples of these
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are the sucrolycerides
plasticisers.

animil feed additives

resins, alcohol and

This market distinction, by showinq

the.relation of...proc.es

to raw

:fl

appreciation of

ateria1 cost allows some order/ranking

to be imposed on the range of over 10,000 chemicals and chemical
intermediates which sugmr can produce.

Although at present over 10,000 chemicals can be produced from
sucrose, the products which can be produced fall within certain broad
market categories.L

These are:

1.

Foods

10.

Adhesives

2.

Feeds

11.

Paper

3.

Fuels

12.. Pesticides

4.

Explosives

13.

Plasticisers

5.

Elastomers

14.

Plastics

6.

Lubriccnts

15.

Surface Coatings

7

Solvents

16.

Surfectants

8.

Soil Conditioners

17.

Medicines/Pharmaceuticals

9.

Fibres

18.

Cosmetics

The main lines of immediate exploitation of these market6 will
be discussed more fully in our study of Tate and Lyle in the next
chapter.

At the moment. what.we. may observe is that the most likely

markets to be developed are those listed as (1), (2), (13), (14), (16),
(17) and (18) above.

This listdeliberataly excludes item (3) [fuele

as it does not fall within the purvi.w, cf this study.

At present the

largest non-food outlet for sucrose is oo1yurehane :sir.s.

T-2è market

is growing rapidly, (aporoxiostoly 12 per cnt per annum) and current
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US production is 0.75 billion lbs.

about 50,C00 tomes cf sucrose.

To produce this quantity requires

Thc use of sucrose mono-esters world-

wide is currently estimated at 12,000 tonnes.

As a result, while the

about
industrial potential of sucrose is considered to be great, only

100,000 tonnes is used

in this way, that is considerably Lss than 1

per cent cf the world's output of' this product.

The reality is that

animal feeds,
apart from the fairly general consumption of molasses in
potable alcohol fermentation ftorn sugar-cane juice and molasses, other
citric
microbial routes which can compete with synthetic routes (e.g.

acid) and recently the gasahol programmes,
has not lived up to its promise.

the industrial use of' sucrose

As the then Chief Executive, Group

difficulties
Research and Development, Tate and Lyle Ltd. pointed out the
are that while:

"Sucrose can be chemically modified or reacted to yield a
Generally these products have not
wide variety of products.
found markets either because (i) the costs of production were
too high relative to existing petro-chemically derived product,
indicate
or (ii) insufficient development work had been done to
suitable applications, or (iii) the chemical industry ... was and
still is orientated to petro-chemical 'fcedstocks' rather than
to sucrose. There was no platform or infrastructure either
within the sugar industry or within the chemical industry to
ensure commorcialisation of sugar-based chemicals. Nor was
there enough 'patient' money available to invest in a very
longthrm venture. The sugar industry was not prepared to
invest the sums required to launch new chemical products, especially
A long time lag
when the initial economics looked unfavourable.
between the research work and commercialisation inhibited
investment. The chemical industry itself ws not prepared to
invest very much on seeking alternative feedatuffs when petrochemicals were so abundant and cheap."L.2.

In conclusion we may say that while the inflation of petroleum/
nitura1

cs prices ha

altered tc the diadvntage o

petrolun, its

price relative to that of other sources of' energy and chemicals, there
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is as yet not a sufficient alteration as co nalc th

of these

oltornatives demonstreb1y clear.

In

cost advantages

ny case th

structure of the petroleum industry together vith the

price

trateaic and

political significance of petroleum and chemical products would not
allow this matter tc be resolved simply in
though price/cost consideration
outcome.

the rnarket place' - even

will be importont to the eventual

Because of this it is my belief that the future of sucro-

chemicals is bound up with its ability to win one: or more governments
support for it on the basis of social, rietional, as well as market

considerations.

It is only national governments which can yield a

sufficient countervailing power against the INCa.
alone cannot.

The sugar companies

This conclusion should be keot in mind

s we consider

in the next c'hapter the gains and difficulties confronting the ;orld's

leading sucroehemicals firm, Tate and Lyle Ltd.
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Notes to Chapter 9
'iorld production of ethanol. is in excess of 3 million tonnes
Approximately 52% of this is estimated
or 1 billion gallons.
to be fermentation ethanol and the remainder synthetic ethanol.
See Alcohol Production from Biomass in the Developing Countries,

World Bank, September, 1980.
'ibid', p 9.

ibld, p(iii). Those characteristics improve combustion
efficiency, improve octane ratings and engine performance in
starting, carburation and emissions.

4

A

VlitoS and K. Parker, (1981) p 38.

World Bank, (1980) pp 45-46.
A. Vlitos and 'K..Parkei, (1981) p 38.
K. JI' Parker, (.j9.79) p 4.

ibad, p 2.

....

.

This point was discussed in Part I, Chapter 5 in the case of
HFCS market penetration.
1.0.

A. Vlitos, (1977) p 343.
'" ibid; p 343.

See the statement by the ExecutiveDirectOr,. United Nations
Centre on Transnational Corpora1ions to the United Nations
'Coiferene onNew and. Renewable Sources of Energy, Nairobi,
August, 1981.
Brazil is producing boüt0% of its automotive fuel requirements
fuel
from élcohol.. The US plans to produce 2 billion gallons o
the
This, howeve, is based on corn, and
extenders by 1985.
timated' 'consumption is 20. million tons.

To replace ten per cent of uS current annual consumption 9f
gasoline by alcohol would require about 2½ times the world's
sugar output.
'

14..

A. Vlitos, (1979) p.E. 14.
K. 3. Parker, (1979).
ibid.

l7.,

A. Vlitos, (1977) p 340.

.

."

'
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Chapter 10:

Section (1):

SUCRO-CHEMICALS AND TRANSNATIONAL ENTERPRISE.

The Importance of Tate and Lyle Ltd.

past
Tate and Lyle Ltd., the British owned INC has been for the

develop sucrodecade and more easily the leading force in the drive to
chemicals.

Because of its unquestioned leadership in this field of

index
endeavour, its operations are probably the single most important

of sucroof the possible impact of technological change in the area
term.
chemicals in the near to medium term, if not over the long

Other

reinforce the importance
studies on monitoring technological opportunities
enterprise.
which is attached here to the monitoring of the leading

Thus

Utterback andBrown observe:
rapid change9
"When a technical field or product area is undergoing
relatively
short,
it
or in cases where product life cycles are
of
the
forecasting
effort
would prove worthwhile to devote more
to monitoring resource commitments" .LA.
organization,
It seems self-evident that the commitment of resources by an

and new technology
let alone a commercial one, to new product development
of the new
should be a fruitful indicator of the commercial assessment
product or technology.

Thispointôf view is also reinforced, in so far

small number of firms,
as this commitment is first made by one or a very
monitor a large
since it is far easier to monitor this, then it would be to
specifiassortment of patents, technical papers, product and technology

cations, research in progress, etc.

The leading enterprise therefore,

of documentation.
can be seen as acting as a guide through this diverse array
misOf course the leading enterprise(s) can, and have made serious

still has to
judgements in the past, so that this approach while useful
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be pursued with great care and caution because of the known hazards of
forecasting technological opportunities and their commercial impacts.

Tate and Lyle Ltd. 45 the world's 1L'gest privately owned sugar
company.

It is a UK based transnational which in 1981 embraced 72

subsidiary companies, of which 28 we'c tased in the U!(
In addition there were 8 associated companies

nd 44 overseas.

'other" investments in

four corporations and a joint-venture with one.

The company operates in

all the continents witi a total turnover of more than $4 billion.

Its

trading sectors and operating bases are: agribusiness; bulk liquid
storage, cane-sugar production and refining; cereal sweeteners and
starches; commodity trading world-wide; insurance; rna1ting
trading, storage and distribution world-wide; warehousinq
distribution; and other miscellaneous activities.

molasses
packaging and

Details on the turn-

over and the composition of assets for these ten trading sectors and
operating bases are shown in Tables 41 and 42 overleaf.

Because of its substantial trading in sugar, molasses and other

agricultural products whose prices are very volatile, the composition of
assets and turnover shows wide swings from year to year.

Unfortunately,

because of substantial accounting changes in the valuation and structure
of its assets the data on these sectors and categories are not available
for a long time series.

However, it has been possible from a study of

the company's reports and accounts to pic!< up the main threads of both

the continuities and changes in its mijor operations.

The wide swings in

the value of the INC's assets can, however, be seen from the 1980-81 data
alone.

Thus in 1981 the value of assets in can-suar production and

refininLi was £152 million compared with about h211 that value in 1980,
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Table 41

Tate and Lyle Limited, Analysis of Turnover 1980-1981

(

million)

Turnover

TRADING SECTORS AND OPERATING BASES
1980

1981.

27 2
2.2

35.3

29.4

38.0

9.1
0.4

8.8

9.5

8.8

374.9
69.1
77.9
14.0
18.1

350.1
106.9
133.3
15.8
26.7

554.0

632.8

Aqri-business
United Kingdom
North America

2.7

Bulk Liquid Storaqe
United Kingdom
North America

Cane Sugar Production and Refininq
United Kingdom
Canada
USA
Belize
Zimbabwe

Cereal Sweeteners and Starches
-

Canada
Europe

0.4

38.4

43.9

431.0
54.3

1,105.5
41.5

485.3

1,147.0

Commodity Trading Worldwide
Sugar
Other

Insurance

- -

Halting
19.6

18.4

222.4

246.9

28.4

27.4

48.7

55.1

Other

4.7
48.2
38.9

0.1
10.0
63.3

91.8

73.4

Total

1,499.1

2,264.3

United Kingdom

Molass Trading, Storage
and Distribution
Worldwide

Warehousing, Packaqing and
Distribution
United Kingdom
Nigeria

Other Activities

Shipping - U,ited Kingdom
- United Kingdom
Starch

Source:

Tate and Lyle Ltd., Annual Report, 1981.

1/7

Table 42

Tate and Lyle Lim1td, Analysis of Asscis E1oyed; 1980-1981

Total
30/10/80

£ million

3O/i/8l
6.3

6ulk liquid stcrage

19.7

19.7

79.5

151.9

4.

Cane suçar production and
refining
Cereal sweeteners and starches

18.4

28.5

5.

Commodity trading worldwide

83.5

30.2

6.

Insurance

e.5

9.5

7.

lalting

14.9

14.9

6.

Molasses trading9 storage and
distribution

23.6

36.5

Warehousing, packaging and
distribution

11.4

10.7

Other activities

31.0

21.2

293.3

337.4

13.5

7.3

ft2.2

5.1

294.6

347.8

Agri-business'

2.
3.

9.

10.

Total operating assats
Speciality chemicals
Central
Total

Note:

million)

Total

2.8

1.

(

Changes in the valuation and structure of' assets in 1981 restrict
the availability of comparative data to 1980 and 1981.

Scurce:

Tate and Lyle Ltd., Annual Reports, 1960 and 1981.
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(79.3 million).

This made cane sugar production and refining the largest

trading sector in 1981 but in l9EG it ranked second after commodity
trading worldwide.

Similarly the valuation of .asaets devoted to commodity

trading worldwide fell from £83.5 million in 198C to less than half that

amount (38.2 million) in 1981.

These wide varitiona in assets structure

reflect the deep involvement of th' company in the productin

storage and trading of agricultural comodiis.
later, this involvement should certainly raise

-rocessing,

Ae we shall indicate

doubts as to

whether such a

coçnpany can in fact sustain a long term interest in the pursuit of an

alternatively based chemical industry in the face of a competitor as
formidable as the petro-chemical industry.

The

ide variations in assets employed are inevitably reflected in

the cdmpany's turnover, as can be seen from the data in Table 4l

although

the swings here are either in different directions or reduced in comparison.
Thus the near-doubling of assets in cane sugar production and refining
between 1980 and 1981 i

reflected in a 14 per cent increase in turnover.

Commodity trading worldwide grew by a factor of 2.4 between 1980 and 1981

while assets employedfell bya factor of 22.

Agri-business turnover

also grew by one-third between 1980 and 1981, while assets employed grew
by a factor of 2.3.

Operationally, the research and development activities of' Tate and

Lyle, along with its new ventures are located in its New Developments
Division.

Within this division there is the T.1rs Development company,

awholiy owned subsidiari located in the UK and which forms the"bridge"
between research arid comercia1ization.

Thc INC also maintains substantial

research facilities at .eadihg University.

While the'reseàrch and
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development activities

i11 be discussed in the next section, we may note

at this stage, that the speciality

chemicals activities of the company are

not unexpectedly, located in this division.

The Chemicals Division of

of the
the company is a major part of its structure and constitutes one

foui major divisions of the TNC, the others being the UK Division,

Irernational Division and the North America Division.

Most of the research

work in chemicals fall under the general direction of this division.

Studying the accounts and reports of' Tate and Lyle it is very evident

that a decision was taken in the early 1970's to substantially reduce the
company's involvement in sugar and to find a more diversified production
base.

The assets and turnover structure shown in Tables 41 and 42

therefore, are the product of more than a decade of diversification of
the corporation's structure.

The INC's base in sugar was of course the

launching pad into other operations.

In 1976 the Chairman's Report

on the corporation's activities stated as follows:

"Tate and Lyle's business is to supply, trade and handle commodities and to provide the services fer handling other people's
The group has used its strong international base in sugar
goods.
to expand into many other related businesses, resulting in a
substantial presence in the worldwide markets for processing,
trading and handling many goods, feedatuffs, fuels and chemicals."

The pace of diversification of the corporation's structure can be

gleaned from the fact that whilst in 1976 the major trading sectors were:
sugar, starch, commodity trading worldwide, bulk liquid storage, shipping,

warehousing and distribution, and engineering and consultancy; by 1981
the last item was well established as an agri-business complex; malting,
insurance and 323ci:'lity chr.iic1s were added to its list of' act ivites and

the shipping fleet of the TNC had been dissolved.

The diversification into
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North Ameriôa was also rapid - leading to the creation of a whole new
division to cover these activities.

The diversification thrust of Tate and Lyle had been brought on by
One of these has

a number of major developments confronting the TNC.

been the rapid and unfavourable changes in the structura of the world's
sweetener industry., This was discussed at soma length in Part I, and tha
points of inajorIrnportance to note are the extreme uncertainty of sugar
prices; the rise of beet sugar production and consumption, particularly i;i

Europe; the growth of the HFCS industry; the slow growth of global
consumption of sucrose; and the drive for self-sufficiency in sweeteners
among the develcping countries, whose consumption of sugar is rising.

A

second development of major significance was the ending of the Commonwe.lth
Sugar Agreement and the entry of the';UI( into the EEC.

Tate and Lyle has

built its sugar refining operations on sugar-cane cultivation in th& UK's
ex-colonies and the preferential access which this sugar had into the 1.<
market.

With the UK's .entry.intothe EEC this cameto ari end and was

replaced fron the Ti.iC'êstanpcint iith the less favourable EEC-ACP
Agreement.

In addition, the sweetener regime of the EEC, and in particular

its strong support for European beet sugar, has created rnajor obstacles
for a company traditionally based on cane sugar production and refining.

The effect of these developments has been a drastic rationalization of
sugar refining operations in. the company; occasioned by the large decrease

in the available UK market. , Tus in 1931 the company estimated the UK
market at 2.3 million tonnes of sugar.

Of this total, domestic beet

production in the UK wou1d nave absorbed 1.1 million tonnes, and imports
of white sugars from the

Ql5 million tonnes

The total supply of
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beet sugar would therefore have been 1.25 million tonnes leaving a
residual of 1.05 million tonnes for cane sugar.

Meanwhile Tate and

Lyle's refining capacity was 1.34 million tonnes, that is an over-capacity

of

about 27 per cent.

In a

recent

report the company listed four causes

of the sugar refining crisis confronting it, namely:

a collapse of export margins;
-.

an-increase in UK beet sugar production;

-

a contraction of the UK sugar market;

-

the

importation

of

white sugar from the EEC.

The report then goes on to state:

"Because the cane sugar refining margin is so much lower than
that for beet processing, these four factors have forced Tate

and Lyle Refineries to seek to reduce refining capacity in
line with shrinking demand for its products."L.
-

A third development leading to the diversification strategy was th

reduced control

the INC

could exercise over its

sugar cane growing areas.

A number

investments in ovcrsea

of familiar political and social

factcrs is associated with this development and so do not require
repeating here.

A fourth factor is that over the years of contact with

sugar cultivation and refining the company has developed a wealth of

expertise in related activities, e.g.
and cultivation consultancy capability
handling

and so on.

shipping, bulk storage, angineering

in tropical agriculture, molasses

It was therefore- logical, that in a period of crisis

a constructive response to protecting the INC's interests would hays

en

to exploit the skills capabilities which it had developed over the years.
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The last and perhaps most decisive constderation, certainly in terms
of timing the transition to other activities wac the inflation of oil
prices and

reported scarcities of this produce.

This consideration more

than any has specifically intensified the search for suero-chemica1s
even though its impact on the company's

activities has been ,?ar more

wide-ranging.

The data in Tab1

43 below show the INC's accounting deductions from

profit for research and development expenditures and speciality chemicals
over the eeriod 1977-81.

These allocations are deducted from profits in

the year of its expenditure.

In the case of. joint, ventures the figures

are net of the partner's contribution.

Table 43
Tate and Lyle:

Research and Development Allocations

Year

£ million

1977

3.3

1978

Source:

1979

3.5

1980

5.4

1981

6.8

Tate and Lyle Ltd., Reports and Accounts (various issues)
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Section (ii)

Tate and Lyle:

Research and Development Activities

In this section, I shall hiblijht the main research and developrient
activities of Tate and Lyle in the general area of our interest in an
effort to pin-point the crucial growth points over the near to medium
term.

Emphasis will be placed on the immediate pre-cornmercialization

activities.

The analysis does not treat adequately with the INC's

activities connected with the improvement of cone sugar cultivation and
processing in which the INC has made important technical innovations
recently.

Degradation of Sucrose

We have already discussed at some length the limitations of the
degradation reactions of sucrose as a route towards the production of

chnicnls.

Much of the literature cited in this context, e.g., Parker,

Hickson, Vlitos, Hough and Righelato comes from scientists and scientific
managers associated with Tate and Lyle's laboratories.

The only signi-

ficant research in this area is the effort by Tate and Lyle to improve
the yields of mannitol and sorbitol.

In many weys it con be siad that

Tate and Lyle's research and development work in speciF1lity chemicals

has been founded on the explicit recognition of the exhaustion of the
possibilities of this route, and its consequent

illingness to commit

resources in the pursuit of the developmont of other routes to chemical
production from sucrose.

Sucro-esters

Work on the production of sucro-estars eontitutes one of the major
arees of late and Lyle's research and develconont effort3 end has resulted
in significant products reaching the commercielization snd immediate
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preP-commercialization stage.

The main effort hera has been directed at

discovering commercial processes For the productiofl of sucro-esters for

use in detergents, as food additives, in cosmetic and skin care products,
animal feeds, and polymers.

The outstanding technological opportunity so

far has been the break-through discovery of the TAL process fOr producing
detergents.

Tate and Lyle's work on the TAL process takes us back to our discussion
in Chapter 8, where we observed that the Sugar Research Foundation had
pioneered research in the trans-esterification between a triglyceride and
sucrose, using diiiiethylformamide (DMF) as a solvent.

The triglyceride

used was tallow and followed the initiative of the State of Nebraska in
the'USA in asking the Foundation for its help in finding uses for its
surplus animal fats.

As we noted in that chapter the discovery of

solvents such as DMF which made this trans-esterification process possible
while a critical breakthrough, was nevertheless expensive .because of the
high costs of the solvents.

In addition to this it should be pointed out

that the Foundation's process of trans-esterification took place in the
presence ol potassium carbonate K2CO2, used as a catalyst at a temperature
of 90°C.

The process initiated an incomplete reaction which yielded a

complex mixture of mono and diglycerides and sucrose esters.
also contained unreacted mixtures of sucrose and tallow.

The mixture

All these

additional factors inevitably raised the costs of purification and analysis.

Mention was also made in Chapter 0 that questions were raised about the

possible toxicity of DF.

As a rest it was stipulated that if

it

used in food it had to be done in parts of lass than 50 per million.

Some of the scientists associatad with this work ot the Sugar

was
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Foundation later joinei Tate and Lyle whers an effort was being made to

improve upon this process in jrder to lowet orocssing costs.

This was

successfully achiev.d when scientists in Tatc. anc Lyle's laboratories

discovered that under certain conditions sucrose would react directly with
a triglyceride in the absence of a solvent.

A surf'actar,t was prpared by

reacting the following materials:

Tallow

40.0 g

(64.5%)

Sucrose

17.0 g

(27.4%)

5.0 g

( 8.1%)

K2CO3

This was a simple reaction which yielded a complex iixture with the
following properties:

sucrose monoester
sucrose higher ester

27%
3%
I

13%

Bur,rrnc

triglycerides

3%

diqlycerides

9%

monoglycerides

15%

potassium soaps

30%

The sucrose based detergents produced from this process has certain
highly esteemed properties, viz.,

complete

nd rapid bic-degradability

non-toxicity tornomm1a, fish and micro-organisms
low foaming, which enhances its use ir automatic machines
non-irritant
non-allergenic
-

orthodermic

excellent surface active, emulsification and oil
dispersing detergent prooerties.
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The environmental-related advantages are formidable ones particularly as
the threat of accumulated detergent residues in inland waterways due to
the low bacterial degradation of
time of this discovery.

1kyl'rysulphoneteü was acute at the

While the switch to linear alkyl suiphonates has

reduced the severity of' the situetion

it has not entirely removed it.

The product's main disadvantages are its thermal instability; its
instability to strong alkalis; and its incomplete water solubility.
Removing these inhibitors invariably adds to the cost of production.

It is significant to note that in reporting on this pioneering work
Tate and Lyle scientists, remark on the "accidental" nature of the
discovery - thereby highlighting

the "serendipity factor" in scientific

discovery:

One of our chemists
"we did tqt plan to fashion a new surfactant.
was working on the general reactivity of sucrose in the absence
of solvents: sucrose was reacted with tallow in the presence of
potassium carbonate at l250C.tL

Two features associated with this.process and.the product are worthy
of special note.
be tallow.
used.

One is that the triglyceride which can be used need not

Any triglyceride, whether plant or animal can be successfully

This of course, widens the range of useful additives (e.g. coconut

oil), from the point of view of the underdeveloped countries.

Secondly,

we should recall the observation made in the previous chapter about the
"user impact" on a product,. or a new technology.

It was this same TAL

process which was cited in the example to show that while it was produced

with ona.purpose mmmd,. actual industrial use had yielded up to that
point 15 different potential applications which had not been contemplated
at the outset.
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Tate and Lyle is completing, under the TALRES, company an industrial

complex at Knowsley which runs a 5,000 tons/year capacity plant to
produce a variety of sürfactants with different physico-chemical. properties.

While there have been some significant delays and re-schedulinga

the aim is to expand this capacity to 22,000 tons/year.

In addition to

its UK Oommercial operations in this area licencing deals are underway
in the Phillipines for a 25,000 tonnes plant using coconut oil as the
triglyceride.
interest.

Japan and some countries in Latin America have also shown

In order to encourage the use of this product the Corporation

I of
was able to get theend products of this process classified in Annex

the EEC's permitted list of emulsifiers and stabilizers.

While the detergent use of this surfactant has been the major break-through

in this category of applications, other important developments have also
taken place.

In the food sector, sucrose based surfactants have yielded

the following advantages:
-

improved surface appearance

-

improved wetting properties in re-constituted dried foods

-

improved humect.ncy

-

delayed staling properties
improved oven spring

-

crumb softness

-

increased number and regularity of gas cells making for more
uniform slice

-

adds gluten to non-wheaten flours

-

fat sparing properties in that it spreads the fat more
evenly over the flour granules permitting a good loaf to
be made with less expensive shortening.

surfactanta
In the cosmetics and pharmaceutical applications sucrose based

have shown themselves to make superior skin cleansing formulations.

In
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addition the products ae non-allergenic, non-toxic and completely
orthoderinic,

In animal foods, sucrose based surfactants produced at

Tate and Lyle are thought of as improving the diçestion of fat in animal
foeds.

In

herbicides, preparations made from sucro-esters are particularly

efficient because they assist the absorption and transport of herbicides
in plants.

Their non-toxicity is an advantage in that thesepreparations

also leave no persistent or toxic residues.

3.

Chlordooxy Suq:'rs.

Tate and Lyle laboratories discovered early that 11,4, 6, 6'-tetrachloro
glacto sucrose is several hundred times sweeter than sugar.

Subseqint

investigations have revealed that 1, 4, 61-trichloro compounds are as
much as 2,000 times sweeter than sugar.

Most significantly these compounds

have a pure sweet taste which experiments have e3tablished as being
indistinguishable from sucrose.

These processes clearly open up the

possibility of a new class of low-calorie sweeteners based on sucrose.
Currently, toxicological tests are underway as part of a major precommercialization effort.

As Hickson points out:

"These chlorinated sucroses really could qualify as the new
generation of artificial supersweeteners - that is if
ey
can pass the necessary rigid tests for health safety".L_

It should be pointed out that l, 2, 6, 61-tetrach1orotetra

dxyrn'nnosucrooc is an exceedingly bitter substance, having more than
twice the bitterness of octaactate and therefore a major challenger to
the markets for denaturants.

Closely related also are the 6-chloro-
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deodymonosaccharides which are

b4ing studied for thei' medical uses.

Table 44 below indicates the relative sweetness of thc chiorodeoxysucroses.

Table 44

Relative Sweetness of CholordeoxysucroseS

1

Sucrose

not sweet

Galactosucrose
- chioro

4 - chloro

1

- deoxysucrose

4 - dxxyq1nctosucrose

6 - chioro - 6 - deoxysucrose
61 - chioro -

- deoxysucrose

- 4 - dichioro 4-dideoxygalactosucrose

20
5

bitter
20

600

4, - 6

- dichioru 6 - dideoxysucrose

500

11, 4, 6-trichioro - 11,

4, - 6 - trideoxygalsctosucrose

19000

i1, 4, 6, 61 - tetrach].oro - 11, 4,

6, 61 - totr doxyc'-1ctosucrose

200

R. Khan and A. Forage (1979-80)
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4.

Microbial Convarsin
!ionitorinc of Tate and Lyies srserch and development work in

the area of microbial conversion indicates three major signific::nt
product/process d..velopmonts. The first of these is the treatment of
wastes.

As we have seen the processing of sugar yields a number of

waste products e.g. stillage.

Arising out of its interest in this

area Tate and Lyle has embarked upon work in the area of enzyme technology
to recover saleable products from wastes.

One of the directions of this

work is the possible utilization of waste streams and mother liquors
from sugar as a substrate for the mixed culture of micro-organisms.

Another area is the use of nicr -crganisms in anaerobic fermentation to
produce methane from waste treatment processes.

A third significant

direction is the use of this technology to improve water purification
systems.

The second major area of technical development is the production of
microbial polysaccharides.

These products are used as gelling, thicken-

ing and suspending agents in a wide range of applications.

The market for

these products is generallynot large except for Xanthan Gum which is estimated at 50,000 to 60,000'tdnnesènnually.
Inc. (subsequently abandonned)

In a joint venture with Hercules

a company which has experience world-

wide in marketing water soluble polymers', three sucrose based microbial

polysaccharides are being produced.

Xanthan gum is prOduced under the

trademark '3I0Z'N in three grades, viz.,
-

food grade

-

standard grade (for use in general and

-

oil drilling grade.

'

gricultura1 applications)
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The Xanthan Gum has been described as
"i hich molecular weight, w3ter soluble polyi:ier, with a
combination of interesting rheologica? properties which are
maintained even at high temperatures. The gum's unusual
molecular structure in which the polymer backbone is protected
by negatively charged side chains, promotes its use as a
thickener and suspending agent in acidic, alkaline and
highly saline media where other water soluble poly'rie's might
be degraded or orecipitsted."L.

The third microbial conversion effort is the production of ethanol.
The INC does not seek to produce ethanol 2
processes of ethanol production.

se but to innovate in the

As we have seen in the previous chapter

the technology of fermentation ethanol is well established.

In most

cases ethanol concentrations of less than 10% v/v are produced in the space
of 20-30 hours with conversion efficiencies of about 90% of the theoretical
maximum of 51%.

Tate and Lyle research is directed towards developing

processes which can:

increase the concentration of ethanol and hence reduce
distillation;
reduce the costs of setting up distifleries.

The company claims that it is able to produce ethanol well in excess of
10% v/v with holding times in a continuous reactor of less than 10 hours,
with no consequential loss in conversion efficiency.

This permits the

installation of smaller', and hopefully cheap2r fermenters and stills, with

lower capital costs generally and less energy input into the recovery of
ethanol.

In some publications there are hints of a 30% alcohol concentration

end of email efficient converters capable of conversion at ter or more times
faster than the normal rate.L

The company's technological effort ii this area has followed from its
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substantial interests in starch, sugar and molasses.

The worldwide effort at

sugar-cane produced ethanol for energy in the Third Viorld has attracted
its efforts in this area.

Its long history of diroct contacts with spgcr-

cane and molasses producers has no doubt civen a filip to this development.

As pointed out the company hs announced no plans for ethanol production
of its own.

Talin Sweetener

Talin Swootenor along with the remaining items briefly discussed
below (6-9) do not fall within the ambit of sucro-chemicals, but these
activities are important because they indicate the hedging of the
corporation.

One cutside threat to the sweeteners market which currently

exists is the development of a safe low calorie sweetener.

Many people

who consume sugar (and those who do not) fear its calories while liking the
taste.

A substantial. financial prize exists for whichever enterprise is

able to produce a low calor.e sweetener with the taste and other acceptable
properties of sucrose.

The company's investaent in speciality chemicals

research in the chiorodeoxy sugars reflect its commitment to invest
resources in this search.

Similarly, is its effort to produce a sweetener

from Talin, a West African plant mentioned in Chapter 7, (Thaumatoccus
danielli).

The berry of this plant is not only aeveral .times sweeter than

sugar-cane, but is low in calories, non-carciogenic and flavour enhancing.

HFCS

While HFCS was discusd in Pert I, it.ahould be noted hare ir .the
monitoring of Tate and Lyle's activities that along with Taliri Sweetener
and the Chiorodeoxy sugars, activity in the LIFCS area indicates the
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integrated sweetener approach of' the copany.

The focus of its efforts

seems to be the use of' enzymes in the production of HFCS.
its work in other areas of' microbial conversion processes,

This complements
In collaboration

with the Oritish Atomic Energy Research Establishment new tschniques for
immobiliziro enzymes are being pursued.

amyloglucosidae.

The first successful one was

A 500 litre reactor containing this enzyme was in use

in the Tate and Lyle glucose factory.

An effort is also being made to

develop a commercial process for producing HFCS from chicory, an example
of yet another "hedge".

7.

Cane and Beet Factories
Research and development in low calorie sweeteners and HFCS do not

end Tate and Lyle's research in the sweetener industry.

A major effort is

also be,ing made to develop improved factory processes for sale to
cane and

beet processing fictories.

One outstanding innovation for which it has

won a British technological award is the TRIO process.

'Ihile we are not

concerned with operations in this sector, the range of the company's research
effort and its base in the sweetener industry approached as a multiproduct industry is definitely highlighted when these activities
are noted.

8.

Crop Protection

Long contact with tropical ariculture, and more recently with
European agriculture has stimulcted this INC to exploit its considerable
expertise in crop production.

In so far as sucrose based cheni-als .:,

yield important chemical oesticides, part of' this effort is integrated
with
its speciality chemicals activities.

However, the major effort in this

field is to use fungi, bacteria, virusoc end other micro-organisms
to
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replace, or complement, the use of chemical pesticides.

This is an

important area of research as many insects and pathogens are becoming resistent to chemical pesticides.

The recourse here to the natural enemies of

these pests obviously constitute an important endeavour.

9.

Aquoc.ulture

Research and development work here seem to be guided by two major
considerations.

One is the further exploration of the possible uses of

water borne waste materials.
on wastes discussed above.

The work here therefore complements the work
Second, commercial fish-farming is seen as

one means of improving food supplies.

Tate and Lyle efforts are aimed

at developing a saleable technology in this field.

Section (iii):

Research Directions:

An Assessment

The new directions of Tate and Lyle's research which were highlighted
in the previous section followed as a direct result of the diversification

.progamme which the company had commenced just over a decade ago.

The

variety of research endeavours over the past twelve years fall into one or
other of three major categories:

food, process technology for producing

and processing agricultural crops, and speciality chemicals; all three of

these categories inurn find a comon origin in the corporation's initial
interest in sugar.

DiversificatIon for, the INC therefore, did not mean an

abandonment Of sugar but rather there were controlled efforts to build
on the spin-offs associated with sugar, either through moving into new
areas of activities or into new geographical regions.
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From various reports and discussions it seems as if the company has
operated or tried to operate with a 10-year time-horizon as the "minimum"
for achieving best returns on its research and development projects.

The

projects which are currently at the early commercialization stage, e.g.,
Xanthan gum and TAL detergents, fall within this time frame.

It therefore

this
appears to be a reasonable one, if indeed the minimum is intended and

is not converted into a "norm".

Delays in the commercialization of both

of these products mentioned here, show how important it is not to become
impatient, as it were, towards the end.

In the Annual Report of the

company's New Developments Division for 1979, the position was summed up
as follows:

"The commercial ventures currently reaching maturity - TAL
surfactants, Talin sweeteners, Xanthan gum - represent research
goals set a decade ago."L.

As the Report goes on to point out:

"Our long-term research focus is, therefore, on developing the
basic chemistry of' sucrose and other carbohydrates, and
exploring processes for exploiting the potential of biomass
as a source of packaged energy. As the basic research advances,
the broad approach will converge on identifiable targets on
which R and D resources will be concentrated, under the guiding
pressures of marketing1 environmental, legislative and
sociological forces".L2.

If it can be said that the diversification of Tate and Lyle's

operations and its new research and development activities were stimuloted
by its fear of the dangers associated with its., over-dependence on a
commodity as volatile as cane sugar, these efforts have as yet not developed
to a point where wide swings in turnover, assets employed and profits
(losses) have been eliminated.

We have already noted in Tables 41 and 42
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how considerable these swings have been in the space of just one year.

Data on the corcration's
Table 45 overleaf.

rofitbility (before deductions) are shown in

These indicate clearly the hiqh leval of dependence on

sugar which still prevails.

Thus in 1980 and 1981, cane sugar 7roduction

and refining, molasses and sugar trading accounted for 106 and 8' per cent
respectively of profits

less losses.

The volatility of these earnings

can be seen in that in 1978 profits from cane sugar production and refining
was one per cent.

By 1979 it has risen to 21 per cent and in 1980 and

1981 it was 36 and 45 per cent of total profits, respectively.

To this

basic consideration must be added the structural crisis conditions which
have been confronting the

capitalist world economy since the mid-1970's.

If we bear these two points in mind we would be able to appreciate why, over

the past two to three years, the company ras come close to panicking over
its possible over-extension in research and development, and the overcommitment of its resources to speciality chemicals

based on sugar.

There has been in other words a substantial retreat from the sucrochemicals programme started just over a decade ago.

After the boom in sugar prices of the mid-1970's had completely
subsided, pre-tax profits of the corporation fell from £52.5 million in
1976 to £43.9 million in 1977 to a further low of £24.6 million in 1978.

Given the rapid inflation of prices during this period the real fall in
profits was considerably larger than the current values would indicate.

These events "coincided" with the retirement of the current Chairman of the
INC (John 0. Lyle) and the assumption of leadership of the company by
Lt. Hon. Earl Jellicoe.

htever nay be the "inside" events, it is

abundantly clear thct a number of factors had precipitated the decline
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Table 45

Tate and Lyle Limited:

19782l

Analysis of Trading Proit9

$

Trading Profit(Loss)
1980
- 1979

1978

1981

- %
TRADING SECTORS AND
OPERATING BASES
Agri-businesS
United Kingdom
North America

Bulk Liquid Storaqe
United Kingdom
North America

Cane Sugar Production
and Refining
United Kingdom
Canada
USA
I3elize

Zimbabwe

10

2.2
0.1
2.3

6
6

(6.5)
(1.1)
(7.6)

1.3
0.1

3
-

1.1
0.1

3

2.7

1.4

3

1.2
1.4
(2.8)
1.3

3

2.6
1.9
4.5

1.1

6

4

T.2__

3
(7)
2

5.4
1.5
(0.4)
1.0

Commodity Trading
WnrIdwide
Sugar
Other

(4)

41

1

3.0

6

9.4

17

3.7
9.1
2.3

17

0.0
24.5

45

(0.3)
(0.9)
(1.2)

(1)
(2)
(3)

(1.3)
0.7
(0.6)

(2)
1
(1)

19.3
(2.5)
16.8

39

9.7

18

(0.1)
9.6

18

(1)
3

-

N.A.
N.A.

9.8
(0.8)
9.0

5

12
6
10
6
2
36

N.A.
N.A.
1.9

45

2.6

0.4

5.6
3.2
5.0
2.9
0.7

4

21

19.6
(1.7)
17.9

(1)

15

7.5

7

(0.2)

2.9

1

N.A.
N.A.

O.L

(1)

0.1

3

-

N.A.
N.A.
3.3

6

(0.3)

6

-

Cereal Sweeteners and
Starches
Canaoc
Europe

-

(14)
2)
(
(16)

(5)

28
(2)

26

17:4

(5)

35

-

-

0.8

2

0.8

2

1.1

2.0

5

2,4

7

2.3

5

2.0

Molasses Trading, Stora9e
and Distribution
6.4
or1dwide

15

8.4

24

15.0

31

10.6

Insurance

Malting
United Kinouom

7

4
-

2

19

Table 45 (cnnt'd)

£M

Warehousinq, Packdqinq
and Distribution
United Kingdom
Nigeria

N.A.
N.A.
3.9

1980

1977

19Th
%

0'

£i

N.A.
N.A.

0.1

0

N.A.
N.A.
3

.A.
N.i..

1.9

5

1931
0'

1.6
0.6
2.2

3.

2

0.9

2

2.4
(3.2)
2.2

5
(6)

0.2

It

1.4

3

2.3
2.5

48.7

100

54.7

3
1

4

Other Activities

Shipping - United KinydomNA
Starch-United Kingdom
Other

N.A.
N.A.

!3

N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
6

l.A.

N.A.
N.A.
'.1

35.6

N.A.
N.A.
N.A.

100

-

Total

44.0

Research and
Development

(2.7)

-

(2.9)

-

(2.5)

-

(2.4)

Speciality Chemicals

0.2

-

(0.6)

-

(2.9)

-

(4.4)

Net Costs of' R and D
Speciality Chemicals

2.9

-

3.5

-

5.4

-

6.8

Note:

S

100

N.A. Not available/applicable.
The figures above refer to group trading profit before deductions
of interest, central expenses, research and development taxes, etc.

Source:

Tate and Lyle, Annual Report and Accounts, 1978-81.
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the fall in demand in the UK refined

in profits; the main ones,being
sugar (mentioned :boVe)

the impact of UK membership of the

EC on the sugar

regime facing the INC; the demonstrated excess capacity in the starch and
glucose industries

a capacity which had been built up during the buoyant

much
years of the sugar' boom; a worldwide decline in ahipping ratas; the

higher cost of penetrating the North American market then that which the
corporation had oriçinally anticipated.

In order to combat the decline in profitability a major restructuring

programmewaB introduced by the now management.

These had five major

production and trading elements.

One of these was the closure of some sugar refineries in a surgical
effort to ramove over capacity.
corporation's shipping fleet.

The second was to sell and dispose of the
The third measure was to move out of starch

and glucose production in a number of its factories.

A fourth was the

rather drastic pruning of overheads and central expenditures in the corpora-

Lastly, and of particular significance to us, a major re-appraisal

tion.

of the corporation's research and development work and the speciality
chemicals 'programme in pérticular was undertaken.

Accompanying this

restructuring programme was a major re-organisation of the management
atructure of the TNC, as is usual in such circumstances.

As the Chairman

putit:
"Throughout the group we are now;setting more urgent requirements
for profit return. We have, foi example, re-appraised projects
for our chemical division on which we are now taking a more
In surfactants we have decided to write-off
conservative view.
our initial expenditure while intensifying oy efforts to solve
the technical problorns we hèVe encountered."4
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The attitude reflected in this quotation while making "hard-headed"
business sense reveals why I raised the question earlier, RS to whether

a company with as volatile a trading structure as Tate and Lyle can
reasonably be expected to sustain the long effort to develop a sucrochemicals industry.

While on the one hand the volatility of the company's

pushes it on to find a stable manufacturing base in chemicals derived from
sugar, in order to ensure a better regulated sugar demand3 on the other hand
the very instability of' earnings reduces its capacity to finance a long
term.reseerch effort.

What is therefore reflected in the sentiments

expressed in the chairman's statement may be more than the usual pessimism encountered during

a downswing of economic activity.

manifestation of' this particular dilemma.

It may be the

In any event, the present

persistent weakness of sugar pricel is adding considerably to the discouragement of the effort in sucro-chemicnls.

The approach of the new management to the sucro-chemicals programme
was put this way in the corporation's Annual Report for l980

"To develop and make profitable a new chemicals technology is,
we have always acknowledged, to accept a major challenge particularly at a time of acute depression in the chemicals
market. With the added burden of heavy start up expenses,
we have been in no position to make our planned impact on the
It is taking
market and incurred substantial losses in 1980.
longer than we expectid to commission the two new plants of'
our production complex at Knoweley, Merseyside. With our
planned range of surfactant products we have encountered
serious technical difficulties and have yet to prove our
ability to produce these in volume and on commercially
viable basis. We are continuing our efforts to solve these
problems but, in view of the high risk nature of this venture,
have written our initial expenditure out of our balance sheet."

Following this announcement the company has relinquished its share
in the bio-specialities programme and has solo its assets.

It has also
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at the
disposed of a major part of its share in the common services
Knowaley complex.
Finally, i

Its joint venture iith Hercules Inc. was also terminated.

has recently concluded an agreement with the chemical ThC

skills
Vechst A. C. to "work jointly in order to exploit our combined
'12

in some areas of chemistry and

biolcgy".

As the corporation has

put it
"The agreement combines the experience of a major chemical company
and a major food company in developing specific new areas of /13
rnuj.ual interest in biotechnoloCy end carbohydrata chemistry".-

Our examination of Tate and Lyle shows that to all intents and
purposes, the sucro-chemicals programme is well and truly at a crossroads.

While there has been a considerable phasing down of the corporation's

efforts in this direction, nevertheless its movement towards joint arrangements with Hoechst A. C. marks an important advance.

I say this,bbecause

this company brings to th& agreement not only a wealth of experience in
chemical production and trading but being a major "user" itself, it might
very well offei the solution to the question of how to penetrate the
existing chemicals markets with sucro-chemicals.

It should be noted that the downturn in profits which had precipitated
the drastic changes indicated above has been halted and a definite upswing
in profitability h-d started during 1981.

As the chairman remarked:

"I am very glad to report that 1981 saw the return of the Tate
and Lyle Group to an improved quality of errnings and a more
This
afore tax.
acceptable level of profit - £36.3 millie
omic climate, both
result was achieved in a very dif ficult a
It is encouraging to see a stronger
in the UK and worldwide.
group emerging from the drastic policy of rationalisation which
we have of necessity pursued in recent years."L!.
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Unfortunately from the standpoint oF sucro-chemicals this was
achiaved at its expense.

In his Interim Report for the six months ending

March 27, 1982, the Chairman noted the continued upswing in profits, but
goes on to point out that:

'The containment of expenditure on research and development
and substantial reduction of losses in speciality chemicals
also had a bearing on the figures."L

One note on which this chapter must end is a further re-iteration
of' the observation that a INC with as volatile an earnings structure as

Tate and Lyle cannot be confidently expected to pioneer a massive breakthrough for sucro-chemjcals.

At the ome time, however, a dozen years

of sustained research and the commitment of large sums of money to
research in this field constitute an important asset of' the company.

This

INC is in fact the world-leading institution in the field of sucrochemicals.
wasted.

This considerable saset should not be

sily given up, or worse

Perhaps in some ways the new partnership agreement with Hoechst

A. C. may well hold the key to the future.

The technical problems which

remain in this field are considerable let alone the task of product
development and marketing.

It would seem as if a now infusion of resources

and the opening up of market prospects are needed to get the momentum
going again.

The question is, however, where will this come from?
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Chapter 11:
Section (i):
In th

THE THREAT AND THE PROMISE:

:

AN ASSESSMENT

Context

previous chapters we have presented a large amount of detail

on the development of HFCS and sucro-chemicals technology, the structure
in which the industries associated with these technical innovations have
developed, and the future prospects of these industries.

In this chapter,

from the perspective of the Caribbean, a general assessment of the impact
of these developments will be presented, and certain recommendations
will be-made.

The emphasis here will be judgemental and analytical

rather than the repetition of details on market forecasts, trends in
capacities, prices, and public policy, and théidentification of technical
obstacles and problems which remain in the development of these technologies.

Certain general propositions about theCaribbean region are implicit in
the presentation of the material so far.

However, in order to erase any

doubts which may linger, about the context in which my judgements are
being exercised and the recommendations made, these will have to be
made explicit at this point.

The first of the propositions is that,

historically, arising out of the process of colonisation and exploitation
by Europe, our agricultural system has been oriented to the production of
export staples for consumption abroad.

Coming out of the relatively

recent process of decolonisation some efforts are being made at the
replacement of the foods we eat which are imported from overseas.

So far,

however, the diversification of agricultural output achieved under the irncrt-

substitution programme has been rather limited and projections into the
future do not indicate any dramatic improvements.

This is a particularly

depressing state of affairs since within tH region, the overall food needs
exceed domostic supply.

It is my judgement that in the present state of
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of food would
Caribbean agricu1tur, siqnificant increases in the output
depend, inter ella on the following:
pest
a substantial decrease in losses of output due to
and diseases;

regularity of output
a substantial increase in yields and inproved
from presently cultivated ares

vastly improved efficiency in the use of fLrtilizers, water,
mechanical equipment and other energy intnsive inputs;
-

better storage, transportation, distribution and pricing
systems;
improved social amenities in the rural areas, e.g. health,
recreation, education, training, etc.;
a socially just distribution of land and other economic resources;

Improved access to power and the mechanisms of control over their
social and political lives by all rural classes, strata and
groups which have been historically excluded from these by
dominant minority groups.

Many; if not all the above provisions may well be considered as relevant
not only to the Caribbean region, but to the world as a whole.

Unfortunately,

in the latter instance, for those societies in which the improvements can
best be afforded., e.g. because there are regular surpluses of agricultural

output, they are the least needed, and where they are most needed they are
not readily achieved - green revolution iotwithstanding.

A second proposition is that traditionally the region has been underindustrialized, primarily for the same reasons of colonial domination which

has determined the export orientation of agriculture and the neglect of
internal food demand.

Arising out of the post World War II decolonisation

diversification,
prococ3s thore have boen determined local efforts at industrial

mainly by wy of programmes of fiscal and

tier incentives designed to

2Ik

substitute imported industrial products with domestically oroduced
In several studies I have already aouoht to lay

ones.

re the essential weaknesses

of the industries established in this import substitutioii process.

Here

I will therefore simply confine myself to listing some of the major
defects, sariaiiy:a

these industries have low domestic value-add3d because of their
reliance on the assembly of imported knocked-down equipment;
-

their labourabsorptive capacity is also low;

-

there are diseconomies of scale induced by the small and
fractured nature of their markots;

-

despite small markets there is significant underutilization of
capacity ratings;

-the industries create limited inter-sectorel links within the
national economy and are therefore incapable of' generating
autonomous, self-reinforcing sequences of growth;
-

despite substantial capital subsidization the industries are
high cost producers which shelter behind protected markets and
use their monopoly status to pass on these costs to their
consumers;

-

monopoly power is also exerted through the lowerin of quality
and standards, poor after-sales facilities, and exorbitant
financing char;es;

-

the industries although designed to save foreign exchange, have
very high import intensities suggesting at times negative
foreignexchanc,e drains from the national economy, despite high
private profitability;

-

as branches of TNC's these industries have no serious export
interest, except where regional marketing and production
conditions make this necessary;

-

the industries do little or nothing to encourage the development
of an indigenous technological capability.

Recently in some of the larger territories attempts have been made at the
development of a basic materials sector, for example Trinidad-Tobago where it

is heinQ develmd on the basis .f it
iron-ore.

;

ru-crhon resuurc3s

nd imported
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infancy.
These efforts are, however, still very much in their

4evertheleSS,

the limitI do feel that they constitute an imortant attempt to overcorle
ations of the import_substituting

industrialization process highlighted

above.

which
The patterns of agricultural development and industrialization

between domestic
I have outlined signify a historical process of divergences
the
resources and domestic proUuction on the one hand, and the needs of

population end the market demand for food on the other..

ecause of this,

indigenous
the bases, (both physical and.social), for the development, of an

technology are non-existent.4

It was, however, because of this particular

historical process of divergences that I have elsewhere advocated an
industrialization model based on the first orior.ity of developing a basic

materials sector for the natianal.economY.

The essential point, of

this proposal is that only if we are able to, produce those commodities which
'rare needed for the production ofaul other

commodities that we can aspire to

'reverse this historical process of 'divergences and end the perpetuation of

the dynamic of jnderdevelopmert.

The. basic commodities used in the

production of all other commodities maybe indirectly requirod (e.g.,
foodstuffs for wage earners)or directly required (e.g. iron and steel).
From this criterion a list of the essential industrial products was drawn
up, and in this short list of a dozen or so comrnoditias

chemicals appeared.

Placed in this context the study of sucro-chemical technology falls
within the scope of the search for an industrial base in wh?t isa eiatively
abundant regional raw material.

The stud; is therefore, in

fundamenti

sense an axamination of the possibilities created by tachnological advances
fro a chemical industry based on sucrose specificai.ly, as opposed to
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hydro-carbons or even other biornass resources, in the context of the more

general search for a pattern of investments, growth

output, consumption

and technologicRi change vhich would be consistent with the development, as
against the perpetuation of the underdeveloprnent of the Caribhei region.
It is clear from this that if a chemical industry based on sucrose could
become technically end commercially viable, a singificant advance in the
cause of Caribbean development would have been made.

The priority search for a capacity to produce the commodities which
enter directly or indirectly into the production of all other commodities is
not a blueprint for autarchy.

It is a programme aimed at the creation of

an autonomous, se1f-perpetuting sequence of investments which would internalize the bases of growth and development Of the national economy.

Further-

more, the success at creating such an internalized system of sequences would
be heavily contingent on the availability of foreign exchange
to finance it.

with which

Profitable tréde in existinc commodities which are being

produced is therefore a vital requirement of the strategy.

In other words

while the search is For new baas of trade in which foreign demand for our
output is seen es the extension of domestic requirentits, and our own

demand for foreign goods is similarly situated, the model specified also
seeks to moximizo in this context the gains from existing trade patterns.
The threat of HFCS to cane sugar should therefore be placed in this context
of a threat to one of the principal sources of foreign exchange earnings in
the region.

Finally, from the global and regional natural resource point of view,
the sources of organic chemicals are oil, coal and biomass.

Because the

ranne of these alternatives is restricted, an important proposition is that
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alterriatiV5 is crucial jn.determifliflg
the competitive relation between these
In thio competitive r3latiJfl I would
the pattern of resource exploithtion.
should not be under-estiflatd, but
stroeo not only price, whose importance
national
such other factors also as access and security of' supplies,
and marketing,
considerations, degree of monopoly control of production
environmental considerations,

and so on.

!hile initially the chemical

of cheap oil based on
industry switchod from biomass and coal to oil because
prices,
huge discoveries, the recent rapid inflation of hydro-carbofle

based on their presumed long run scarcities, he

been a major push in the

a
direction of using biomass in general, and sucrose in particular as

regenerable source of chemicals.

The present petro-chernical industries,

political leverage.
however, possess vast resources and an enormous amount of
their entrenched
They cannot reasonably be expected to yield their gains or
positions easily.

The successful fight for an alternatively based chemical

industry will inevitably require winning significant governmental support
for it, as a source of' countervailing power.

Neither the cane sugar industry

INC in this field,
as it is globally organized, nor Tate and Lyle the major
major
can reasonably be expected to generate the resources for such a
industrial transformation.
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Section (ii)

Recommendations

In our study of HFCS in Part I ia observed the fo1lowinq

That there was a slow rate of increases o

global demand for

sweeteners (2-2½ per cent, per annum raxiinum).

This combined a

static or declining per capita deierd in the developed countries
(usually those where per copit

consumption of sucrose is in

excess of 45-50 kg per annum) and a rising per capita demand in
the underdeveloped countries, (usually those whcro per capita
demand was less than 15-20 kg per oinuih).

In the latter group of countries the drive for self-sufficiency
in sugar. is strong, and as a consequence increased demand

does not lead to significantly increased trade.

Furthermore, in

the former group, countries traditionally thought of as major
importers are now major producers and exporters of sugar, e.g.
EEC, end this has upset the traditional

lobal demand-supply-

trade balances in sugar.

Globally, HFCS output is projected to average about one-tenth
of total sweeteners demand by 1990 whereas in its chief growth
area, the USA, output is expected to be substantially higher,
as much as 40-45 per cent of demand.

While projections of the sweetener market have always been

fruqht with difficulties, there is little evidence to suacest
so far that these projections have
optimism.

rrod on the side of

To the contrary, for to date output has always

exceeded projections.
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The growth of HFCS in countries other than the USA where the
industrial configuration favours it, is heavily contingent on
the direction of public policy.

The extreme example of this

situation is the EEC, where presently public regulations severely
limit the production of HFCS to only 200,000 tonnes per anntn.

In scre Third Yorid countries, HICS capacity is being

iatl1ad.

Here the emphasis is either on an abundant raw material

t'thich

can be utilized (corn, rice, cassava) or a large beverages sector
to be.serviced.

Technically, certain important hurdles need to be overcome
before IfCS can completely substitute for sucrose, e.g.,
crystallization.

If these were to be overcome the rate and

pattern of its future growth would be even more dramatic and
spectacular than it has been so far.

Summinc up, it was concluded in Part I that the major impact o
Ye

HICS orowth would be felt on international trade in sugar.
pointed out that only 20-25 per cent of the world output of

sugar was traded internationally, and of this 90 per cent wus
cane sugar.

Furthermore, the trade in auger was riddled with

a complex network of bilateral, regional and international

agreements which reduced the "fre&' world rnarkt element to cn
even smaller proportion of this global output, 2-4 per cent.
Traditionally the price on the "free" market has been subjuct
to wide swings which have made sugar prices notoriously unstable.
The conclusion arrived at was, that in order to protect thei'
own consumers, or alternatively where domestic production

01?
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sweeteners takes place their own producer interests, countries
can be expect.d to restrict imports as a first line of defence if
their domestic itterests are enhanced or threatened by HFCS growth
In this sense, therefore,the impact of HFCS on cane sugar trado
generally and hence on the Caribbean in particular would be fei

more significant than the output figures of HFCS and other
sweetaners would alone suggest.

On the basis of the above observations, two major recommendations
were made at the end of the survey of HFCS.

The first recommendation

was that a strong case could be m3de out for HECS production and marketing
to be incorporated into the International Sugar Agreement (ISA).

This

It was pointed

was advocated as a position for the Caribbean to adopt.

out in support of this idea that the HFCS producers also had. an interest

in a world sweetener market that was less volatile and unstable, and therefore this interest should be rincouraged in every way.

In so far ae

volatility and instability of sugar prices stem from the peculiar

the
free

market structure for sugar, the inclusion of all major forms of sweetontr
production, whether traded or not, into an international sugar agreement
is necessary to ensure orderly marketing of all sweeteners.

The :ecommndu-

ion therefore, envisaged not only the incorporstion of HFCS into thD prese.
ISA, but the transformation of the ISA itself into a more general in'J

comprehensive framework in which to plan the production and marketing of
all major forms of sweeteners.

To the extent that this recommendation

id

the formation of a reirneof remunerative and stable prices for reasonably
efficient sugar producers, to this extent also it promote'

b si

which

the planned utilisation of sucrose as a chemical feedstock might be devlopeJ.
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for a more orderly o.nd stable
In other wcrds,all actions which make
also make for more orderly and stab1
marketing of sucrose, po facto
chemical fedstock. From the viewconditions whan ptomoting its use as a
recommendation therefore
point of sciCnCe and technology planning this
tho production and marketing.
sooks to suggest wy8 which might stabilize
its development as a major raw
conditions of 3UCrOS3 in order to encourage
material input.

Caribbean regicn should
The second rocommondation made was that the
identify and so
iare no-efforts in devoloping a nonitoring cpcity to
-

HFCS output and technology.
permit a planned response to developmante in
Two points were made with regard to monitoring.
seen as systematic

One wna that it should be

intelligence gathering - a necessary function which

regional Science 3nd Technology
falls within the framework of national and
Planning.

careful to
To reinforce this comment at that point I was

Identify the functions of what I tormOd monitoring:
"signals"

(searching for

identifying the
which are indicators of significant innovation;

context in which
probable OonsequenceS of those innovations; choosing the
of the technology and the effects
one could identify the speed and direction
of its use; presenting the abcwe ddt

in

timely manner to ensure that

assessment
effective reactions can be made byrneneemOnt on the basis of an
of it).

to be
The second point which was mode was that for monitoring

effective it had to embrace all forms of sweeteners.

TraditionallY cone

of oach othor's 3ctivitios,
sugar producers have focussed on the moniturinj
with some occasional studios of developments in beet su;or.

4hat ic callod

other sweeteners, e.g.
for hero is the incorporation not only of 1FCS but
framework
the low calorie and non-caloric sweeteners into a systematic

of intelligence gathering.

In the particular case of those two examples

cite-i hero, the important paint W1S mode thrt a throat which overhangs

cane end bct sugar as well cs HFCS itself is the possib.o discrv:ry of
low calorie sweetener with the taste and other major characteristics of
sucrose.

Monitoring as an

spect of national ond regional Science and Technology

Planning should be extended also to include the entire field of sucrochemicals activities.

In other words, both "the throt end. the promise"

have to be thoroughly comprehended, if a setisfctory regional/national
response is.to be made.

This, therefore, constitutes my third recommendation.

The particular importance of this recommendation to the Caribbean
is icid bare when we take into account how mature and ossified the cane
sugar industry has become, and how limitod has been its research focus and
interventions on sugar issues in the region.
observation of Hagelbcrg

There is much truth in the

and Ahlfold on both the beet and cane sugar

0

industries:

"Secure untjl recently from competition by close substitutes, the
industry has felt little need for product development, beyond the
immediate areas of refining quality, liquid sugar and dry bulk
shipment. While the value of beet pulp end of beet or cane molasses
on occasion may have meant the dfferenco between profit and loss,
they have remained by-products. "L2.

The authors go on to point out that:

"For all the renewed interest in fermentation alcohol
brought about by cscalatin cil prices, beet and cane are still
grown primarily to produce sugar, and sugar is still used almost
xclusivoly for human ccr.sumption, although poriodically there
has bean significant diversicns."L

The authors

o on to cite the production of hiçh-test mclasses in Cuba,

between 1935 and1958 and tho use of fodder oucr in the EEC, during the
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late 1960's

nd eariy 1970's, as examples of those "1iversi.fl&'.

of innovatory drive
Whatever may be said, it seems to me that tho lack
larfjuly attributable to
and imagination in the Caribbean si'jar industry is

the sujar planters
the protectin and subsidies which have been afforded

by various Cribbe3n and Co1onil Office

ovornments.

Over the centuries

planters
the economic and political p.wer co.ndoi by tho rericn's suc;ar
stato policy and
has been.snourjh to ensure them considerable 1evorajeoVer

in the pursui,
they have used this .levaracjc with extreme. sin;la mindedness
jded

oftir narruw iteests.

In pursuit of their goals they have been

by thfct that sugar is

very 1hour intensive activity in the region

end as such it has been easy to make
sugar quickly translatahl.e inta

ny throat to the profitability of

threat of retrenchment and unemployment

effecting the livelihood of hundreds of thouands
As soon as. this spectre was presented t

;f West. Indian people.

governments invariably they have

come to the "rescue" of the sugar. planters.

The study presento

here is in many different ways an initial effort

at monitarinj developments in the field

of sucrochemi1 gnerllY nd

Tate and Lyle's activity as the l3udinU INC in particular.

of view we concluded the last chapter by natinrj that th
chemicals was at an extremely criticci juncture.

From this point

future of sucro-

Pftor more than a decade

of consistent research and devel?pmant work, Tote onc. Lylo has retreated
ever thô past two years in the face of doc1inin

rcfitahi1ity.

While as we

hopeful
?ointed out its efforts to form a partnership with Hoochet A. C. is a

step, it remains true that the exertize and aerkotin

resources roquird to

pentrata the patru-chemical :';minance will roquiro not only more resources
but a more stable earnir,Js basis then Tate flfl.! Lyle, Lase

suer, con command.

Yet,

a

it is on

rocoxic'11y, as oc have pointed out

ofore it is
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this some dependence and vulnrehility caused by its su'ar based ifldustrial
structure which hos sust9iflod the TNC's erts at a breakthrough in sucro-

chmiccls.

My fourth recemmondetion steths from the belief. that at this juncture

whst is requirod is an injaction of entirely new resurcesa and the creation or
new market opportunities to get th
started again.

momentum in favour of sucrj-chemicals

Sinco I hove pointed out that ultimately only government

policy con ensure the required counturv3iling power to that exercised by
the petroleum INC's ay recommendation is that the governments of the region,

at a regionel level, ohouU consider an

rconont aimed at joint research,

technology, development, production and marketing of sucro-chemicala with
Tote end Lyle.

Such an oreement should rthngo over research in progress,

new research end development work being contemolatéd,

s well estho

licensing of production of sucro-chemicals in the region.

It is of course

reasonable to. expect that through public policy, market development for
these

roducts can be guronteec! by licensing. etc.

To support this endeavour

arejoa1 VentureCata1 Eund and a 1eol entity to operate it should be
created and financed out of a levy on sugar production.

The idea of a

sugar levy of this sort is of courau not new, since after World We

II the

colonial outhorities hod introduced this in severol territories in the
region, crectin

three funds, one of which woo diroctc

towards the

rehabilitation and ru-composition of the capitol stock thor, avail±lo to
the sugar industry.

The difference between then end now is thot the

reccmmenddotion here involvea deliberate risk-taking, and hence the notion of
a "venture" capitol fund to finance those octivitics.

It is my strong

belief that while Tote and Lylo finds itself at the eresent cross-roads,
this is the nest opportune time to pursue

on equitable nrronenont.
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joint
Creating a venture copit1 fund cf this sort to finance a
rósoorch

nd devdlnpment

Lyle woul4 not by

production and marketing effort with Tate and

itself be

adequçta for the

ur;cseS et hand.

V!hat is also

capability in
needed is a planned effort. to dovcio. an indigenous research
this field.

constiThe following sugstiuflS in this direction therefore,

tuto my fifth reamrncnd3ti3n.

s I see it what is nde. ultimately is a

shirt from the present research focus in sugar.

Efforts desigodto

of sucr'oensure such a shift shculd not only incluJe the incorporation

chemicals activity but should also cover other areas as fermentation
technology (linked to a possible gasohol

rogramrne); fooi technology and

carbohydrate uses; process technology in the sugar factories; and cone sugar

Tc ensure that this shift in focus

harvesting and logistical operations.

takes place the region's training facilities will have to he appropriately
geared.

A good starting point would be to make aveilthltipoSt-gradUatC

training awards and fellowships to persons in the Caibbuan.

From this

programme a corps of persons equipped to offer courses at university
level in these fields can he created.

As this is takin: place, laboratories

and other resarch facilities can be built up.

Gaps in resources which are

identified can of course be fille.J by the appropriate importation of
skilled persons.

the field

Alon:j with those efforts a proper documontatifl center in

should also be built up.

The aim will be for this center to

eventually take over some of the 'asic monitrinJ functions indicated in
recommendation 3.

One activity which Iheliovc- is of Some urgency, and which underscores
of activia failure of this study,, is the need fur on-the-spat monitoring

ties in sucrose chemicals and HFCS from carbohydratiS other than corn,
which ore tckin:j place in other Thin

!orlJ countries.

Such activities occur

'1
£..1.
in an environment much closor to ours

nd the problems cnccuntorod in

thei.r relationships with the TNC's, the constructi::n .of facilities, actual

production end marketing difficulties will 5e of solutery value.

In other

words we may ho able to learn from others' miatakos if we treat such
developments in the ThirJ World as a "social laboratory" to be closely
monitored.

In the literature it is remarkable how many Third World

countries hove repeated the same mistnkcs others have mode through ignorance.

In conclusion I should perhaps

reiterate an

orlier observation that

although my study does not encompass the use of sucrose as a source of

enery, that ultimately the role of sucrose in this rogard in the region
will be crucial.

As we have noted the fermentation technology fur ethanol

prcduction is not new, although many improvements have taken place affecting
yields, residence rates, quality of the substrates in which the microorganisms are cultivated, otc.

The. production

of

ethanol on a larrje-scale

might be feasible in a gasolene extender programme with the use of "excess"
ethanol as a chemical foodstack.

To my mind, this route to sucrose

chemicals could only be a preferred route in the context of such an overall
approach.

Otherwise, directed synthesis is the preferred route.

The

question, however, which I want to refer to here is what would he the impact
on ro:jional food supplies if land were directed towards sucrose chemicals?
The answer is simple.

A sucrose chemicals programme which does not envision

large-scale gasoline extcndor production will not require large amounts of
sucrose.

Indeed, when we realize that the region's current output of

sucrose is about 60-70 per cent of the region's capacity to produce sugar,
than the programme noe
service it.

not oven require the diversion of export sales to

21.9

I hcv

been crfu1 nt tc specify

structuro t cvor the prcps1s
CIRICOM

nçJ the CDB.

ny prtiru1cr institutina1

hare.

However, in so for r

b3th

are represented in the Ccrdinrtinj Cjmmittee cf the

CTPS-II, those two regional jnstitutins might well teke the
fallow up on tht prposols made in this Report.

inititjVU

to
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Notes to Cftptor 11.
1.

For further

iscussin sc C. Thnris (1974, 1979 cn

Th

1982).

th3Bis horo is fully deve1ped in Thomes (1974).
Thc main
ptint :F the discu8sien here is merely tu intrJuce the spicific
locction of the sucr-chernic1a industry in e ru-orçnizc- Caribbeon

co1opmcntel fcus.
ibid,

177- 227.

hid, pp 195-201.
G. 3. Ho;e1berr en:! H. AhiPoLi, (1981)
ibid,

) 3.

3.
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